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Abstract 

T l ~ e  project deals wit11 t l ~ e  control of a laboratoq -located MIMO process. 
Tn o controllers are developed, nainely a LQR controller (Linear Quadratic Regulator) and a 
Robust colltroller 
To be able to delrelop a controller, a process inodel is estimated, \vl~ich covers the inail1 part 
of this essa) 

To perfonn an!' systein identificatioil and to iinplelnent any coiltroller, a flexible-graphical 
software program has been nritten, that easily perfonns the above tests. 

Physical lan-s are used to derive a inodel structure, to overcoine tlle problein of choosi~lg tlle 
correct illode1 stnrct~rre for inodel identification. This inetl~od is also known asphj:sical 
pamwterizcd rnodellirig. The inodel stnrct~rre contains knon:n and unknown parts that are 
identified using a one-step-allead prediction. A regularization technique is used, to restore tlse 
ill-conditioned Jacobiai~~ due to the poor influeilce of the identification parameters on the 
model o~rtput. 
An open-loop ideiltificatioll is performed of the final closed-loop system (including tlle 
coiltroiierj . 
An open-loop identification of the closed-loop has been chosen, to take a closer look at 
closed-loop ideiltification and because the process is poorly dainped. 
A non-linear ancl a linear discrete process inodel are estimated. Because tlle non-linear inodel 
caili~ot be used to develop our coiltrollers, n.e use it as a n-ay to test t l ~ e  derived inodel 
stnrct~rre. 
The non-linear inodel is obtained b3. performing a direct identification. Tl-~at means that the 
process inputs are used as tlle identification inputs, instead of the reference inputs of the 
closed-loop s!,stem. 
The identification paraineters of tlle linear inode1 are retrieved fro111 the identified closed-loop 
model: by inaltiilg use of the knonin coiltroller inodel. 
A Binary c21d Generalized binary noise signal is used as test-inp~rt signal. Tlle a-priori 
information, needed to design these signals, is extracted froill a calculated process model, 
were a good guess is inade of the identification paraineters. 
Tlle estiillated non-linear and linear model are validated by simulation; residual analysis and a 
scalar error measuremeilt; all of tl~em indicating a sillall model error. 

Tlle LQR controller. used to perfonn tlle "closed-loop" identification is based on the above 
calculated inodel 
With the estimated process model, a (new) LQR controller and a Robust controller are 
developed. such that the closed-loop is asymptotic all^ stable and that the performance 
req~rirements are inet as good as possible 
Tlle perfonnancc requirements consist of a (m ell-known) zero tracking error. small overshoot 
and a "fast" step response nit11 no act~rator sat~~ration 
Thc measured process outputs correspond to the states of our process model. such that no 
o b s e i ~  er is used Tl~is results in a robust stabilit! llzargin 



The ideiltificatioil parailueters have a physical significa~~ce, which can easil? change through 
chalging. for cxa~llple a process I alve T l ~ e  possible parameter uncertail~ties arc well dcfined. 
such that a robust colltroller is dcveloped. that call deal nit11 these ullcertaiilties in ail esplicit 
lllaililer 
The /(/H, thcon is used to develop our coiltroller. such that me call guarantee pre-defined 
coiltroller oblccti~ cs. rcgardlcss of the parailleter uncertai~lties. 

The coiltroller is calculated by assuilliilg a 6111 coillples uilcertaiilty illatris (unstmctured 
iincertaiilty), such that "simple" algorithnls c m  be used to calculate the coiltroller. This leads 
to consen~ative results> as n-e are dealing with stl-uctslred uncertainty7 leading to a diagonal 
uncertainty matrix. The coilsen~atisin results are reduced by lteepillg the dillleilsioiis of 
stnrctured u~~cei-taiilty matrix as small as "possible". This call be achieved b ~ .  choosiilg ollly 
smcertaii~ pnrailieters (efficient para~i~eters) that have a co~lsiderable iilflueilce on the outpi~t. 
The regularization technique: used during ideiltifications, is used to select the efficient 
parailleters. 

An uncertaiilt~ state-spacc preseiltatioil is iiltroduced. to forillulate our robust coiltroller 

problein in a H, franenork It hai~dles uilcertaiil parameters that appear in a state-spacc 
presentation in ail easy n a j .  and c a ~  easily be i~ilpleme~lted in Matlab bj  using the p- 
Analysis and S j  ~lthcsis Toolbox 

It is shonil that thc closed-loop perfonnailce deterioration of both colltrollers is sillall in case 
a11 uilcertaill parameters undergo a +20% parameter change. This is not that ssuryrising. as 
during identificatioil n e  alreadj noticed that il~ost idelltification para~neters hare onl? little 
i~lflueilce on thc process oi~tp~ut. r\hich mas our motivatioil for usiilg a regularization 
techilique 
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Introduction 

The project deals nit11 the developmenf of seveml confrollers for a laboratoq MIMO process 
Before a17 coiltroller call be developed, 1denr7ficat7on is performed to extract process 
inforl~lation. n hich is needed for coiltroller de\~elopmeilt 

This chapter states solne basic decisioils and their motivation; that are necessary before we 
call start with our project. Tile ideas used are clear and simple, but not to say ~~n i inpor ta~ t .  
Identification coilsists of the lualtiilg of several choices, like inodel s t n ~ c t ~ ~ r e  and input signal. 
After these choices have been made, a illode1 can "easily" be estimated b\r usiilg soille 
matl~ematical tools. 
Tl~ese choices need to be coilsidered caref~llly; as the quality of the inodel depends highlj~ on 
them. Tlle choices are based on prior l<nowledge of the process. See the thesis of De Vries 
[Vri94b] for a good discussioil on the use of prior knowledge. 
The trend these days is to develop general flexible illodels tvhere femer prior knowledge is 
needed, because it can often be difficult to obtain. 
Wit11 the above reasoiliilg it can be quite easily ulllderstood, wily Ideiltificatioil E~lgiileers 
often speak about identification as being more ail art tllm a science. This is exactly why this 
master thesis isn't filled with a lot of inatl~ematical equations to mal<e our decisions. Rather; 
\\;e often use logical reasoiliilg to coine up \vith decisioils n~ l~ose  accuracy, we call check later, 
usiilg our estimation results. 



1.1 Nlodelling and Controllillg 

To del clop a controller. some lcnon lcdge of the process to be co~ltrolled is needed There are 
111a11r majTs to represent this kno\\ ledge The one inost often used is the so called 
"mathematical r epreselltation" 
In this thesis. thc knonledge is stored in a discrete d!nanical matl~ematical model. nhich is 
used to d e ~  elop several controllers. \~h ich  results uill bc compared 

The qualit! of the lllodel depends highlj on t l~e  demai~ds put on the controlled process. on thc 
process characteristics and 011 t11e specific type of co~ltroller applied 
Tile inore accurate one n a i ~ t s  to control the process, the inore accurate one needs to store the 
process lmon ledge 
Therefore it-s important to specif\l tllc idei1t7ficutrori procedz~re froill a coiltroller polnt of 

iew, bj first speci&ing the coiltroller demai~ds. or. in otller R ords: 

Let the r~iodelling eJJOrf reflecfs tlie irztendedzLse ofthe model 

Our colltroller demands are quite "simple" 
-\l a zero stead! statc error of the ot~tput signals. nit11 a step response as input signal. 
ti a "small" scttliilg time, 

ail overshoot of 110 luore than a b o ~ ~ t  5 %. 
4 actuator sat~~ration is allon ed 

A11 this asks for ail "accurate" model 

T l~e  "1cnon.ledgi: represelltation-' needed for the colltroller depends on the tjpe of coiltroller 
For esai~lpl c. n it11 a robust coi~trollcr solne uncertaillty description ma! have to be 
detenniiled 

There arc t\\o basic approaches to mathematical lllodelliilg white box inodelliilg and blaclc 
box modellillg 
Wirfe box 1110de1s are solelj constn~cted fro111 prior knot~ledge and pl1j sical principles 
witl~out ally usc of ~lleasureineilts froin the s j  stem For obvious reasons this lllethods is also 
referred to as p11~ sical lllodelliilg 
Black box niodei, are dcs~giled eiltirel! frolll data using no physical insight nha t soe~  er The 
lllodel structure is choseil fro111 falllilies that arc ltl~om~l to be tren flexible ,zld successf~~l 111 

past applicat~ons This means that the parameters do not haye a phj sical mczu~ing. thej are 
tuned just to fit obsei-ved data as nell as possible 

Blaclc box idelltificatioil is so~lletimes used as a sy110113 in to s j  stein idelltificatioll Hone1 er. a 
much illore collr7ellieilt definition. and the one 111ost commonly used, is that s j  stem 
ideiltification is t l ~ e  theon  of dcsigllillg mathematical ~l~odels  of dynamical s!lstems fro111 
observed data Wc call use nhite box lllodellillg techiliques and t ~ w e  so~nc of tllc phj sical 
paranleters This ~llethod is also I<nonn asphj~\rcal parciriiefenzed modelling and explained 
in-depth in the thesis of Lindsltog [Lil196] P11~ sical paranetcrized lllodelli~lg also iinplies 



Chauter l Introduction 

that all identification metl~ods call be categorised to be on a scale. ranging fi-oin pure black 
box to nhite box 
11e motivation of Lindskog for pllj7sical parmleterized nlodelliilg is that real enganeerrng 
~ p p / ~ c a ~ a o n ~  are never tlmt black". nliich means that n7e are always able to collect sonle 
process infornlation. whicl~ can be used in our identification procedure 
In practice this process infonllation is often discarded \\it11 the t l~ougl~t '"Re non' t  loose that 
much" By usiilg general flexible stn~ctures it's hoped that ssucll infonllation is captured b j  
tuning the paran~eters Hone1 er the price paid for flexibility is usually that many paranleters 
must be estimated. hereb: violating another basic identification principle 

Do not esriniate what is already known 1 

Tllc a b o ~  e discussion on nlodelling is our nlain reason for using pllj sical paranleterized 
  no del ling Use 1s made of physical illsight to come LIP nit11 a1 appropriate inodel structure in 
state-space stmcture In this way a colupact MIMO state space inodel is put fonvard. nit11 
only a fen paranleters to be estimated Because n e  only need to estimate a fen parameters. 
these 117ill shon a snlaller variance than .nwhen a general flexible black box stmct~lre is chosen 

Tlle process under stud: is non-linear Physical paraneterized lnodelling is able to estimate 
non-linear nlodels in an "eas~ " \I ay The o n l ~  problenl n e  have is that inost of the control 
methods. lilte the one n e  are going to use. are only able to cope \\it11 linear nlodels 

Tliere is chosen for an open-loop ideiltification of t l ~ c  closed-loop. to 
- investigate "close-loop identification". as "most*' industrial processes already use 
feedback. 
- the process is poorlj damped. as it has it's poles "close" to the imaginary axis. nhich 
inakes it difficult to manage the process during open-loop ideiltificatioil (a practical issue) 

It ma: so~uild somen hat coilfilsing nhen n e speak about an open loop-loop identification of 
the closed-loop. to estinlate a process niodel While in fact. me are perfornling an closed-loop 
identification So n c  if me speak about t l ~ e  closed-loop identification. we mean that me are 
1dentif3 ing a process model by perfornling an open-loop idei~tificatioil of the closed loop 

After the idcllt~fication is perfornled and the required inodels are estimated. tn7o coiltrollers 
m111 be del elopcd. nanlely a robust and a LQR coiltroller 
Tllere is chosc~l for a robust controller because the position of the valves. as part of the 
process (fig 2 1). call easily be clia~~ged 'and cause uncertaiilty in the parameters 
The LQR controller shon s sonle robustness properties (cllapter 4). nhen no usc is nlade of an 
observer to estimate the states For this reason a LQR controller is developed. beca~isc the 
process states form the llleasured process ou~tp~rts 

The soft\\-are tool Matlab 4 . 2 ~ .  nit11 tlle required toolboxes and Maple V 2.0a. nil1 be used to 
perfonll our ideiltification and to develop the colltrollers. 



1.2 Thesis Outline 

In the nest chapter me \\ill start nith stating our objectives and a description of our proccss 
i~ildcr stud! 
In the chaptcrs three and four a coillprehei~sive treatilleilt of soine identification. and 
coiltroller design s~lbjects are outlined. 
In chapter fi\ e and six. thc outlined t l ~ e o n  is used to perfonn our ideiltification and dc\ elop 
se~,eral coiltrollcrs 



2 

Objectives and Process Description 

We nil1 begin this cl~apter by fonllulatiilg our original objectives. 
Next, a descriptioil of the process ail1 be given, and a white box model of the process will be 
derived. A non-linear and a liilearized inode1 stnlct~~re will be derived and used during our 
ideiltificatioil procedure, 1~11ich is described in t l ~ e  next chapter. 

2.1 Problem Formulation 

In tlle iiltroduction we already pointed o ~ ~ t  our final objectives and seine basic cl~oices, 
collcerniilg these objectives. However, in this section, n7e will fonllulate our origiilal 
objectives 

The process n e  wish to control, is described in detail in the next sectioil The process is 
approximately ti1lle-i1117ariant and non-linear It has two coiltrol signals (the inputs) and thrce 
o~~tputs.  which arc the n ater levels. seejgure 2 1 in t l ~ e  next section. 

The problein fonllulatioil is as follo~~is: 
Ideiltif3. a process inode1 wit11 coiltreiltioilal techniques, like the ones described in [Lju87] and 
irse this to design tn7o coiltrollers. nm~ely  a LQR and a Robust coiltroller. 
The coiltrollers need to coiltrol the water levels in the o~lter coluil~i~s. 



Chapter 2 Obledives dlld Process Descriptio~~ 

2.2 Process Description 

Tl~e  laboraton -located process nas  developed b! the German compa~ly Amira. n h o  also has 
developed a soft.\\ are program. with Borla~d C++. to control the process 
The acq~lisition card for collectiilg data. nhich is illouilted in the coinp~~ter. is also made b! 
Aillira T l~e  acquisitioil card, DAC62 14 uses 12 bits for DIA and AID coilversion Aillira also 
offcrs an adapter card. nhich is ail eesteilsioll to the coilverter card, coilcemiilg iiltern~pt 
generation for real-time operation Howcver. this extension is not present in our 
configuration. nhich meals that all real-time fi~i~ctions have to be iinplelneilted with 
so fi~vare 

F~gzlre 2.1 sho\t s a clear view of the illputs (z l I  and zl2) and outputs (hl ,  and of the 
process 
We nil1 deri~re a non-linear and a linear illode1 structure, which describe the inp~lt-output 
behaviour 
In appendis A l a matl~ematical process illode1 is derived 111 this section, only t l ~ c  final 
results are g i ~  ell. that is. a non-linear and a lineanzed model stnlcture Also. ail inteiyretation 
of the paraineters call be foulid in the sane appendi-i 

Figure 2. l: the 1nhornforj)-locatedprocess under study. 

The non-IIM~CIT 171odel (appendix A. l )  



Chapter 2 Objectives a id  Process Descriptioi~ 

QIv jk-l) coiltaiils tlle mai~ipulated oultp~lt and illput samples up to time index k-l .  the 
regression vector 
Tlle parameters in 8, are easy to estiillate and keep their physical meai~iiing That is. usual1 J 

n e  have to include a reparai~~eterizatiol~. tl~rough which n e  cannot un iq~ le l~  substitute back 
and deter~llinc the origiilal paran~eters nhich coiltaiil the physical imeai~ing See. for exallpie 
rLju871. e ~ m l p l e  5 1 on pagc 130 

The linear r71ou'el (appendix A. l): 

Or in state space: 

1 ,  0 W , ?  
1 0 0  

4 I =I 0 W22 , =E4 ] , ,  =[I l 1 (2 5) 

W ? ]  W32 W 3 3  

The iildeses p and d rcfer to the Discrete Process model. 
The iilterpretation of the sj~illbols can be found in appendix A. l 

The values of the parailleters ill the matrices have to be estimated b~ perfonlliilg an 
ideiltification 
The position of thc zeros (in the matrix entries) L Z I ~  the paraneters are eas i l~  verified b~ a 
closer look at tllc derived process model, using our knot17ledge of the process For esaliple, if 
\\e look at the first ele~lleilt in the vector x,(k+l). which is equal to hl(k+I).  n e  call see that 
this only depends on (the integration). h4k) (direct coililected column) and ul(k) (the 
n ater input) 

The non-linear model has to give us a better descriptioil of the real process Tlle 01113~ probleill 
is that we callilot use it for developiilg a coiltroller \\lit11 the tecl~iliiqt~es n e are going to use 
But the non-lincar lilodel can help us to validate (give illore coilfideilce ) our choseil model 
stnlctme. Also call it be used in the final stage of coiltroller design. to validate its 
perfonllailce 





System Identification 

This chapter gives a brief iiltroductioll to the field of parametric systein identification. We 
stai-t by stating the problem in section 3.1 and focus mainly on the choice of illode1 structure 
in section 3.2. Section 3.3 and 3.4 address basic techniques for parameter esti~llatioil and 
calculation. Soine general methods for model validation are presented in section 3.5. 
A special section, section 3.6, is dedicated to the input design, because we call only see 
proper systein dyilamics if we apply a careful chosen input signal (you don't get what you 
don't ask). 
We are not treating any "special" close-loop concepts, as we perforin a11 open-loop 
ideiltificatioil of the closed-loop systenz, and extract a process   no del with k~lowledge of the 
controller. 
The preseiltatio~l is far froin complete, but the purpose is merely to i~ltroduce concepts, ideas 
and algorithms, which are used in subsequent chapters. 

More co~npreheiisive treatments of system ideiltificatioll are given, for exainple in 
Soderstroin and Stoica [Sod891 and ill Ljuilg [Lju87]. Fui-thennore one can find a detailed 
treat~neilt of data pre-processing in the PhD thesis of Backx [Bac87]. 

3.1 Ingredients of System Identification 

Systein ideiltificatioil is l~ighly iterative in nature and is made up froin three inai11 
ingredients: data, the model structure and the selection criterion, all of \vliich iilclude 
choices that are sub-ject to personal judgements. 

The data ZN : To estimate models we first need to collect data. Let ZN be a data columll 
vector, containing all inputs and outputs in one row, used for identification: 



Chapter 3 System ldcntification 

where T indicates tlie transpose operation. 
For a system 111ithp outputs and m iilputs: 

z ( k )  = [j), ( k )  ... y!,(k) U ,  (l<) ... u,,,(k) ]E 9l"'""", 

where time index k is equal to iT with I = l.. m . 

It is of course crucial that the data reflects all ilnportailt features of the underlying system. 
The excitation signals u(t) rnust be caref~llly chosen so that the system dyllaiizics clearlq 
show up in the outputs y(t). 

The model structure One of the most difficult decisions in identification, if not the 
most difficult, is the model structure selection. Roughly speaking. tlze problem can be 
divided into three subprobleins: 
1' the first one is to specify the @pe of model to use. This involves the selectioil betmeen 

linear and non-linear structures. between black box, grey box and physically 
paranleterized approaches, and so forth; 

\l tlie next issue is to decide tlze size of the model set. This iizcludes the choice of possible 
variables and combination of variables to use in the model. It also involbes fixing orders 
and degrees of the chose11 illode1 types, usually to some interval. Once these t ~ v o  issues 
are settled one has in priizciple determined a model set over whicli the search for a 
~lzodel call be carried out. However, one problein is that can be nzuch too large, 
altliough by using prior structural infor~nation, it can often be reduced significantly; 

X' tlie last item to consider is how to parar~zeterite tlie model set. so that the esti~uatio~z 
algorithms have a good chance of finding reasonable parameter values. 

7 * 
Assuiniizg that the nleinbers of can be para~neterized by a finite-dimensioi~al parameter 
vector 8 E D C 91 dx' ,  one particular model corresponding to 8 is denoted (Q). The   no del 
sirzlctzlre to which such a model beloilgs is defined by tlie mapping 

We will usually not use this theoretic system notation, but instead denote the familq of 
candidate structures by 

P 

wl~ere~ . ( . )  accentuates that the f~iilctio~z g(.) is a predictor, that is, it is based on signals that 
are k~zow~l at time k. The predictor structure is e~isured by the regressor n(k.9). which maps 
output signals up to the index k-I (yjk-I) ) and input signals up to index ic (u(k) ) to ail r- 
dimensional regression vector: 
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cp(k,e) = cp(y(k - l), u(k),0) E 93'"'. (3.3) 

The selection criterion V,, (8,Z,\$: measured and inodel outputs never match perfectly in 
practice, but differ as: 

E (k ,e)  = y(k)  - ;@,Q 1 ,  ( 3 . q  

where ~lk, ,8) is all error term reflecting uilinodeled dynainics 011 one hand and noise on the 
other hand. AII obvious ~nodelli~lg goal must be that this discrepalicy is "small" in soine 
sense. The purpose of tlie selectioll criterion is precisely to give "small" a rnea~ling by 
railliiilg different inodels according to sollie pre-deter~niiied cost fuilctioil (hence each model 
is assigned a quality mark). The selectioil criterion can come in several forms, although me 
shall adopt here a scalar loss f~~nction: 

where 1l.j is a positive scalar-valued f~~iiction, typically chosen to be quadratic. In the case of 
SISO systeins this becomes 0 . 5 ~ ~ ( k ,  88) and in the case of MIMO systems: 0.58 T~~ . 
With the inatrix A one call weight the relative iinportailce of the coinpoileilts in E 0. 

Once these three items are settled, we have iinplicitly defined the model search. It the11 
"o11ly" remains to estimate the parameters 8 and to decide upon whether tlie model is good 
enough or not. If the model calnlot be accepted, some, or even all, of the entities above have 
to be reconsidered; in the worst case one iliust start froin the very beginning and collect new 
data. Thus system identification is iterative and the (model acceptance) criterion shomts 
pel"sona1 taste characteristics. 

3.2 Model Structures 

This sectio~l gives an overview of some coinino~l   no del structures. 
The section only contains a brief overview, while a lot of the theory is very well known and 
call be found in the books pointed out at the begiililing of this chapter. 

Linear Black Box Structures: linear black box inodellillg is based 011 the assu~nption that 
the data originates froin a system: 

where q is the shift operator, and G "(q,8 O) and H0(q,@ ' )  are ratioilal transfer f~~~ictioiis. both 
assumed to be proper and H?q,8 5 additionally assumed to be manic and inversely stable. 

0 Furthermore. tlie sequence {e (t)), 1=1.2, ...,N, denotes one particular realisation, which for 
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0 analysis purposes often is assu~ned to be white noise. In practice e (t) is often taken as 
Gaussian white noise. 
By simply replacing eyjl by 13.6) we get the one-step-ahead predictor (tlie predictor 
structure follo\ls as H'() is monic): 

0 Because neither the parameters 8 nor the structures G "(9 and H ' ( ~  are known, these ~nust  
be searchecl for in the model structure: 

What this leaves us with is the parameterization of G(9 and H/.), whicl~ is ~lsually done by 
 sing "some" process information. Several special cases of the structure of (3.10) 
(depending on the cl~oice of G(;i and H(;, ) have been so successf~~l in past applicatio~ls that 
they have been given their own iiallles. The most comlnon are: FIR and ARX. which form a 
linear regression 0 and OE, ARMAX and BJ which for111 a pseudo-linear regression 
0 7ql lt, 8). 

The general MIMO case, with 171 inputs and p outputs, call be covered by working with p x  m 
pseudo-linear parallel regressions. However. for such multi-variable systems, it is often more 
con\ienient to nork with model structures with state-space innovation-fonn: 

\\it11 e1k) discrete white noise: 
The corresponding one step predictor is given by (replacing e(k) by (3.6) ): 

Notice that 13 11) is a inore restricted structure than the one in [Lju87] (page 861, for here 
the ICalman applies, but it is the salne structure that Ljung uses in the identification Toolbox 
of Matlab. 
If all these lnatr~ces are filled with parameters it is rather easy to show that the above state 
space structure is over-parametrized. That is, it involves inore parameters than necessarj to 
describe the input-output behaviour of the true system, leading to more than one global 
minimum. This has motivated the develop~ne~lt of special sfrucizlre~ (for example; colltroller 
and observer callonical for~lls), having fewer parameters. 
McICelvey has shown that there are black box situations where a f ~ ~ l l y  para~netrized state 
space structure is to be preferred to these tailed structured, ~naiilly because of numerical 
problems. See for example [I<e193]. 
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Non-linear Black Box Structures: a lot of tl~ings becoine inore coinplicated \vlien me turn 
to non-linear black box modelling. 
This area isii't of direct i~nporta~lce to our work, but it cannot be left out of our small 
overview of model structures. 
The possibilities are enorlnous in this area and we restrict our overview to just the basic 
structure, fro111 which Inally black box ~nodels follow. See [Lin96] and refere~lces therein for 
a more coinplete overview. 

Suppose that \ye have a non-linear MIMO system like (3.8): 

where f ' (9 is some unltnown nail-linear fwnction and v(tj an additive disturba~lce term. 
Suppose f ~ ~ r t h e r  that the regressio~l vector cp(t) has a predeteriniiled number of terms. A 
.'natural" identification approach then is to try predictor structures of the followi~lg forin: 

where, soineti~nes wit1 tlie abuse of notation, we call g,(d a basis function. These are usually 
rather simple and they all are typically of one single type. Furthermore, the basis f~~~ic t ions  
meail that each g,l;i esseiltially covers a certai~l part of the total regression space. This part 1s 
specified by the parameters P, and y,, where P, is related to the scale or direction of the basis 
filnctio~l and specif31 the position or translation of it. The reinailling a, parameter is a 
"coordinate" paranleter (weight), giving tlie basis function its final ainplitude shape. 
Depending on the basis f~i~iction there are several classificatio~ls that can be made. 
As an example. we would like to point out a well known non-linear black box model, the so 
called neural network (fig 3. l ) ,  which have a basis fuilction of the so called ridge type: 

where k(9 is a f~l~lction of one variable. Well kilow~l is tlie threshold f~i~lnction 
k c ~ )  =MIUX(O, s rgr~ 

Physically Parameterized Structures: physically paraineterized inodel structures are solely 
designed from physical insight and are custoinized for one specific application or for solne 
classes of applications. 
The inodel description is fixed. often tlirough quite a laborious procedure, it contains Itno\~n 
consta~~ts as well as unknown parameters. This also ineails that all iiltroduced variables xlk) 
have physical significance. 
Since inost laws of physical are time-continuous it is natural here to adopt the fraineworlc of 
differential equations. 
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Figure 3.1: ~ieziml network 

Although we often start our work in this domain, the resulting illode1 is sooner or later 
converted illto the time-discrete world. Before this, the gained relatio~lships are often 
surninarized ill a time-continuo~~s state space forin like: 

x ( f )  = f ( l .  x(l),O . u( t ) ,  v ( t ) )  

y ( f )  = K t ,  x ( f ) , @ ,  u(t) .e(t)) ,  

\\bere fl.) and g(,/ are non-linear functions that, except for the parameter 8 , are known. 

3.3 Parameter Estimation 

Having determined what kind of model structure will be used, the next step is to use input- 
output data to esti~nate the unlcnown parameters. These should be adjusted so that the 
performance of the accepted 1node1 is opti~nal in soine sense. To be able to make this 
decisio~l me 11lust define a perforrna~lce criterion. As a criterion f~lilction we use (3.7) (scalar 
loss f~~nct ion)  and ~lliiliinize this fi~nction. wl~ich indirect, results in a s~llall ~ ~ ~ . e r n g e  nlodel 
error : 

A 

@ , h  = arg minV, (O,Z, ), (3.17) 
8 €D, 

\\.here -'urg inin" is the operator that returils the arguine~lt m7liicl1 minimises tlie loss f~i~lnction. 
Equation (3.17) is a very important and well-lcnown problem forruulation leading to 
prediction er?-or ~ ~ i i ~ i i n ~ i z u t i o ~ ~  ( P E M )  methods. 
We can consider two type of PEM algorithms. The first one deals with model structures nere 
the para~neters enter tlie prediction inodel linearly and where (3.17) becomes a linecrr leo5r- 
tqunrer, problew~. This probleln call be solved analytically. 
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Tlie secoild t?.pe deals with inodel structures where the paraineters enter the prediction 
structure ilon-linearly. were (3.17) call be solved by a non-linear least- square^ technique. 

Non-linear Constrained Least-Squares: for Inally grey box probleiils it is known a p~iorz 
from the application which set of paraineters values are feusible. Hence it is ~nost  nat~~ral  to 
use this i~lsiglit to provide reasoilable initial paraineter values for the algoritlims a b o ~ e .  
However. iiothi~lg hampers this knowledge from being violated once the search is started. To 
ensure an estimate with some physical meaning, we call iilclude a paraineter constraint. 
The idea is as follows. The loss fullctioil (3.7) is expanded with an extra term, which 
co~ltai~ls the parameter constraiilts: 

where p ' is a positive scalar and o(;i is a barrierfimction. The barrier function is chosen so 
tliat an increasingly larger value is added to the objective f~~nction as the boundary of the 
feasibility f ~ ~ ~ i c t i o n  is approached from the interior; at the boundary itself this quantity is 
infinity. ck(;i contains the co~lstraints of all the I parameters. 

Spurious and efficient parameters: ill-conditioning of tlie Jacobian, which is propagated to 
the Hessian approximation, is the main numerical difficulty in Newton type of search 
algorithms. In identification this problem arises, for example, when the data Z\ is not 
sufficiently informative or when the applied model structure g(.) is "too" flexible. i.e., it is 
over-parainetrized. 
A rank deficient Jacobiail matrix is obtained if one or more of the col~imns of the J\ contain 
zero or al~nost zero entries only. It also occurs when some of the coluinils are linearly or near 
to liilearly dependent. 
Zero columns occurs when the criterion function inay exhibit flat valleys, u111ch means that 
these parameters hardly influe~lce the model output in tliis search area. Linearly or near to 
linearly columns of the Jacobian usually means that several parameters try to reflect silnilar 
systeln properties. 
Both cases mean that we are dealing with paraineters that don't influence the criterion fit tliat 
much. This observatioii suggests that the para~neters should be divided into t\%o sets: the set 
of ~puriou~5 and the set of ej$cient paraineters. Since the spurious paraineters do not i~nprove 
tlie fit considerably it is iiituitively reasoilable to treat those as co~lstallt that are not to be 
estimated. Notice that this paraineter deco~npositio~l often can be made quite arbitrarily. For 
example, if tlie inodel structure is g(./=(81+B2)u(k-lj, then either €l1 or O2 can be regarded as 
efficient. 
The above situation call easily occur (less obvious) when using higll flexible models. Such 
excessive flexibility is fou~ld in most black box approaches, e.g., in structure (3.111, in neural 
networlis, in radial basis f~~nction i~etworks, etc., while the problem is rarely eiicoulltered 
when usiilg physically para~neterized structures. In general, physical iizsight can be used to 
reduce tlie number of spurious paraineters. For example, paraineters in "flat.' regions call be 
replaced by constants. 
Tlie waq to overcoine the ill-conditiouilig problem and autolnatically unveil an efficient 
parameterization are Icnown as regularization techniques. 
A regularizing effect call be imposed by adding a penalty term to the criterion (3.7): 
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\\here p > 0 is a s ~ i ~ a l l  ~rser-tuneable row vector. ensuring a positive definite Hessian. 
The regularizing effect is that a paraineter, not affecting the first term that much will be liepi 
close to zero bj7 the second term. This means that 11 can be seen as a threshold that labels the 
parameters to be either efficient or spurious. A large y simply lnealls that the number of 
efficient parameters d becomes small. 
Altering the criterion to be: 

~ i e l d s  regularization towards Q'. This is interesting, as Q '  can represent prior parameter 
la~~o-c\ ledge. 
There call be slio\vn [Lju87] that, under mild assumption, the asymptotic misfit esseiltiallq 
depends on t n o  factors, that can be affected by the choice of the model structure. First u e  
have a bias error, nliich reflects the inisfit between the true systelu and the best possible 
approximation of it. Typically, this error decreases when the ~ lu~nber  of parameters (I 
increases. The other term is tlie paraineter variance error, \vhich usirally grows with d but  
decreases m ith ,IT. 
Thus there is a clear trade-off between tlie bias and the variance contributions. Suppose that 
a flexible enough   no del structure has been decided upon. Decreasing the number of 
parameters that are actually updated, by increasi~lg 11 is beneficial for the total misfit as long 
as the decrease in variance error is larger than the increase in bias error. In other mords. the 
purpose of regularization is to decrease the variance error contribution to a level \+liere ~t 
balances the bias misfit. 
A statistical analysis, like an asyinptotic expression for the covariance matrix of the 
parameters, can be found ill [Lju92] and [Ke193]. 

3.4 Parameter Calculation 

This section describes how the linear least-square and non-linear least-square proble~n call be 
solved, using fixed model structures. 
A more in-depth treatment of the described methods, can be find in [Lin96]. [ L J L I ~ ~ ] ,  
[Gra92] and references therein. 

Linear Least-Squares: when all parameters occur li~learly one usually talks about a linear 
least-sqzlares problem. This is the case for the structures like FIR. ARX. I11 fact all structures 

T of the for111 0 cp/t), allowiiig linear as \yell as non-linear regressio~l vector elements, belong 
to this category. 
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The optiillal solution of (3.1 7) is fouiid, whell the gradient of (3.1 7), wit11 respect to 8 , 
equals zero, that is: 

In case of a MIMO system with a quadratic criterion, (3.21) beco~lles (Lju87 page 179): 

For ~luillerical reasons, the illverse of [.] is rarely formed, but instead the estiinate is 
computed via QR-factorization or sillgular value deco~npositio~l (SVD), wl~ich both are able 
to handle ra~lli deficient regressio~i matrices. 

Non-Linear Least-Squares: when the paraineters to be estimated appear in a non-linear 
r fashion, in the function to minimize. Typically all structures of the form 0 (p11,O) belong to 

this category. 
Methods for numerical minimization of a f~~ilction V&, ~ ~ p d a t e  the estiinate of the 
minimising point iteratively. This is usually done accordi~ig to: 

\\?here f ''/ is a search direction based on iilfor~llatioil about V(@ acquired at previous 
iteration, and a is a positive constant determined so that an appropriate decrease of V18) is 
obtained. Let 0 , E '31 dxl . 
In this section vile will pay especial atteiltio~l to the deter~nination off 'l'. Depending on the 
information supplied to determine f ('), ~iumerical illiilimizatio~l methods can be divided into 
three groups: 
1 methods using functioii values only; 
2. methods using values of the f~lnction V as well as its gradient; 
3. methods using values of tlie function, of its gradient, and of its Hessian (the second 

derivative ~iiatrix). 

The typical member of group 3 correspoilds to Newton algorithr?~~, where the correctio~l in 
(3.23) is chosen in tlie "Newton" direction: 
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with the gradient as: 

l' k=l  

With J(.) t 91 "'"" being the Jacobian vector: 

a y(k,Q 1 l J k )  = 1 
A I  

... a .Y(k,g , ( 1 )  \ ( , 

nliere ni is the number of outputs. 
Differentiating the gradient mith respect to the parameters yields the Hessian: 

The major computational burden lies often in the calculatio~l of the Jacobian Jf;). One \\a> 
around this difficulty is to numerically approximate tlie derivatives by finite differences. For 
exalllple by a formard difference approximation with a perturbation vector hn ek: 

with ek being a column vector \vith a one ia the kth position and zeros elsewliere and n ith hi, 
being a s~na l l  positive scalar perturbation. 

As the first part of the Hessian call be formed directly fro111 the Jacobian, tlie part in\ olving 
the derivative of J(9 is generally rather expeiisive to compute. Therefore two classes of 
methods can be recognised: those that try to approximate tlie second derivative a i d  those 
ignoring it. Here we focus 011 two methods, which fit in the latter category and hence second 
derivative approxi~nations will not be needed. 
First n e  will point out the most simplest way of approximating tlie Hessian, used by the so 
called gradient 111ethod. 

Gradient method (steepest -descent): since the gradient itself points in a descent direction 
a siinple and robust idea is to replace the Hessian by an identity matrix of appropriate 
dimeasion. tllus al oiding the irlverse completely. ~ e n c e  fi" will become: 
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Altliough simple, one ~najor drawback with the gradient method is that the coiivergellce rate 
is rather slow, close to the ~ni~li~iiuin when tlie f~l~lnction to be ~n i~ i i~n ized  has long narrow 
valleys. A. Grace sho\vs this i11 [Gra92], througl an example. 

Gauss-Newton method: by neglecti~lg the second derivative tern1 of the Hessian, we get: 

Note that we left out the constant iV in (3.301, which appears in (3.27), as this is just a 
constant and can easily be illcluded ill a ia (3.23) 
Now suppose tliere exists a global minimum, such that E (k,8) =eo ( k j  such that E { E  lk,8/] =0. 
Then this value yields to a global iniiiimum of E{yv(8)). Close to the global miniinu~ii the 
second term of Hessian will then be close to zero, since: 

where 8,  indicates the parameters in tlie global minimum. As a consequence: leaving out the 
second term, will not take away too much of our 'good' convergence near the miiiimum, like 
the gradient method does. 
Moreover. by oiuitting the second term, the approxi~nated Hessian is alwajs assured to be 
positive semidefinite. This makes the ~lu~nerical procedure a descent algorithm and 
guarantees convergence to a stationary point. 
Even though the expression [.] ia (3.30) is assured to be positive semidefinite, it liiay be 
singular or close to singular. This is the case when the model is over-parametsized or the 
data not informative enough. Tlien some ~lu~nerical probleins arise when calc~~latiiig the 
illverse in l3 30). Various \\rays to overcollie this problem exists and are linown as 
regzrlurizatzon techniques. A well l<nown technique is the Levenberg-Murqunrdt procedure. 
Other techniques are the siilgular value decoinpositioil (SVD) and QR-factorization, \\Iiich 
were already lne~ltioned as a tool for solving the Linear Least-Squares. 

Levenberg-Marquardt method: is able to deal with the si~lgularity problems through: 

\%here the approxi~nated Hessian is guaranteed to be positive definite since 6 > 0. Just like in 
the case of the Gauss-Newton algorithm, tlie update is in a descent direction. 

Notice that: 
- the Gauss-Newton method is also know as ~zodlfied iVewto11-Ruphsor~ and Quu~i-  

Linenrizntion: 



often tlie term dcrr7iped is ~ ~ s e d ,  to indicate that a adjusted step size is used (a  ''l in (3.23)). 
For example the daniped Gau,s.s-Nelr'ton method. Adjusting the step size is done b) a so 
called line-search method. \vliich we did not point out in this section. 

3.5 Model Valid a t' lon 

After estimation, tlie obvious question is \\hether tile derived   no del is adequate for its 
~ntended use or not. This is a ~zrhjeciive and overall hard problem of model vnli~Jutio17. 
To gain confidence in a model. the general advice is to employ as many validation tools as 
possible. by using all available process information. 
So it might be better to speak about nlodel invalidation, as we are doing our best, searching 
for sollie test. nliich our ~llodel will not pass successf~illy. If it passes the test. me \will obtain 
Illore confidence in 011s estililated model. 
For exa~llple if the presented parameter represeiits the length of a rod it 111ust at least be 
positive. Test of this kind belong to the prior knowledge category, and are especiallj 
i~iiportant \\ lien tlie para~iieters have a pl~ysical meaning. 
The overmlielming majority of methods, are based on experi~ne~ital data. A basic test is to 
investigate the variance of the estimated parameters. A high variance co~npared to the 
paranleters alue indicates that something is wrong. Another u s e f ~ ~ l  method is to estimate 
several iiiodels simultaneously parallel. The frequency response of a parailietric niodel can 
for exaniple be co~iipared to a non-parametric spectral estimate. This non-parametric model 
is not very u s e f ~ ~ l  for developing a controller, but for validatilig in the frequenc~r do~llaili it 
serhes as a nice tool. Especially while it has a small bias and hardly depends on any prior 
Itiiom ledge. which gives a high confidence level. 
The most versatile validatioii tool for all categories is simulation. The true system and tlie 
derived lilodel are then fed wit11 the same input signals. whereupon the liieasured outputs are 
compared to the ones coinputed from the model. For a fair co~npariso~l it is desirable here 
that tlie experiments are based on fresh data, that is. data not used for estimation. This is 
known as eron,, validcl~ion. 
It is also often ~\ortl-lwl~ile to investigate the residual sequence E/.) (3.61, especially on nen 
data. 
The often assi~~lled "\vhite~less" (all process i~lforlnatioii is captured by the cllosen model 
structure) of the residual sequence call be tested through the sample covaria~ice 

which for T > 0 sl~ould be "small". at least if iZT is large. Furthermore, the assulned 
i~ldepe~lde~lce between the input and residual signals call be inspected by plotting 
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for various time lags z. These sliould also be "small", since otherwise there is liiore 
information in tlie output origiiiatiilg from the input, \vhich lilealis that there is still 
unmodeled dynamics present. 

The sig~lifica~lce of these tests can be seen by substituting (3.8) and (3.10) in (3.6), so that we 
get: 

It call easily be seen that both G 0(q,8 0) and H " ( ~ , O  0/ are estimated correctlq, if (3.33) is 
small. Whereas (3.34), will only tell us if G o(q,8 0) is estinlated correctly, that is, (3.34) I\ i l l  
be small, \vheii the bias term GC) - G '(9 is small. 

3.6 Input Design 

Because we liaven't any restrictions on our input design, as with an i~ldustrial process, we are 
left wit11 a lot of freedom to caref~llly construct an input signal which is informative enough 
to estimate a reliably model. 
In this section n e  take a closer look at two methods for the construction of our input signal, 
na~nely the Binary Noise and Generalized Biriary Noise, which can easily be used in practice. 

Input design has been a research topic for several decades, and various mathematically based 
procedures have beell developed to design an input signal. See the thesis of v.d. I<lauw 
[I<la95] and references herein for an overview. 
Most mathematical ideas are based on reduction of the parameter variance. 
Let us not forget that the model error consists of a bias part and a varzarzce part, like 
equation (3.35) indicates. The bias part is caused by wrong, or under-modelling (the true 
  no del caniiot be estimated in the chosen model set) and in practice, by the finiteness of tlie 
data. The variance part or liiodel uncertainty is caused by noise, acting on the process. It can 
be influenced by changing tlie parameterization and by the test-input signal. 
The drawback of ~ilost of the input design methods are that they are often not easy to use 
within a reasonable arnount of time in practice and depend 011 a lot of prior iliforrnation. 

The amount of informatioli in the data depends on the experiine~ital situation. wliich ma~nly 
is determined by the sa~npli~lg time, the acquisitio~l equip~nent and the input signal. 
An experiment is infornzati1.e enough if the data allows discri~ni~latio~l bet\lireeii any two 
~ilodels in the chosen set. 
L-jung shows that, in case of linear model structures [Lju87]: 

an open loop experiment is infornzative if the test-input signal ispersi~ter~tly exciting; 
u' a quasi-stationary signal {uik)) is persistently exciting of order r i ,  if the frequency 

spectruin @,,(CD) is different froin zero at at least n points in the interval -n < o < n.  
As a coilsequence: a lnaxii i l~~n nu~nber of n parameters can be estimated, when we use an 
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input signal ~ ~ i k ) ,  that ispersistcr?tly excztrng of order 12. It is thus sufficient to use n 
si~iusoids to identify an 11th-order system. 

With tlie above t\vo statements we can construct an experir77crit that is "infoniiative enough" 
to generate dc~lcr ~ e f ~  that are "infor~native enough", which still leaves us with a lot of 
free~170117. This can, for example, be used to collstruct @,,(o) so tliat the \ ariance in tlie 
paraiiieters is minimised by choosing some appropriate cost filnction. 
The construction of tlie input signals in this section scarcely uses this freedo~ii, but surelq 
satisfies the above requirements needed for an infor~native experiment and does~i ' t  require a 
lot of a yrrorr Iino\lrledge. 

Binary Noise (BN): a sequence tliat s\vitches between two values (e.g., -1 and 1) w~t l i  a non- 
s~vitching probab~lity y = 0.5. The signal has equal power over the f~111 frequency range up to 
half tlie ba s~c  itching frequency, wlzicli is usually chosen so that we have equal power over 
the whole frequency region of interest in which the system is located. So. every inode 1s 
activated nit11 the same amount of energy. The basic switching frequencj is tlie fastest 
possible swi t c l~~ng  frequency. 
The a~nplitude of the input signal, often depends on the linearity of the process around tlie 
1% orking point. 
As tlie basic sampling freque~lcy deter~ni~les an upper limit. the length of the experinlent 
deter~nines the lower limit of the frequency area, which can be identified. 
As disci~ssed in [Bac89]. the length of tlie identificatio~l data has to be chosen 5-10 tiines the 
largest r e l e ~  ant time constant to allow reliable estiinatio~l of tlie process eigenvalues. 

Ah,c~r~iuges oJ n 177nnr.y noise t e ~ t  srgnal in conlpurrson to other teAt srgr7~11,c J U C ~  nc LI 

~l~zlltzsrne: 
- from an operational point of view. a BN signal is ~iiuch more acceptable than a test s~glial 

which has non-consta~lt amplitude, such as an ensemble of sine wave signals or \\lute 
noise. 
In the process i~ldustry it is preferred tliat co~ltrol engineers perforin BAT or step response 
experiments since this type of disturbance is familiar to plant operators: 

- the approach doesn't call for detailed n yrlori kilowledge like an optimal ~uult is i~le  
\\'a\/ e ; 

- opti~ual multisine n a v e  signals conce~itrate their energy in, or in tlie neighbourhood of, 
the natural frequencies, as this is most informative. However plant operators do not easilj 
accept suc l  a concentration of energy at such "critical" frequencies. 

BN is also k n o \ ~  as Pseudo Random Binary Noise Sequence IPRBhTS) and alnoilg others is 
used in [Bac89] and [Lji187]. 

Generalised Binary Noise (GBN): a binary noise signal \\lit11 a non-s~vitchi~ig probabilit) 0 
< 17 < 1. The sequence has an extra free paranleter p ,  \vhicIi results in inore required a pr~or7  
linowledge than a BAr to determine p. 
This signal is introduced by Tullekeii [Tu190] to overcome tlie serious shortcomings of B S  in 
co~ijunctioa mitli one-step-ahead predictor error estimators. Such estimators appear to gibe 
an unfair ad\ antage to higlier-frequency components, as they only look one step ahead. BJ 
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cha~lgiilg the non-switching probability we can mailipulate the frequency spectruin of tlie 
test-input signal. such that illost power is concentrated in the lower frequencies. 
For co~ltroller design this is usually the ~nost iinportant frequency area. 

Alter~iatively tlie BAT can also be used to put inore energy in the lower frequencies by 
elllargiilg the basic switching time T J =  MT with M=2,3, ... The basic switching time is 
defined as the smallest possible switching time. 
An important drawback is hidden in the fact that we are not able to properly excite 
frequencies higher than w =2n/(MT), while the basic switcliing time is T'=MT. The 
continuous-time spectrum of the M-fold co~lve~ltioilal BN is @(CO) =ibEsinc(co~4~/2)' [Tu190]. 
We are confronted with gaps in our spectrums at frequencies: w =2krc/(hfT) wit11 
k=1,2,3, ... On the other hand ally GBAThas it its gaps at inore irrelevant frequeilcies o=2kn/T 

Tn [Tu190] a method is developed to estimate the optimal p for a general SIMO ARMAX 
system, where it is assumed: the number of observatio~ls are "large", so that { ~ 1 ~ )  and {yk) 
become alinost statioilary stocl~astic signals, and an asyn~ptotically zmDia,ted estimator is 
used. The optimal non-s\vitching probability is estimated by maximising a cost f~~~nction,  
which contains the ARMAX parameters, which are not a przori kno\vn. After a process 
  no del has been estimated, one call use this cost f ~ ~ ~ ~ c t i o n  to find a "better" input design, to 
estimate a Inore accurate process model. 

Tulleken developed guidelines for esti~natiilg a sub-optimalp, which he derives fro111 Monte- 
Carlo experiinents with a second order process, with white noise added at the input and 
output. Of course this is a restrictive choice but a sigilifica~lt a~nou~l t  of processes call be 
very well approxiinated with seco~ld order dynamics. The guidelines are suminarised in rclblc 
3.1 and are calculated by solving a cost f~lilction numerically 

EIT,'/z, Process type - A 

I! 

over. damped I non-min phase 11 1/20 to 111 0 1 0.9-0.95 1 1 

T/T v 

1 12 First Order I 
Sec. order 

osc. dainped 
Sec. order 

,I I I 

Table 3.1: guidelines for sub-optininlp. 

P 

In  able 3.1 we use z, for the 99 % settliilg time and E m  for the expected s\vitching time 
[Tu190]: 

1/32 

iio~i-mill phase 
min phase 

If another basic switching time T has been cliosell than tlie one correspolzdi~lg to the third 
c o l u i ~ ~ i ~  (T/z,). p should be adjusted by using the last coluin~l together with (3.36). 
Note that we "only" need some knowledge about a step respoilse (settling time, osc. damp) a 
priori to esti~ilate p. 

0.94 
115 inin phase 1/25 I 0.8 

1/15 
1/20 to 1/10 

0.8 
0.9-0.95 

113 
1 
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3.7 Pre-Processing of Data 

This section describes tecliniques that have bee11 developed to carry out various signal 
manipulations to i~iiprove the modelling of a process after tlie input-output data has been 
collected. 
411 polishing actions carried out on the signals, are directed to increase the ratio of relevant 
information on the process dynamics to disturbances, blurring tliat information. 
Just like the other sections it contailis only an overview and a liiore detailed account can 
been found in [Bac87] and [Lju87]. 

Pre-processing of the collected process data iilvolves the followiiig processing steps: 
4 peak sha\7ing; 
v trend determination and correction: 
z scaling and offset correction; 
A filtering: 
v' delay time correction; 
A sailiple rate reduction. 

Peak shaving: is required to reduce the effect of spikes (pealts due to e.g. loose contacts. 
pouer  failure, cross-talk between cables etc.) on measured process signals. In industrial 
practice. spihes are often induced in the sensors and the long leads fro111 the sensors to the 
measuring equipme~it. 
The a~nplitudes of the noise spiltes Inay be very large coinpared to tlie actual signal range. 
If these spihes are not re~noved froin the signals. they Illay for111 an important part of the 
noise energj.  As a consequence the spikes can liave a colisiderable influence on the ultimate 
model, although they have no relation with the process itself. This upriori kiio\\ ledge has to 
be used for seducing the influence of the spiltes which can be accomplishecl b) using the 
fol lo~ring signal processing procedure: 
- clip the signal a~nplitudes to values never to be reached by the real process signals; 
- compute a trend signal fro111 the clipped signal; 
- compute the standard deviation of the trend-corrected, clipped signal: 
- interpolate all samples of tlie original signal that are outside a band defined by the trend 

signal plus and minus a times the co~nputed standard deviation, where cr is chosen such 
that no signal \ alue exceeds the per~nitted signal range. 

Trend correction: is generally required as iiieasured process signals often slio\v drifts or 
\ ariations of \\liicli the cause 111 most cases is Itnown. In general not ali process variables tliat 
~nf lue~ice  tlie output are selected as input for modelli~ig purposes. These inputs that haven't 
been selected can hornever. co~itribute to tlie changes in the output, which can be co~isidered 
as coloured nhi te  noise. The) don't average out because of their low frequency behaviour 
and the relative 'short' data length. As a consequence they have a bad influence on the 
estimation. 
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Mostly it is iillpossible to prevent drifts and slow variations during open-loop experiments, 
but these drifts will eveiltually be compensated for, by the MIMO control systenl to be 
designed. 
The trend can be removed by subtracting it from the data. It call be estiinated hvith a 
symmetric, ilon-causal, low-pass filter, as such a tilter has no phase shift. The idea is to filter 
tm ice: once with a causal low-pass filter, which has negative phase shift, and a second time 
with the correspondiilg anti-causal low-pass filter, which has a positive phase shift. The 
average of the ~11111 of the two filtered signals obtained, will not be shifted in phase. 
Mathenlatically this can be expressed by 

where 11 C and 17 "" are the inlpulse responses of the causal and anti-causal filters respectively. 

Scaling and Offset correction: we want to describe the dyilainic behaviour of the process in 
its working point. so the offsets need to be subtracted. Especially ia practice, these offsets 
can be rather large coinpared to the signal changes, which could lead to loss of 
computational accuracy. 
I11 general not all inputs and outputs have the same order of magilitude. The ~lu~llerical values 
obtained are related to physical quantities which in general do not even have the same 
dimension. The signal with the largest ~lulnerical value will auto~llatically get the highest 
\\eight in the quadratic criterion which is minimised in the estimation phase. As a 
consequence, if no scaliilg takes place, the illode1 obtained for the description of the process 
dyizamics, n i l 1  be good for the input/output co~nbi~latioil with the largest numerical values 
and bad for the input/output combiilatio~l with the slnallest numerical value. 
Scali~lg can best be done with respect to the power contel~ts of the signals. 
To inalie the power of all signals equal, first the average power of each signal is deternlined. 
The average power of the dy~larnic part of the signal is equal to the variance of the signal. 
To make the average power of each signal equal to one, each sample, after tlie offset has 
been subtracted. is divided by its standard deviation, i.e. the square root of the estimated 
\ariance. As a coilsequellce all outputs will be equally i~nportailt for tlie ideiltificatio~l 
algorithms and the relative accuracy of the various transfers will no longer depend oil tlie 
signal amplitudes. 
Let C,, and C, be the diagonal scaling matrices: 

and the cl~osen ruodel structure: 

Y ( 4  = G(s)u(s) 

After scaling, n e  ill estimate the transfer fuilctioiz ~ ~ ( s ) :  

y ( S )  = G*(s)zr ( S )  with G(J) = CI1G'(n)C . 
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So the original transfer fi~iiction can be recovered by multiplying the esti~ilated transfer it11 
tlie scaling matrices. as indicated in (3.40). 

In  case of a state-space presentation: 

the estimated state-space model will be: 

B = B"C,, ; C = CI'C' and D  = Z I D * C , ,  . (3.43) 

Filtering: has to prohibit aliasi~lg effects caused bp sampliiig and has to reduce tlie 
influences of tlie disturbai~ces on tlie measured process signals. On the other hand filtering 
on tlie data maj give rise to imdesirable loss of relevant process data. Therefore the design of 
appropriate filters is an iinportaiit step. 
The design of a filter is inainl) goveriled by the followiilg constraints: 
i' In the pass-band the filters are not alloned to liave noticeable influence 011 the signal 

characteristics. Therefore they need to Ilave a flat frequency response. 
?' The cut-off frequency of the filters has to be chosen liigli eilough so that tlie filters don't 

iiltroduce a significant attenuation and phase shift at frequencies cokered by tlie process 
dynamics. 

\I Disturbances at frequencies beyond the bandwidth of the process liave to be reinoved as 
much as possible in order to prevent problelns caused by folding effects and to reduce tlie 
i~lflueilce of tlie disturbances. 

Considering these constraints, we choose for a Lowpass Butterworth Filter (LBF). as it 
guarantees a I I I C I X ~ M I ~ ~ ~ ~  flat ~ O S J  band and it has an easy electric realization. 
A digiral LBF can easily be determined with. for exa~nple Matlab. The design of an crnnlog 
LBF asks for sotile extra mark and will be treated in this section. 
We will point out some of his properties and a design procedure, which makes it easy to 
develop them. A inore detailed discussiilg call be found in [Va182]. 

An analog LBF is based on the connection of several secoild order transfers of the form 
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with the same coo's and different Q's, to get the desired rolloff in the transition band. as 
(3.34) only has a rolloff of +20 dB per decade. 
The frequency response of (3.44) is ~naxiinal flat in the passband with a DC-gain equal to 
one. 

We then have to determine the oo's and Q's to meet our specifications. This call be 
accolllplished m ith the follom ing design procedz~re: 
1. specify the filter; 
2. find the order n, which has to be an integer: 
3. determiile m": 
4. determine Q; 
5. realisation of an electric circuit. 

1. Filter specification: The filter is often specified as done injigure 3.2 

Figure 3.2: filter specificatioli. 

Where a,, a,,,,,, and m,, a,,,,, are used to specify respectively the passband and sperband. 
Notice that a is calculated by [dB] = -2O.loglH(s)l. 

2. The order 12: is determined with the following formula [Va182]: 

Q 
2 log - 

CO ,J 

Because n will ill  general be a non-integer, it has to be round up, to make sure we meet our 
specifications. 
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3. Determination of oo: A maximally flat passband is realised by making sure that all 
derivatives of IH(s)l, near o=O, are zero. This is accomplished by choosing lH(>)I such that it 
J ields [Va182]: 

\\here n indicates the amount of LBF elements of the form (3.44). 
From (3.46) we can obtain an expression for oo: 

Depending on which frequency has to be inet exactly uig 3.2), one uses o, or 01, in ( 3  47). 
This difference in on is due to the ro~i~ldi~lg  error in the order n . In jigzrre 3.2 the effect of 
the rounding error is indicated, wl~en we are taking o, as exact point, that is, the filter 
response has to go exactly throw m,. 

4. Determination of Q: it call easily be shomn that all 11 poles [Va182]: 
- lie in the complex. left half-plane, on a circle with radius oo: 
- are symmetric with respect to the real axis; 
- are separated by the same angle. 
As a consequences; the position of the poles are exactly know, wl~en the order is gihen. 
Considering (3.44). the follom ing expression for Q call be obtained: 

v it11 r=l ..rz and \IJ, the angle between the negative real axis and the poles in the upper left 
half-plane. 
The paralneters Q, only depend on the order and are listed in textbooks like in [Va182]. 
Notice that (3 48) can also, easily be determined when we use the damping parameter 5 in 
(3.441, instead of Q. which is more falniliar in co~~trol  theory. We know that ; ,=cos\i~, and 
Q=1/(2 5). 

5. Realisation of an electric circuit: when oo and all Q,'s have been determined. an  
analog circuit have to be determined to irnplenlent our parameters. 
There are several possibilities, which all use one op-amp (operational-amplifier) to realize 
(3 .44.  The circuit we m ill use is ~110~~11  in figure 3.3. 
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With: 

Figure 3.3: realisation o f a  LBF element 

Delay time correction: one is often co~lfronted with the problein that the signals to be used 
for process a~lalysis and process modelling call only be ineasured with, so~lletiines 
significant, t i~ne  delays. For example when a teinperature ca111lot be ineasured directly, but 
only froin a certain distance. 
Time delays call easily be coillpellsated by shifting the input and output relative to each 
other. For a process with ni i ~ l p ~ t s  ancl p outputs, each output call show a delay in the 
response to each input, so that finally 111.p different time delays  nay be found. However. the 
number of delays that call be compensated by shifting the signals against each other is only 
111+p-l. 
Time delays remaining after compensation, have to be estimated as part of the model, which 
will increase the number of parameters that need to be estimated. More paraineters will 
decrease the expected accuracy of the parailleters (increase of variance), as they have to be 
estimated from the saine data. 
Estimation of the delays can be done wit11 correlatioil techniques. One method is based 011 

the a~lalysis of the cross-correlation between process input and output signals. For this 
purpose the process under iilvestigatioil is ass~uined to be ergodic. The input signal applied to 
the process is assumed to be a stationary, white, inter-channel independent. zero mean noise 
seqLuence with variance: 

Fu~flthermore the input signal is assumed, not to be correlated with the output noise signal 
~i jk ) .  The process response to an arbitrary input signal Inay be written as: 

\vhere 1M, forin the Marlcov parameters. 



The final cross-correlation bet\veeli process output and input is then esti~iiated to be [Bac87]: 

Conseq~~ently tlie cross-correlation filnction obtained \vill have the form of the impulse 
response. 
If the i~iput signal doesn't match the required assumptions, tlie cross-correlation filnction is 
the convolution of the i ~ n p ~ ~ l s e  response \vith the auto-correlation filnction of the input. One 
can also first filter tlie data by nliitening the illput as much as possible, as done bq Matlab. 

The tiliie delaq s can be found from tlie cross-correlatio~i function by lool<iiig for tlie 
beginning of a sequellce of values that differ significantly froill zero. Due to the finite length 
of the data sequence used for the computation of the cross-correlation filnction, the first 
elements of tlie computed correlatio~i f~~ilnction m i l l  not be equal to zero even if they present a 
~ m - e  time delaq. 

Sample rate reduction: to build in redundaiicy that lnay be used for signal processing, tlie 
data is sampled at a frequency 5-10 times higher than the bandwidth of the process. For 
example, filtering the data analog to overcome aliasilig can be done better at a frequencq 
much higher than the process bandwidth. More accurate filtering call better be carried out 
digitally. 
After all pre-processing lias been carried out, one has to reduce tlie salliple rate to the 
frequencq used for building the model. This operation is called decrn~cllron. Before 
decimation. one probably 1x1s to filter tlie data (digitally) again to prebent aliasing. 

3.8 Final Remarks 

After the basic concepts of system identification have been described, wllich are needed to 
estiliiate an "good" model. we can finally start wit11 our identification in chapter 5 .  

A lot of literature has been devoted to the sub-jects described in this chapter. Therefore 
systeiil identification lias often been described as an area crowed \vitIi seemingly unrelated 
ad-boc methods and tricks. However, as Ljung points out in his book [Lju87]: tlie underlqi~ig 
basic ideas are really quite small, and that it is indeed quite possible to orient oneself in tlie 
area of system identificatio~~ with these basic ideas as a startiiig point. This is the reason \vliy 
only idelitificatio~l concepts were described in this chapter, which will be used as a starting 
point in chapter 5 .  
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After an appropriate process model has been estimated, several coiltrollers can be developed. 
The basic concepts of the controllers, that need to be developed, are outliiled ill  this chapter. 
The first section explaiils the ideas of the LQR controller, which is also used to perforln a 
closed-loop identification. 
In section 4.2 we explain the develop~nellt of a robust coiltroller based on the minimisation 
of the systeins a-norm, whicl~ gives us the possibility to incorporate process uncertainties in 
ail explicit way. 
011ly an overview will be given, and in the correspo~ldiilg sections, one can find literature 
refereilces for a more in-depth discussion. 

4.1 LQR Design 

A brief overview of the LQR coilcepts will be given. A more detailed treatment call be found 
in [Dam96a], [Aild90] and [Fra1194]. 

Tlle LQR (Linear Quadratic Regulator) coiltroller belongs to the family of the ~tate-j%edbuck 
controllers. wliere the states of the process form past of the inputs of the controller. 

A well k ~ l o w ~ l  feature of these coiltrollers is that they use more process i~lforlnation (the 
states). Therefore, they call in geileral perform better then when oilly the process illputs and 
outputs are used. 
State-space design consists of four independent steps: 
1 .  detenni~lation of the co~ltrol law; 
2. esti~nation of the states; 
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3. combining the estimator and the control law; 
4. introducing the reference input. 

The outputs of our process are equal to tlie process states, so step 2 and 3 are left out. 

Determination of the control law: col~sider the followi~lg process: 

or in discrete form: 

where tlie time index k is equal to IT wit11 i = l . . ~  , with T indicating the sample time. 
Notice that (4 1.17) doesn't indicate the discrete counterpart of l4.1.a). as they are using the 
same syinbols A. B, C, D to indicate a process. 

The co~ltrol law has the following form: 

p, ( 4 1  

u(d)  = K ( t i ) .  x(d) with K ( d )  - [Kl ( d )  K2 ( d )  . . K,? ( d ) ]  and X ( [ )  = ::.? 
were the time index d can be either the coiltilluous time index t or the discrete time index /c. 

Cornbi~liilg (4.1) with (4.2) yields: 

. 
x(t> = (A,, - B,,K)x(t) 

9 

x(k + l )  = (A,, - B, K ) x ( k )  

~ ( k )  = C,,x(k) 

Note that no reference signal appears in (4.3), as the original regulator proble111 is to appl] a 
control signal ull) such that the states x(l) are returned to zero as quicltly as possible. In step 
four, the reference input will be introduced. 

For an nth-order SISO system, there will be n feedback gains, K1...,K, . Since the system has 
11 poles, it is possible that there are enough degrees of freedom to select nrbiti*nrily an) 
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desired pole location by choosing tlie proper values of K, (pole-placement problem), 
provided that the state-space realisation of the process is controllable. 
How do we choose the closed-loop pole locations ?, or in other words; ho\v do we find tlie 
correct value for K, in (4.2). One approach is called optinzal control, which nlinilnises a cost- 
f~l~iction. LQR makes use of the followillg cost f~~ilction (performance index): 

1 I' 1 
J = - l ( r l  ( t )Qx(t)  + u T( t )  ~ u ( t ) ) d t  + - x1 ( t ,  ) P,x(t, ) 

2 I,, 2 
with Q  2 0, R  > 0, P, 2 0 

The matrices Q and Pf are symmetric, non-negative definite; and R is symmetric, positive 
definite and are used to "tune" theperfornzance requirenzents. 

Note that the cost f~lnction is considered for conti~~uous process inodels . However if we 
consider discrete process models, like the ones given in (4.l.b), the integral \?!ill beconle a 
sulnination and the time iiidex t will indicate the discretization of the continuous time 
interval. 

By ineans of R, Q, tf aiid Pf we can give different weightings to the cost of control and tlie 
cost of deviation from the desired state. The choice of these quantities is Inore an art than a 
science. 
We will restrict ourselves to linear time-invariant feedback control, where K isn't a f~~nctioii 
of t. The so called time-invariant solution call be found by letting tf go to infinity. 111 this 
case the matrix Pf 110 longer makes sense, while x(+)=O for tf +CO, such that it can be 
omitted. 

Solving (4.4) i i i  case ++CO , when dealing with a co~tinuous process inodel [Dain96a]: 

-1 T K = - R  B,, P ,  (4.5. ~g 

where P is the (unique) symmetric positive definite solution of the Algebraic Riccati 
Equalior7 : 

PA,, + A , ' P -  P B , , R - l ~ , r ~ + ~ = ~ .  (4.5.0) 

Solving (4.4) in case tf+m , when dealing with a discrete process inodel (Dam96a): 

m here P is tlie (unique) sylilnietric positive definite solution of the Di~crete Algebraic 
Riccati eqzrution: 
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I 
P = A; PA,, - A,,' P B ,  [R + B: PB,, I B: PA,, + Q . ('4.6.19) 

This leads to an asy~iiptotically stable closed-loop system, while sjfl)=O for t, +m, pro\/ided 
that tlie process is stabilizable and detectable. 

In comparison with other techniques that find all appropriate K, LQR offers a convel~ient 
way of including the control effort that is a l l o ~ e d .  However, it doesn't allov explicit control 
of the transient response. 

Introducing the reference input: the state feedback K, as deter~nined in the preceding part, 
brings the states as soon as possible to zero. However, in practice, the output, which is a 
firnction of the states. has to follow a certain reference signal, with a zero steadj state error. 
In [Fran94] trio approaches are discussed for introducing tlie colnrna~ld input signal. 
One method re-defines the old states. The LQR controller will then be developed to force 
the state-error to become zero, instead of the states themselves. The state-error is the 
difference between the measured, and tlie desired sate. The desired states reflect the desired 
outputs. 
Kiiowledge of the desired states has to be available to ensure a zero steady-state error 
between the output and the reference signal. wliich iilvolves exact kilowledge of the ~natrices 
A,,, Bp, C,, D,,, which is seldom available. As a consequence, we can say that the method is 
not very robust, as a sinall process change will cause the steady-state error to be 11011-zero. 
The above method has a fee~forward coiitrol structure, whereas tlie follo\ving method has a 
feedback structure and it doesn't make use of "any" process ki~o\vledge. 

A co~iiruoil ~llethod for traclting signals is by introducing integral action into the controller. 
ilJew states are i~ltroduced to include tlie integral action, wliich will cause tlie stead) state 
error to become zero. without the need for process k~lowledge. In this section we \ \ r i l l  

introduce direct integral action, whicl causes the steady state error to becolue zero for step- 
\\ ise inputs, \~liicli are ~iiost c o ~ i ~ ~ i i o ~ i  in practice. 

Co~lsider again (4. l. a) and introduce: 

xi ( t )  = y ( t )  - r ( t )  . 

Thus the augmented process becomes: 

and the feedback law: 
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They \\rill result in a co~ltrol co~lfiguratio~l as sho\vn ii1,figure 4.1 

Augrr~en t ec l  process  ~ l t )  

l 

L 

Figure 4.1: the uugnzented process. 

Figure 4.1 corresponds (again) to the original problem formulation, for where the LQR 
controller was developed, and 14.5) and (4 .a  were derived. 
Tlie LQR controller is deterllli~led for the augmented process. However, the total co~itroller 
exists of the feedback gain K and the (included) integrator. 
Tlie signal ell) call be seen as a state vector contaiili~lg disturbances, reflecting the referellce 
signal, which need to be brought to zero. 
The perfor~l~ance matrices R and Q are used to "tune" the perforii~ance requirements. such 
that we choose tlie weighting 111atrix Q so, that only the states xT(tj are weighted in (4.4) and 
not x(0 ,  as these are not the ones we wish to bring to zero ! 

Wlie~z we are dealing with a discrete process model, we have to approxiillate the derivatives 
in 14.7) This can be done wit1 difference equations. For exainple by a ZOH approximation. 
like also was used in appendix A. I :  

Equation (4.7) the11 becomes: 

x1 ( k  + 1) = xl(k) + T ( y ( k )  - r ( k ) )  

Thus the augmeiited process yields: 
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and the feedbacl< law: 

In [A11d90] some interesting features, co~lcer~li~ig the robu~tness of the optimal trnw- 
n711uriund regulator are dealt with, in case 110 estinlator is used. We ~ ~ o u l d  like to point out 
two of these features that concern tlie gain and the phase margin: 
\ when no estimator is used, to recollstruct the states, we are assured to have an infinit!, 

gain margin in each loop . with a downside limit of 'h ; 
4 a phase margin of at least 60 degrees. 

However, as they share the saine properties, we shall only examine thein for SISO systems. 
as MIMO syste~ns are Illore am kward to consider. 
A more in-depth discussion of tliese properties and more. call be found in [And90]. 

We shall consider our fundamental open-loop system as give11 in (4 l cq, that 1s completely 
colltrollable, observable and time-invariallt. Let (4.3) be our performance index (cost 
f~i~lction) wit11 tj--)m. 
Tllen. the follom ing will hold [A1id90]: 

Tlie inequality 14.15) is a simple consequence of (4 14j, once it is recognised that N-Q~V is 
non-negative definite, with Q non-negative definite and N arbitrary. Tlie operator (9  ' taltes 
the transpose and tlie complex covijugate of the ~iiatrix c). Equation (4.14) is I<IIOLLII as the 
return diJJerer~ce equality, and a proof is given in appendix B. I .  

For SISO s~~ste lns  (4.15) becomes: 

Or in terins of the sensitivity function: 

for all frequencies, as: 
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The left side of (4.181 is k~iown as the return dqjrerence, wlleii the systeln is given as in 
figure 4.2. 

Figure 4.2: the closed-loop part of the process with LQR 
control. 

Gain margin: we recall tliat the gain margin of a closed-loop syste~ll is the amount by which 
the loop gain call be changed until the systeln becomes unstable. 
The Nyquist plot is a curve in the co~nplex plane, obtained fro111 the cornplex values of - 
K!~~I-A~)-'B+,,, as o varies through the real numbers froin ininus to plus infinity. 
Because of (4.161, the Nyquist plot of the closed-loop system avoids a certain region of the 
complex plane. which is equal to a circle of unit radius centered at -I+jO. That is, tlie 
distance of any point on the Nyquist plot froin the point -l+jO is at least uility Vig. 4.3). 
It is known that ~vben a closed-loop systeln is multiplied by a constallt factor P , it will 
continue to be asymptotically stable if tlie Nyquist diagram - K ( ~ ~ I - A , ~ - ' B ,  el~circles the point 
-l/P+jO a  lumber of tiines counterclockwise, which is equal to the ainou~lt of ulistable 
proce~s poles. 
Consequently, asylnptotic stability is guaranteed for all real P > %, as in this case the point 
I./p+jO lies in the avoided circle. 

Figure 4.3: the avoided region by the 
Nyqz/istplot for a system with LQR control 
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Notice that \\e already showed that the LQR controller results in a stable sjstem. In  this 
case. tlie N j q u ~ s t  plot almays e~~circled the avoided circle counterclocl<\vise. a number or 
ti~iles equal to the a~iiount of unstable process poles. 

Phase margin: we recall tliat tlie phase margin is tlie a~nou~l t  of negative pliase s111ft that 
must be introduced (\nrithout gain increase) to niake that part of the Nyquist plot. 
corresponding to w 2 0 ,  pass through the point -I+jO. 
Tlie phase margln is deteni~ined fro111 that point, or those points on the o 2 0 part of tlie 
Nyq~~is t  plot. liicli are at unit distance from tlie origin. 
As tlie system a\ oids tlie circle with unit radius centered at -I+jO. the s~llallest phase margin 
that can be constructed is 60 degrees. So the pliase ~llargi~l is at least 60 degrees. 

The saine results. referring to the gain margin and pliase margin, hold for the MTMO case, i l l  

cuch loop, pro\ ided that the weighting matrix R is diagonnl. Tlie only difference is, that 
instead of (4.171, we obtain: 

C(R'  2 ~ ~ - 1  9 )I I ,  (4 19 

for all frequencies. whereois the largest singular value and S and R can be found in 
respectivel). (4.18) and (4.4). 

Notice that: 
- tlie robustness properties still hold for tlie augme~lted process. This call e a s ~ l j  be seen by 

taking a closer look at the proof of the return difference equation in appendix B. I .  Hereby 
keeping in mind that, the referellce signal can be seen as an disturbance, influencing sofile 
of the states and that the state matrices are expanded, due to tlie nev illtroduced states: 

- in tlie case 11 hen an esti~iiator is used, these features are lost. The more the process differs 
fro111 our estimated observer model, for recoilstructing the states. the sillaller the critical 
circle becomes: 

- the robust~iess properties were derived in case of a continuou~ process model n it11 a 
crnalog controller. 
Anderson also derives almost the same robust~iess propel-ties in case of a dzncrete process 
model with a discrete controller. which are about the same, depending on the sample 
time. For example, there also exists an avoided circle, ceiltered at -I+jO, wit11 a radius, 
that is equal to one \vheii the sarnpletirne approaches zero. However. the gain m a r g i ~  can 
never approach infinitj. as some system poles will be located outside the unit circle. 
centered at zero, which for~ils the stability boundary. 
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4.2 Robust Controller Design 

Wit11 Robust control we ilieall that we naiit to develop a coiltroller which can deal with pre- 
defined process uncertainties in an explicit manner. That is, we can still guarantee certain 
perfor~iia~lce objectives, regardless of these uncertainties. The perforiliance objectives can be 
tested by ailalysiilg the systems W-norin. 
We will begin by defining our process under study and some of liis properties. Next we will 
look how these properties can be used to define our perforinaiice objectives and 110% they 
call be realised by making use of the syste~lls W-iiorln. We will focus our self on the basic 
ideas and the problenl formulation. A more detailed backgrouild call be found in boolts as 
[Z11096], [Cla95]. and [Dam96b]. 

4.2.1 Nominal Performance 

Lets us consider the control configuration as shown in$gure 4.4. 

C o n t r o l l e r  Process 

Y 07.Ltpi~t 

Figure 4.4: Simple control co~~figuration 

we call derive the following: 
y =  T . ( r  - p ) + S . d  

e e r - y = S . ( r - d ) + T . p  

U =  R . ( r -1 -1 -d )  

with 

Where T, S and R are Itiio~ii as respectively the conzple~~~enlnry sensitivifi~. the senszti~.i@ 
and the contr.01 sensitivity f~~iictions. 
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Notice that: 
- for reasons of conveniently, we left out the fi~nction argument of the symbols in (4.20) 

and (4.211: 
- the above expressio~ls are also lino\vn as the oupzit comple~nentary sensitivit), the o ~ ~ t p u t  

sensitivity and the outyut co~ltrol sensitivity f~inctions, as they are ~neasured at the plant 
ozlput. We L\ i l l .  Ilowever, not make this differeilce. 

From (4.20) ~t follows that: 
-\I for a good disturbance error reduction, that is for I.  - d to affect e to the least extent, S 

sliould be small; 
-c' for a good ~neasurement noise error reduction, that is for p to affect e to the least extent. T 

should be sinall: 
for the "disturbances" r - d and the noise p to affect the control illput u to the least extent. 
R should be small. 

Froin above it follows that T, S and R should all be made small. However it can easily be 
seen that the followiilg holds: 

S + T = l ,  (4.22) 

\vhich indicates that T. S and R can't be made s~nall in the same freque~icq area. such that 
there should be a sort of trande-off Fortunately the spectra of the disturba~lces d are usually 
concentrated at low frequencies, whereas the spectra of the measurement noise p is 
concentrated at higher frequencies. Thus one ]nay shape Tand S, such that ,Sijo~) is "small" at 
low frequencies and Tom) is "small" at high frequencies. 
If botli T and S should be slnall in the saille freque~lcy area, we could thi~lli ol' a two-degree 
of freedom controller, rnaliing use of the feedback controller C' (fig. 4.4) and a pre- 
compensator, located at tlie reference input. 
We would like to have a scalar ineasureineilt of the systeins T, S and R to be able to speak 
about a "small " T (or S, R). For SISO systems we can easily use the maximum absolute 
\/alue of the co~llplex frequency responses I Tljco) , S(jco) and Roe) I . For the MIMO 
case this is not that straightform ard. We could think about using the ~pectral mdzus p as a 
scalar measurement: 

\\here l., are the eigenvalues of the nnatrix A. However the eigenvalues maq give poor 
i~ldication of tlie '.gainn of a transfer f~~inction, if tlie gain is measured as tlie 2-norm ratio of 
the output y to the input U .  See [Cla95] for a nice example, indicating this draw back.. 
We will use the k2- induced norm as a scalar meas~irement, defined as: 
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"Sup" sta~lds for suprellluin. HQo) is a stable transfer fu~lctio~l matrix and d2 is a ilor~lled 
space k ~ i o w ~ i  a the Lebesgue Apace for co~ltiiluous signals, defined as: 

with u/t) E % l x 1  a vector as f~inction of time. 

Let the H, llorln of a stable transfer be defined as: 

where ?F (9 is tlie largest siilgular value. 
It then can be show11 that [Dam96b]: 

So a sinall T(jcoj now llleails that 11 Torn) 11 I, should be s~llall, or in other words we need to 
~niiliinise H, norm, by calculating a correct stable colltroller C(s). 

Weighti~lg f~~nctions can be used to reflect the frequency area of interest. A typical 
performance specification for robust co~itrol is given as a weighted sensitivity f~u~ction:  

where W,,] and Wpz denote the input and output weight respectively, as show~l infigzire 4.5. 
The ~ornlnlised input vector d '  is assumed to belong to tlie Lebesgue space, \vhich we 
defined in (4.25) with their ~ i o r ~ i  bouilded by 1 .  
The input weight WpI is used to trailsfer the nor~nalised inputs to the physical inputs. For 
example, disturbailces d are usually expected to have sillall amplitude at high frequencies. 
Thus, if disturbance rejection is of prilnary interest a low pass filter would be a possible 
choice for Wp,. 
The output weight Wp2 is used to trade-off the relative importance of the iildividual errors in 
e and to weight the frequency range of prilnary interest. 
So the weighti~lg f ~ i ~ ~ c t i o n  offers us a tool for specifying our input and output signals in a 
physical set-up. However, in practice, the filters are often designed without any physical 
bacl<ground, conceriling the input and output signals. They are adjusted until t l ~ e  desired 
performa~lce is met. 
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1 -  
Figure 4.5: hron?inal performance probleni. 

The nominal perfor~lla~lce ob-jective is defined as follows: 

~Voniirial Performunce Proble111: the nominal performal~ce problem is, giken the ~xeighting 
function Wpi and PVp2, to design a stabilising coiltroller C(s) such that the cost function: 

is minimised. Thus: 

c(s) = arg ( \ )  min E S, l ! ~ , ~  ( , s ) s ( ~ s ) ~ ~ , ~  (s)Il CC , 

where S, denotes the set of all stabilising controller. If a controller call achieve 11 Wp2 S 
11, < i , we say that the closed-loop system has nominal performance. 

Problem (4.30) is a standurd H, problenz ~vliicli can be solved with well lino\vn techniques, 
that are imple~llented in the 11-Analysis and Synthesis Toolbox [Ba193]. 

A very con\ enient \\ray of forinulatiilg the nomi~ial performalice probleln is bq use of the 2x2 
Block Probleriz Fornzztlution, as showil in jigure 4 6. The gener.c/lizedplon coiltai~ls the 
nominal plant P(J) as well as the weighting filnctions to reflect the nominal perforil~ance 
ob-jectives. If set-point changes are of primary importance, d '  Inay be replaces by a 
~ior~nalised refereace r '. 

Figure 4.6: the 2x2 block nonzincrl 
pe~forniance problem. 
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The transfer filnction fro111 d '  to e ' is given by the linearfiactional transfornzulion (LFT): 

where iVu are the matrix entries of the transfer f~iiictioi~ ~natrix N(s) illfigure 4.6. 
The above forlnulation of perforinallce objectives is not restricted to "ordinary" sensitivity 
problems. If, e.g. disturbances enter the loop not only on the output y but also on the input. or 
even as an additio~lal input to P(s), this will merely change the transfer ~natrix expressio~l in 
(4.28'. 

4.2.2 Robust Stability 

We will now come to the ~naili reason for choosing a H, controller strategy. That is. the 
possibility to incorporate pre-defined process u~lcertai~lties and to guarantee closed-loop 
stability, as lollg as the process lies in the model set defined by the uncertainties. 
The closed-loop stability under above circ~unstances is known as Robzrst stabilily and will be 
explaiiied in this section. 

Let us assume that the process in ,figure 4.4 has an output n~ultiylicative uncertainty, as 
sliow~l in$gzrre 3.7. Tlie uncertainty A(s) is any stable transfer f~~iiction. 

2 ,l l%,-- 

- .  

Figure 4.7: yroceJs ~vith nzult~licative 
uncertairzty. 

We can pull out the uncel-tainty block, wit11 reference zero, as is done in $gure 4.8. 111 OLIS 

example M(s) equals the comple~nentary sensitivity T o ,  but in general it depe~lds on the 
type of process uncertainty. 
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Figure 4.8: the closed loop, 
with pulled ozit wcerfainty. 

We call guarantee robust stability, bp inaliing use of the faluous small gain theory: 
Si~znll gain tl1eo7y [Daln96b]: Suppose that the systelns and A/s) are both stable 
transfer fimctions. Then the auto~lo~nous system deterinilled bq the feedback interconnection 
offigzrre 4 8 is asyinptotically stable if: 

Using Schwartz equality it follows that: 

It then can be proven that [Zho96], wl~en: 

\\here y is a posithe constant, the feedback collllectio~l offigure 4.8 is asymptotically stable 
~f und orzlj zf: 

Usually t\\o digital weighting ~natrices and are introduced, such that: 

and 11 a(s) II,1 1 'd0. 

Usually the input weight PP',,,(s) is used to perforin ally necessary scaling and WlI2(s) is used 
as a frequency \\eight to approxilnate the scaled C (A ijo). There is seldoiii ally reason not 
to choose W,,,i5) and WzI2(;Tj as diagonal matrices. 



The robust stubilily objective is thus, given e.g. an output multiplicative uncertainty 
specification WL,2 A W,,1, to design a stabilising controller C(s) such that the cost fi~nction: 

J = 1 1 ~ ~  ( S ) T ( S ) K ~  (s)lla 
is minimised. Thus: 

~vhere 5 ,  denotes the set of all stabilising controller. If a coiltroller can achieve 11 W,,2 T 
Wul 11, < 1. n e  say that the closed-loop system is robustly stable Notice hon7 the stn~cture 
of the robust stability probleill (4.38) equals the structure of the nominal performance 
probleill (4 30) Consequentlj the robust stability problem may be form~~lated as a 2x2 block 
probleill as m ell. as is shomn inJigure 4 Y 

Figure 4.9: tlie 2x2 block robust 
.sfubilifJi problem. 

4.2.3 Robust Performance 

The robus f pe yformunce oh jecrive is derived froill (4.29), wit11 the nominal sensitivity S(sj 

fi~nction replaced by the perturbed one $(S) due to process uncertaintj-: 

The robust perfornzance problem in jiigure 4 10. is obtained by coillbining jigure 4 6 and 
figure 4 Y and know as the NAK formulation, nhere K is the stabilising controller 
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The robust perfor~lla~lce problem can be formulated as: 

C(s) = arg min sup 11W,,2 ( s ) f ( s )  wp1 (s)ll , 
C(s) E 3 ,  C13 lillmg 

for all a ( s )  with 11 Z ( S )  11, I 1, we say that the closed loop system has robust performance. 

As was already mentioned with the no~niilal perfor~nallce problem, the above forunulation of 
robust perfonl~ance is not oilly restricted to "ordinary" sensitivity problems. 
If we include the co~ltroller infigure 4.10 in N(J) (see jig. 4.1 l), me can easily forinulate the 
robust perfor~nance problein as an 2x2 problelu and deter~ni~le the linear fi.actioncl1 
transforniatior~ (LFT) from d ' to e ' 

c (\, ~ r v ; ;  

-p- - 

Figure 4.10: the robust 
yerforrnance yrobleln. 

Notice that the robust performance coilditio~l (4 41) is si~nilar to the robust stability 

condition (4.35), when using a normalised process u~lcertai~lty 11 a ( s )  11, 5 1 .  Hence we 
conclude: the systein Wpz S Wpl satisfies the robust performance co~lditioll (4 41) if and orzl~ 
if it is stable for a norm bo~mded matrix uilcertaiilty A,, with ]]Ap 11, I 1 .  Tl~us b j  augmenting 
the uncertainty structure \vith a fill1 colnplex yerformcmce block AJs), the robust 
performance condition can be equivalenced with a robust stability condition. This is shown 
ill figure 4.11. 
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Figure XI1:  the 2x2 block 
robust performance problen~. 

Let A t  (S) = diag( a (S), A,(s)} denote the augine~lted u~lcertai~lty matrix. Then the following 
holds [Cla95] : 
Assuine that AT(C(s)) and A '  (S) are stable transfer f~unctions with 11 A '  (S) 11, < 1 . Then the 
system N will satisfy the robust perforinai~ce criterion i j !  

~vhicli is easily understood from the sinall gain theory ( (4.34) and (4.35) ). However. 
because the structure A '  (S) is lnore restrictive, it is a suficient co~idition only. That is A '  

has a diagonal structure, which is ail ele~nellt of the set that consists of all fill1 coillplex 
uncertainty matrices, for where the necessary condition applies. 

Clearly robust performance i~nplies both ilolniual perfor~nailce and robust stability, such that 
the latter ones iinply a necesmry conditioil for robust performance. 
We Inay n0\4 forlnulate a H, problem as: 

~ ( s )  = arg ~nin 1 1  N ( C ( S ) ) ~ ~ ~  (4.43) 
C ( s )  E 3, 

If (4.42) holds, the closed-loop system will have robust performance. However since (4.42) 
is a sufficie~lt colldition only, it may be arbitrarily corzservative. 
Figure 4.11 can be formulated as a 2x2 block problem: 

An convenient way to check robust stability, llomiilal perforlnailce and robust performance is 
the follo\ving: 
- robust stubility: let 11 A (S) 11, < 1, then the closed-loop plant is robustly stable and only 

if(fol1ows directly froin (4.35)): 
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- nonirncll perfor-w~unce: \ $ l tho~~t  taking lnodel errors into account (11, = O), nominal 
performance call be guaranteed zf: 

ll1dT22 llr < 1 (4 46) 

- r o b z ~ ~ t  p~rfOr711unce: taking into account the model errors, tlie systein is said to ha\e 
robust performa~ice i j :  

llA4q m < l (4.4 7) 

As mentioned before, we encounter two main li~nitatio~ls in connection with the H, control 
theory. Probabl) tlie most important one, is that we call only handle f~ill  coiiiplex uncertainty 

s t r~~c t i~ res  A(s) E C n l x n J  non-coiiservatively in an Hm robust~less test. The other main 
lirlnitatio~l is that tlie robust perforinance problem call only be considered co~lservatively eve11 
for fill1 complex uncertainty blocks, because perforlnailce aiid robustness cclnriot be separated 
in the H, framework. Tlle collservatisrn introduced, depends on the applied ~lncertaintj 
~uodel and the condition ilu~lzber of the plant [Cla95]. We shall 110m7 give a short introduction 
to the ~tructzrred singular vcilue CL, to overcoine above li~nitations. That is, we will discuss a 
n~ethod that take into accou~lt the diagonal structure of A(s) and that call deal nrith (real) 
paranleter uncertaiilties. 

4.2.4 Structured Singular Value. 

I n  [Cla95] it is shown that (4.35) turns illto a szlficient co?i~lition oilly. when \\e are dealing 
nit11 paralneter i~ncertainties, which is easily uiiderstood whei~ we realise tliat the scaled 
parameter uncertainty set [-l;+l],  is a more restrictive set than the earlier defined set 

1 1  A '  (s)II, 5 1, for were the small gain theory applies. Because we are dealing with a Inore 
restrictive uncertainty set, in general tlie sufficieilt condition (3.35) can be arbitrarily 
conservative. 
So \\e lime to use some measure, which takes into accouiit the diagonal structure of the 
ullcertainty. sucl~ tliat tlie "neceLsLsify condition " is "recovered". 

Definition of the structured singular value: 

Let M b e  a matrix M E C 711XiJJ. then the positive real-valued f~l~iction 11, is defined as: 

\vhere tlie structured set \IJ is defined as: 
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which is the set of possible structured uncei-tainties. Notice that the f ~ d l  coillplex blocli A 
(which can be a perf'or~nailce block) is of course just a special elelne~lt of the above set v. 
The positive integers ri, YJ and k are used to specify repeated bloclts and the f i l l  complex 
bloclis respectively. 

Wllen M is a transfer matrix. we call interpret l / ~ ~ ( i M f i ~ ) )  as the size of the sillallest 
u~lcertai~lty A!jo)) which shifts the Nyquist plot of the transfer inatrix Mfjco) to the Nyquist 
point - 1 at the frequency w . 

Notice that: 
d the inaxi~llu~n si~lg~ilar value call be defined in the same way as (4.48) [Zli096]: 

% ( M )  
1 

(4. 5 0) 
inin {c(A) 1 A is unstrucru~-ed, det(I - M A )  = 0 

?I Equation (4.48) is equivaleilt to: 

P a ( l v )  = ~ Q X  P ( M A ) ,  
A € Y  

where p was defined in 14.23); 

From (4.48) we can directly derive expressions for the robust stability problem and the 
perforinailce problem: 
Let us define F,,IN(s), C O )  ( the upper linear fractio~lal transforil~ation) as being the transfer 
from w(s) to z(s) iiljgure 4.9 and A(s) E be the ilor~llalised uilcertai~ity u it11 1 1  ACjco) 11, < 
1. The closed-loop system is robustly stable iJ: and only $ 

Notice that the left side of (4.53) is also is kilow~l as 1 1  F,, 1 1  ,. 

We can formulate the robust perforinance as follows: 
Let an H, perforinailce specificatioil (normalised) be given on the transfer f~inction fro111 n" 
to e ' (typically a weighted se~lsitivity f~inction), of the form: 
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Then I<,IIV,A, C:, is stable (robustly stable) and 11 F,,(IV,d.C') 11, < l (haw71g T O ~ Z I S ~  

pe1*for717ance) V A(s) E wit11 11 AQo) 11 m < 1 iJ. a17d only iJ: 

where A;/s) is the transfer f ~ ~ ~ i c t i o n  as indicated in figure J . I I ,  and the performance block is 
just an element of A(s). 

With (4.55) \Le can test both robust stability and robust perfor~lla~lce in a non-conservati\re 
manner. So performance and stability coilditions are now separated. illuch tighter uncerta~nty 
descriptions ma\ be given due to the diagonal structure on y~ and non-consen ative results 
are provided for all uncertaint) models. 

As we have shown above, 11 is a powerf~~l tool for assessing robust stability and robust 
perfor~l~ance under structured and unstructured ilncertainties. Unfortunate11 the computation 
of CL is verj d~fficult and yet an unsolved mathematical problem. However tight upper and 
lower bounds for p Inay be effectively coinputed for both co~llplex and mixed uncertainty 
sets. Algoritll~lls for calculating the upper bound and lower bound are no\~adaqs 
commercially available in the Matlab Toolbox p-Analysis and Synthesis [Ba193]. 
We \vill not explain how the p-bounds are used to analyse and develop a controller. See 
[Zho96] and [Cla95] for a detailed discussing. However, referring to the upper and loner 
bound we like to notice that from (4.50) and (4.51) it is not difficult to see that: 

However these bounds are insufficient since the gap between the upper an lomer bound can 
be arbitrarily large. Thus these ~llust be tightened, which call be done tlirouglz transfom~ation 
on P that do not effect pAIP). 
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4.3 Final Remarks 

The LQR controller has some usefi~l robustness properties, \vheii no esti~liator is used to 
reconstruct the states. We gave an overview of two of those propel-ties; the gain and phase 
margin. Ail in-depth treatmeilt was avoided, as we only want to make the reader aware of 
these "usef~~l" properties, which gives us inotivatioil for the development of a LQR 
controller, as will be done in the next chapter. 
Tlie robustness properties were derived for coiitiiluous process Illode1 with an aiialog 
co~ltroller and for discrete process nlodel with a discrete controller. However, liow will these 
robustness properties look like, when the discrete coiltroller is implemented, that is 
co~ltrolli~lg a conlinuous process ? 
If the saillple time will be slnall enough, coilipared to the systein dynamics, \ve can probably 
coilsides the whole systein in the coiltiiiuous domain (S-plane), such that the robustness 
properties, like mentioned in sectioii 4.1 will apply. 
The LQR controller lnay show some robustliess properties, but can't deal with pre-defined 
uncertainties in an explicit manner, such as the H, theory call. This was our inaiiz inotivatioi~ 
for applying the H, theory to develop a robust controller. 





Identification of the Process 

The theory outlined in chapter 3 will be used to identify a linear and non-linear process 
model, of a non-linear process, which was described in chapter 2. 

Ail open-loop ideiltjficatio~l is performed of the final closed-loop system (including the 
controller). 
A non-linear and a linear discrete process inodel are estimated. Because the non-linear model 
caii't be used to develop our controllers, we use it as a way to test the derived illode1 
structure. 
The non-linear lnodel is obtained by performing a direct identification. That means that the 
process inputs are used as the identification inputs, instead of the reference inputs of the 
closed-loop system. 
The identification parameters of the linear model are retrieved froin the identified closed- 
loop, by 111aking use of the known colltroller model. 
The estimated non-linear and linear inodel are validated by simulation, residual analysis and 
a scalar error measurement. 

There is chosell for a open-loop identification of the closed-loop, to 
- investigate "closed-loop" identification, as a lot of iiidustrial processes already use 

feedback; 
- the process is poorly damped, as it has its poles "close" to the iinagiilary axis, which 

makes it difficult to Inanage the process during open-loop identification (a practical 
issue). 

It Inay sou~id somewliat conf~lsing when we speak about an open loop-loop identification of 
the closed-loop, to estiinate a process model. While in fact, we are perfor~niilg an closed- 
loop identification. So we if we speak about the closed-loop identification, we mean that we 
are ideiltifying a process   no del by performing an open-loop identification of the closed loop. 
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Before we collect any data and estimate a process model, which is done in section 5.4, me 
first need to do some preparation, to be able to perform our identiticatioil. Basically, they 
co~isist of 
- the developnlent of a flexible environment, to be able to collect data (section 5.1); 
- tlie developlne~it of a controller, to perform a "closed-loop identification" (section 5.2); 
- sollie final identification preparations (section 5.3): 

1 choice of the frequencies for model building, collecting data and controller 
calculation; 

\I design of the anti-aliasing filter: 
input design. 

The chosen working-point (point of linearization) is h, = h2 = 30 cn7, wliich is half of the 
total output range (0-60 cm). In industrial practice, the point of linearization depends on the 
use of the process: that is, identification should be done in that part of the output range, 
~ l i i c h  is ~llost interesting. However, because this infor~natioii isn't available, we sinlply 
choose the \\ orking point as half of the total output range. For the same reason, all valves (fig 
2. I), are set approximately half open. 

5.1 Flexible Environment 

To perform a closed-loop identification and to control the process, it is necessary to nrite 
some software that can: 
v' save sonie system data at a pre-defined sample rate, wliich will be used to estimate our 

model: 
1' use a pre-defined input signal: 
Y control the process "properly" at a pre-defined sample rate, so that a closed-loop 

identification can be performed; 
1 show "sorne" process information on the screen. 

The laborator>-located process was developed by the German company Amira, which has 
also \vritten sonle software with Borland C++. to control the process. 
The acquisition card, for collecting data, which is inouilted in the computer. is made by 
Amira. The converter card DAC6214 uses 12 bits for DIA and AID conversion. Anlira offers 
an adapter card, \vhicl~ is an extension to the converter card. However, this extension isn't 
akailable, which inailis that all real-time functions have to be implemented with software. 

Unfoi-tunatelq, tlie software written by Amira, can't be used to perfor~n the above tasks. 
Mainly this is due to badly organised docu~nentation, which is especially inlportant with the 
pre-compiled parts of the software. Therefore we can't even use parts of the software, apart 
from the drivers. 
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New software has been developed with Borland, C++, version 3.1. The ~llaiil features are 
- saving syste~n data at a pre-defined sample rate; 
- use of a pre-defined input signal; 
- control of the process at a pre-defined sanlple rate, such that a closed-loop identification 

call be performed; 
- grapl~ical represe~ltatio~l of the input and output signals, with an automatic scaling 

option, such that data trends can be observed in detail; 
- possibility to choose different controllers. 

The software has the following structure: 
2' a inail1 file (*.C); 
21 header file (*..h). Contains among others, all fullctio~l defi~litio~ls and declaration, used by 

the f ~ l ~ ~ c t i o n s  present in the f~inction file; 
v function file (*.c). Contains all f~l~lctions written by the developer; 

Borland library files; 
2' CoolTi~ller file (*.c), responsible for the real-time functions. It handles the PC-timer 

programming and is know under the name CoolTimer, written by Bobby Z; 
driver file (*.c), which co~ltai~ls the acquisition drivers, necessary for corninunicating \vitIi 
the acquisition card, written by Ainira. 

In [Bra97b] one call find a listing of the program. 
It will go to far to discuss the software in detail. However we like to point out solne 
"important" details: 
- the software is written wit11 the ANSI-C ~lorln in graphical mode. So no use has bee11 

made of the object-orientated possibilities that Borland offers; 
- tlie software is written for PC's, that are able to support 640x480 pixels with 16 colors 

(VGAHI) ; 
- the real-time functions, which are called in the interrupt service routines. ca~l~lot  contain 

all possible C-f~iilnctions w11e11 we are using CoolTimer. For exa~nple the coln~na~ld yrintf 
ca~ l~ lo t  be used in a real-time function. For this reason we used arrays to realise our 
buffers. as the C-f~~nction rnalloc (and more) isn't allowed. This f~u~ct ion is used when 
working with dy?iamic data structures, to allocate memory: 

- the buffers are used to: 
zi save data to file; 
.\l plot data on screen; 
11 read tlie input data from file. 

The buffers are used by the real-time f~~nctions, in the interrupt service routines, 
because: 
1. \Ire callilot include all C-firnctio~~ in the real-time functions; 
2. to obtain flexibility, such that no data is lost; 
3. to allow an i~lteractio~l between user and software. 
The last one decides tlie length of the buffers, which correspoilds to the "allo\ved" 
interaction time. An exa~nple of an interaction is a setpoint change. 117 this case tlie 
prograin ~vaits for an input froin the user, which means that no data is written from the 
buffer into a file. However, the data is still being processed by the real-time f~~ilnctio~is 
in the interrupt service routine, that is, that data is still being written in tlie buffers. 
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As a consequence, when the buffers are entirely filled, the real-time f~~nctions f?11  the 
buffers at positions that still need to be read. in case of saving data to file. So ~1.ot1g 
data \ \ i l l  be read from the buffers, whicli is due to a too long itzte~crctzon time, nhich 
depend on tlie fastest sainple rate that is used. 
The buffers are chosen, that we have a interaction time of about 30 seconds, when the 
fastest sa~nple frequency is 5 Hz. This seems to be inore than enough. 
A remedy for the above "proble~n" would be, to collect the keyboard-input by making 
use of the PC-keyboard buffer. However, the program with the buffers, seems to I\ ork 
well enough to perform our work and it is not ill O L I ~  interest to develop a piece of 
softnare that works "perfect"; 

- the follo\ving files need to be located in the same directory. as from were the program is 
stal-ted: 
11 egavga.bgi. m hich is a display driver: 
11 input.ed, \then using pre-defined input signals. Tt is an ASCTT file, \vitli a column for 

ever) setpoint-ofJJet. That is, the new setpoint is the SUIII, of the setpoint before tlie 
input file is used, and the offset defined ill the input file. Each row-entry is a fiiilction 
of time, namely the sainple frequency Saw~pleFr.eqCo~i, mhich is a value, defined in 
the Header file; 

1' fil-iui.ed, when using the digital filters. 
1' sim-ini.ed, when ~ising the intern simulation model. 
t1 Iqr-ini.ed, \\hen using the LQR controller. 
d rob-ini.ed. wl~en using the Robust controller. 

The abo\ e *. i i i i  file (ASCII files) contaiil a   no del description in state-space. The 
state-space ~natrices A. B, C and D appear in the *.in; file. in the same corresponding 
order. 
Not~ce tliat fil-ini.ed contailis the SISO filter co~lfiguratio~l . \vliich corresponds to 
equation /5.9). 
The size of tlie A matrix and the ilumber of inputs (number of coluin~ls B)  and outputs 
(number of columns C) need to be defined in the header file. 
The ".ini files introduce a lot of flexibility. For example, the calculated robust control 
(with Matlab). can directly be saved in the corresponding rob-ini.ed file. 

-v Tlie format is such that the non-zero ~llatrix entries of a illatrix A, are listed in either 
lines or columns. The order of the matrix entries: AI I-, A, 2,  ..., A,,,?,, \\here 11 and n7 
indicate the ~iuinber of rows and colurnlls respectively. I11 case of syste~n matrices (A, 
B, C. D). they appear in the corresponding alphabetical order. 

- the follom iiig file is created in the same directory, as from were the prograln is started: 
t' datai.ed (I :  file index). This is an ASCII file in wl~ich data is stored. tliat can be used 

for identificatio~i. Each row-entry is a f~~nction of time, namely tlie sa~nple frequency 
Scr~zpleFi,cqHigh, which is a value, defined in the Header file. Tlie saved data consists 
of an index: the 2 setpoints: the 2 pumpvalues; the 2 LQR colltroller states and the 3 
process outputs. 

To get an i~npressio~l of tlie software layout 011 the screen, some screen du~nps can be found 
in appendix A. 2. 
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5.2 Controller Design 

It is not in our interest to develop a high performance controller yet, as we ollly need a 
colltroller to be able to perform a closed-loop identification. The tasks it needs to perforln 
are: 
t' overconle actuator saturation during identification; 
4 a "fast enough" step response. 

With the idea "try simple things first", two equal analog colltrollers are impleinented (after 
discretization), to pull away the process poles (3 poles), as they are located 'near' the 
iinagillary axis (integration behaviour). That's why this colltroller is called the Pull coiltroller 
to distinguish the different types of controllers. A pole is placed in the origin to ensure a zero 
steady state error. 
Because all states of the process are available (levels hl, hZ, h j  ), and the Pull coiltroller 
doesn't work satisfactory in practice, we also develop a LQR colltroller in this section. 

To test and compare the controllers, we use a step response of the real process with a 
controller calculatio~i frequency of 5 Hz . The choices of these freque~icies are explained in 
the next section. 
Before data is collected and co~ltroller calculation takes place, allalog and digital filtering is 
performed to prevent aliasi~lg . The analog and digital anti-aliasing filters will be described 
in section 5.3.2. 

Pull control: two equal SISO co~ltrollers of the form: 

are implemented with Tustin's approxilllatio~z (bilinear approximation) 

Where n < p, and n, p are the zero and pole respectively in (5.1). 
Note that this way of developi~lg and i~llpleinelltillg an analog colltroller mal<es it 
analytically independent of the sample time T. 

Through eye i~lspection, the values of the Pull-controller are set to: 11 = 0.025. p = 0.05 and 
K,= 0.4 (in accordance with above conditions). 
Botli SISO controllers operate parallel and use only the error signal as input: the difference 
between the reference signal and the output. 
111 appendix A.3, step respoilses (fig. a.3.1) of the controller, with the simulation model and 
the real process, are shown. In tile same appendix, one call find a bode plot Vzg. 0.3.2) from 
input 1 to all outputs, of the silnulation model. 
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The simulation model is implemented in Matlab and consists of tlie SlSO controllers 
together wit11 the co~lti~luous state-space model, as was derived in appendix A. l. The ii~atrix 
entries of the liilearized rnodel are calculated by assuining that all tlie process valves are half 
open. In the next section, more details are given on the calculation of the closed-loop 
siinulation model. 

However, like tlie step response appears to have a reasonable settling time (figure a 3.1.cr), in 
practice this seems to be I I I L I C ~  larger. This is probably due to a long iilteractio~l between tlie 
two outer columns. as they are colitrolled independently. For example, lets assume that the 
setpoint in tlie first colui~~il  is kept constant and tliat the setpoint in the second c o l u ~ n ~ ~  is 
changed (see Jig. 2. l for the correspoildiilg numbers of the columns). The controller for the 
first coluinn will not react, u17til it notices ail error in tlie first col~~inn.  It would be better to 
use a controller that also looks to the changes in the other columns, such that it will be able 
to react soonerlbetter. 
This is exactly \\/hat tlie LQR co~ltroller does. 

LQR control 
In the pull coiltroller we did not use all available infornzation, like the level of the third 
coluinn (h3 ). We will develop a controller; a LQR controller, which uses all available output 
information, 
A brief overview of the LQR controller was given iii the previous chapter. In section 4.1, 
indepeilde~lt steps were pointed out to develop an LQR controller. 
Because we are measuring all the states, no estimator needs to be developed, which leaves us 
only with two steps. 
In this section we will go through this steps to develop our controller, that is. determi~iing the 
c o ~ ~ t r o l  law and introduction of the reference signal. 

Introduction of the reference input: this is done as indicated injigure 4.1. This leaves us 
with an augmented process \+lit11 five states: three states from the original process. and two 
new states. i~ltroduced by the integrator. 
The state-space presentation of the augrneilted process is given by equation (4.8). 

Determination of the control law: is deter~niiled by mi~li~nisi~lg (4.4). for 9 +m, with tlie 
continuous augmented process as argument. The time-i~lvariant feedback gain call easilq be 
determined with Matlab. The Matlab functioii lqrd is used, which calculates a discrete 
feedback gain, from a continuous cost-f~~~~ctioii .  Before the f~~nct ion minimises (4.47, it first 
discretizes the co~lti~iuous process aiid the co~ltiiluous weighting matrices, using the sample 
time and the zero order hold approxiinatio~l (ZOH). See the lna~lual of the Co~ltrol Toolbox 
for inore information on this f~~iiction. 

Before Q and R are deteril~ined, we need to be aware of the non-linearity in the actuator 
transfer. 
Non-linearity is a well 1<11o1v property of 111ost actuators and their static transfer is slio\\n in 
figure 5.1. Notice that this is the static non-linearity of the actuator transfer. The dyllainic 
behaviour of tlie actuator transfer is much faster than the process dyna~laics and therefore not 
of our interest. 
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Before Q and X are determined, we need to be aware of the non-linearity in the actuator 
transfer. 
Non-linearity is a well know property of ~nost  actuators and their static transfer is shown in 
$gure 5.1. Notice that this is the ~ta t i c  non-linearity of the actuator transfer. The dynamic 
behaviour of the actuator transfer is 111uc11 faster than the process dy~la~nics and therefore not 
of our interest. 
We have to try that, during identification, we find ourselves in the lnost linear part of the 
actuator transfer. such that an accurate lznear inodel call be fitted froin the data. 

Figure 5.1: static-tran~fer of a 
fanzily of actztators. 

The working point was chosen as 30 cm, such that the process output is half of the total 
output range (0-60 cm), in which we find ourselves in the most linear part of the actuator 
transfer (valves half open). 
The weighting matrices are chosen diagonal; Q is fixed and R is changed until no saturation 
takes place with a step input of 0->30 cm on both inputs. In this case we are almost sure to 
find ourselves in the inost linear part of the actuator transfer d ~ ~ r i n g  identification. where we 
use a step input-change of about 5 cm. 

The augmented process is silnulated with silnulillk to verifj~ the estimated feedback gain, 
before the co~ltroller is implemented. Within some iterations, the followillg feedback gain 
and weighting luatrices were obtained (with a sainple frequency of 5 Hz): 
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Notice tliat: 
- the ~reigliting matrices needed to be chosen higher than those originally found ilslng 

sirnulink, because of the difference betneen the simulation model and the real process, 
lilte tlie non-linearity; 

- \ve choose the \veighting matrix Q such that, only the states xft) (4.8) are \veigl~tecl in 
(4 4) and no/ x/t), as these are not the ones we wish to bring to zero; 

- tlie integrators are impleme~ited in software by making irse of the Zero Order Hold 
approximation: 

where (j.4) represents a transfor~natio~l fro111 the s-domaia (continue) to the z-domain 
(discrete): 
besides tlie static noii-linearity in the actuator, the process also shows .static non- 
linearities. 
The static non-linearity of the whole sysferiz will be deter~lliiled further 011 in this chapter. 
\+Iiich \\Till e\e~ltually d e t e r ~ ~ ~ i n e  the amplitude of our input signal, used for identification. 
Note that the actuator and tlie process mere mentioned separately here. THoweter, unlike 
noticed otlier\vise, we will never make this distinction and always mean that the actuator 
is included in the process, like already was done in the preceding part of our project: 

In appendix A.3. a step response (fig. u.3.1) of the controller, wit11 the si~nulation   no del and 
the real process. is sliown. 111 the same appendix, one call find a bode plot (fig a 3.2) from 
inpirt 1 to all outputs, of the simulation model. The responses are calculated in the sallie \\a) 
as \\as done wit11 tlie Pull controller. 

The most Important differences between the two co~ltrollers are that: 
\I because the LQR controller uses Inore process iilfonnation than the Pull controller, the 

output in an outer co lu in~~  is less sensitive to the input in the other outer colum~l. This can 
be seen in fzgzlre u.3.l.c and by co~npari~ig tlie lower frequency areas of their bode plots 
in fig. u 3.2 in appendix A.3; 

\' the LQR controller has a smaller bandwidth @g. 0.3 2), sucli that it is less se~lsitive to 
high frequency disturbances at the outputlinput. With the real process, the LQR controller 
does indeed. sllow a lnore calm stead). state behaviour. This so called calm bellaviour is 
notable at low water levels (around 20 cm), \lrlien the water falls into the column, causing 
'-high" li-equency noise (flow a in f ig  2.1). Nor~lially the water enters the col1111111 bj  
flo\ving along the wall (flow b in fig. 2.1); 
the LQR controller elisures that the bode plots fro111 input 1 and 2 to all outputs are alliiost 
the saine for tlle si~nulatioli model. This is due to the same weigl~t put on the states b) tlie 
Q ~ilatrix. This means that the step responses for both outer colui~~ils are allllost the same. 
whereas both c o l u ~ ~ l i ~ s  have dfferent dy~iaiilic behaviour (the leakage's are different). The 
Pull controllers are, Iiowever, exactly the same. As a consequence the step responses for 
both outer colu~~ins  are different. as well as both their bode plots: 

u' the Pull controller is faster (first i~ltersectioll with tlie desired setpoint), but sl~ows an 
higher overslioot and longer 99%-settlmg time; 
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d The LQR controller shows satisfactory results, and will therefore be used for 
identification. 

5.3 Final Identification Preparations 

I11 tliis section, the final ide~ltificatioil preparatio~ls are described, such that in the next 
sectio~l data call be collected and a non-linear and linear model can be estimated. 
The preparations consist of input design, develop~ne~lt of the anti-aliasing filters and the 
choice of the "identification" frequencies. That is, the frequencies for calculating the 
controller and collecting data. 

5.3.1 The Identification Frequencies 

111 the previous chapter we already used a simulation model of the process and a frequency to 
calculate our controller. In this section we will take a closer looli on how they are 
deter~iiined. 

A closed-loop inodel will be calculated, wit1 help of the linear process model. as derived in 
appendix A . I .  to extract infor~nation. This ilifor~nation is needed to clloose the follovving 
frequencies:. 
- model building frequency V,,,); 
- collecti~lg data, used for pre-processing G); 
- calculate the coiltroller outputs (fc); 

- collectiilg data from the process v,); 

The above frequencies are show11 infigure 5.2. 

Model building frequency V;,): defines the frequeilcy used for final model building 
(discrete model). 
We have to consider [Lju87]: 
t' a "small"J;,, allows much noise reduction, with possible loss of system dynamics: 
d a "liigh"f,, could give nulnerical problems, as all poles cluster around the point 1 in the z- 

plane; 
.v' a "high"J;,, gives a model fit, which is mainly coilce~ltrated to the high-frequency band; 
< a "higli" h, can result in a 11011-inir~imum phase model, while the original system is 

miili~num phase. 

Ljung determines that the optimal j,,, lies near the time consta~lts of the system. This is , 
however, not exactly kiiowi~ and overestiinati~lg them may lead to verjr bad results. 
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Therefore he ad\/ises to use a f,, which is about ten times the baildwidtli of the systeln to be 
identified. 

Collecting clata, used for pre-processing V;.): we choose this 5-10 ti~iies the frequcncj, 
used for lllodel building to perform soine data polishing. before parameter est~mation takes 
place. This so called polishing was briefly explailled in sectjon 3.7. 

Calculating the controller outputs K): defines the frequency used for calculating the 
controller outputs 

\Ve have to consider [Fran94]: 
- \+hen implementing an analog controller in a digital computer, we need to find a digital 

eqi~ivale~lce by using approximation techniques. A good choice. for gett~ilg a good digital 
approxi~iiations, is a frequency of 20-30 times the bandwidtl~ of the total sq stem: 

- the frequencj ~ n u s t  be chosen high enough to reduce the higl frequencq disturballces in 
the process output: 

- a fast e~lougll response to setpoi~lt changes is often required; 

Collecting clata from the process V;,): this frequency must be chosen high enough, sucli 
that the filter cliaracteristics doesil't have ally i~llportallt influence on the sqstem 
characteristics. 

Fro111 the above discussio~l it follows that wTe have to obtain an idea of tlie sqstem bandwidth. 
This is determined with help of the mathematical (~vhite) model, derived in appendix A.]. 

I11 appendix A. I the followiizg state-space process model is constructed: 

X,, ( t )  = A,, X,, (f) + B,] ,u(t)  

= C,, ?,, ( 1 )  

Note tliat we have iiiclude the index 'c', to indicate the continuous model. Index 'd' \ \ i l l  be 
used to indicate the discrete model. 
The parameters of the matrices A ,  ,; B,,; C,, are calculated by assuining that all valves (fig 
2.1) are llalf open. This is a reasonable suggestio~l to get an "idea" of the process 
characteristics. as it stro~lgly correspo~lds to the situation under which identification takes 
place. 

Note that tlie d~.~rnw?ic non-linearity of the process is influe~lced by clianging the position of 
the valves. For example, when tlie valve iii colu~l~vi 1 is opened more, tliat si~nulates leakage, 
tlie non-linearit) "increases". This call be understood, as the level in coluln~l 1 will increase 
more slowly. but decreases faster. With a linear model. however, there is no difference 
between tlie speed of decreasing and increasing. 
The degree of dy~lamic non-linearity will not be investigated, but can mean that me are not 
able to fit a linear model to our collected data with only a slllall error. 
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With the valves half open we get (appendix A. l): 

For identification we use the LQR coiltroller, wit11 the configuration as discussed in the 
previous chapter (fig I. I). The state-space representatioll of the closed-loop system, is found 
by co~nbining (4.8) and (4.9): 

X 5 (f) = A, ,X, (0 + B, ,r(t)  (5.7) 

The index ' S '  is used to indicate the closed-loop system. 
We used the Matlab f~~~lnction Iqr to calculate the continuous feedback gain 

It call "easily" be see11 that tile "~naximum" bandwidth is deter~lli~led by the transfer f~i~lnction 
between input 1 and output 1 (see $g 2. I for an explailatioll of the input and output 
n i~mbers). 
Fro111 the bode plot between input 1 and output l ,  as shown in figure a.3.2 ill appendix A.3, 
\lire can determine: 

o .(, =2.1O2racE/ s ;  o ,,,,, - 0 . 3 r a d / ~  . (5 8) 
Hereby using [dB]=20.log[..]. 
Lj~mg's advises a m,, = 10.oBlv, ,,,,,,,, wllich yields A,, G 0.032 Hz (frequency for illode1 
building). 
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We choose h,, = 0.1 Hz, which corresponds to tlie basic s\~itching time of tlie (generalized) 
binary noise test signal, which will be designed in  section 5.3.3. In this case tlie input test 
s~gnal doesn't need to be filtered. before parameter estimation takes place. 
Notice that this corresponds to a T,,,, which is about 18 % of tlie 99 %-settling time. \\liicli 1s 
about 548 s (sectioli 5.3.3). I n  [Sod89], 7;,, is taken as l 0  % of tlie 99 %-settling time, as rule 
of thlllllb. 

Considering the argurnents of Franklin [Fran94], gi\len in this section, \lie clioosef, = 5 Hz 
(Calculating frequency, used to calculate the cont~.oller outputs). 

The frequencj for collecti~~g data. used for identificatio1i;J;. equals f,. This means: f, = 50f,,,. 
such that we have a lot of redundancy for pre-processing, \vhicli won't cause any proble~ii. 

To neglect tlie influence of the anti-aliasing filters, we choose = 25 tlz (frequency h r  
collecting data from the process). 
Notice that \ \e  need an extra digital anti-aliasing filter, before \ve lomerf, of 25 Hz to f, of 5 
1-Iz.This combination of a digital and analog filter, to avoid aliasiilg effects, is well 11110mll in 
practice, and a\,oids the use of one expensive analog filter, when not using a digital anti- 

aliasing filter 

Figure 5.2 gives a clear overview of the chosen frequencies and the role of the anti-aliasing 
filters, \lilhicli m i l l  be developed in the follo\\ring section. 

Figure 5.2: rr71plenzentation structzrre of the $Zfers 
and theirjmque?icies. 
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5.3.2 Anti-Aliasing Filters 

In this section n7e will develop t~vo  Lowpass Butterworth Filters (LBF). as outlined in 
section 3.7. 
As show~l infigztre 5.2 we need two lowpass Butterworth filters to prevent aliasing effects: a 
digital LBF before calculating the controller output and an u~zalog LBF before collecting the 
data. 
An anti-aliasing filter is acquired to remove (sufficient attenuation) all frequency 
components higher t11a11 half the sample freq~le~icy, also known as the Nyquist frequency. 

We will go through the design procedure, as outlined in section 3.7. to design our analog 
lowpass butterxvorth filter. 

Analog LBF: whicli has to remove all frequency colllpo~le~lts higher tha~i 12.5Hz 0;,=25Hz). 

1. Filter specification: defining tlie parameters values in figure 3.2: 
a ,,,,, =40dB;  a, ,=3 dB; co,-6.5 Hz; m,= 12Hz; 

2. The order n: with (3.35) we fitid n,=4 (after rounding). Order four lnealls that nle 
get a cascade circuit with two LBF components. 

3. Determination of oo: if we choose o, as exact point, (3.47) yields mo=42.42rad/s. 

4. Determination of Q: with (3.48) we get: Ql=0.541 and Qz=l ,307 

5. Realisation of an electric circuit: if we choose R=lOMR we find with (3 49): 
C, ,=2.55.1 o - ~ F ;  C, z = 2 . 2 2 . 1 ~ - 9 ~ ;  C2 ]=6.16.1 o -~F:  ~ ~ , , = 0 . 9 0 ~ 1 0 ~ ~ ~ .  However, we liave 
to use nor~nalised values. By using the E-12 ~iorm, which has a 10% tolerance, we get: 
Cl /=2.71iF; C, 2=2.211F; C2 I=6.S~iF; CZ 2 = 1 ~ ~ F .  

In jzgztre 5.3 the filter frequency response is shown, for the calculated components, and tlie 
normalised components. Notice that the error made, by using nor~nalised values, can be 
neglected. 
Don't forget that the co~iipo~ieiits liave a tolerance of 10%. This i~lfluence isn't investigated 
in detail, but the freque~icy response is tested with a spectrum a~lalyser and tlie filter gives 
satisfactory results. 
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Figure 5.3: jreq z~ency respo~?se ofthe mcrlog LBF. 

The final electric circuit is given infigure 5.4 

Figure 5.4: u ~ u l o g  lowpu~ S Butten.r,orthJilter to l~revent alrm zng effecl 

Notice that: 
- the circuit infrgure 5.4 is only for one process output, while the total process has three 

outputs; 
- an extra resistance is placed in the op-amp feedback DC-loop: R, = 20 MO, to reduce the 

DC-offset a t  the op-amp outputs. This offset can't be ignored, as the DC-res~stance at the 
input is quite large. 
We are using op-amps of the TTL family: LM324, wl~icli have a bias-offset current at 
both inputs of 511A. The no11-inverting input, wliicl~ has the sunze voltage as the op-amp 
output (in steady state, without R,), will then have an offset of 20. 106 x 5 .  106 = 0.1 V for 
one op-amp (for one process output: 0.2V). This offset can't be ignored, as the output 
range of a sensor is only about two Volts. The offset can be reduced by p~ltting a 
resistance i11 the DC-feedback loop (R,). This resistance has to be equal to the total DC 
input resistance. seen from the non-inverting input: R, = 2R = 20 MQ. In this case, the 
offset that appears at the non-inverting input, which is the same as the voltage at the 
inverting input, will be compensated by R,,. As a consequence the output of one op-amp 1s 
'-almost" offset free. I11 practice we still have an offset of about 0.01 V, which can be 
neglected and can easily be compensated by the soft.cvare. 
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Note that one channel has an offset of about 0.2 V, as it contains two op-amp, which 
correspo~lds to a level offset of about 10 cm. This call easily be coinpensated by the 
software. However. the process mill auto~natically stop a pump, when a level passes the 
60 cm limit, which will then already take place at a level of about 50 cm. 
A remedy would be to use other op-ainps. For exalnple op-asnps of the CMOS family. 
which hardly has ally offset current. However, these were not available; 

- m, was chose11 as exact point. We could have choses~ o, as exact point, as these cut-off 
freq~iencies are far removed froill the real process characteristics. Even so. in our case, a 
little amount of aliasiilg call be allowed, as this will be rejected by our digital filter. The 
coinbi~latio~l of an analog and digital filter, to for111 an anti-aliasing filter. is well know in 
the field of (practical) signal processillg (audio) and is discussed in [Ver95] 

Digital LBF: which has to relnove all frequency co~nponents higher than 2.5 Hz V;. = 5Hz). 
The design is a bit different than that of tlie analog filter, as we ~nalie use of the Matlab 
function butter. This f~lnction takes as argumeilts; the order and tlie -3dB cut-off frequenc~. 
We have chosen for a fifth order LBF and a -3dB cutt-off frequency of 1 Hz, such that a,,,,,, 2 
40dB at m, = 2.5Hz. 
The state-space prese~ltatioil (controller ca~lo~lical form) of the digital LBF, m ith a sample 
frequency of 25 Hz (h), then becornes: 

out(k) = 1.10-'[0.197 0.063 0.343 0.052 0.03 1]x, (k)  + 2.1 40. 10-S i i~(k) 

The freque~lcy respoilse of the digital filter is show11 in jgure  5.5: 

-- p -- 
l L 

I 

4 7 1  'H, 

Figure 5.5: the Pey  uency response of the digitul LBF. 
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Notice that the kalues of (5.9) are ij17q71en1e?7/ed wit11 an accuracy of 15 T ~ L ~ ~ I I ~ ~ T J ,  wh~le  in 
(5.9) only the rounded numbers are shown. In this case, we can neglect the rounding errors. 
IS we use the given values i l l  (5 9/,  the filter has a step response like in j~gzo-e 5 6.6, instead 
of that in figure 5 6 a. It seelns that [his controller-car~onical representation is \ ery sensiti\ e 
to parameter disturbances (not very robust). 

Figclre 5.6: step reAponse of dzglfal LBF, ~vithout (5 6 0) nnd 14tith ro~u~ded  1n1ue.s 
(5 6 . 4  

5.3.3 Input Design 

In this section \be design two Itillds of input signals: a Biiiarj Noise (BN) and a Generalized 
Binary Noise (GBN). Both input sigiials were discussed in section 3.6. 
Two GBN signals are designed, to estimate respectively a 11011-linear and linear inodel. 
First the input signals for the linear lnodel will be developed. At the end of this section some 
changes are made to the con\/entional GBN signal. which will the11 be used to identifj! a non- 
linear model. 
During the input design. some prior systern information is needed, ml~ich is extracted fro~ii 
the calculated silllulatioii model. which was deterrniiled in section 5.3.1. 

The \vhole s? ste~n (co~itroller and process), which will be identified. consists of two inputs 
and two outputs, sucl that we apply two inn'elpei~dent input signals at the s a r ? ~  time. 

Binary Noise (BN): a sequence that switches between two values (e.g., -1 and 1) \\it11 a non- 
S\? itching probability13 = 0.5. The signal has equal power over the fill1 frequency range up to 
half the basic sampling frequency, \vhicl~ is usually cliosen so that we have equal power over 
the whole frequency region of interest in w7hich the sj7stelli is located. The basic s\~itching 
frequeizcy is the fastest possible switching frequency. 
What \ve need to deterlnine is: 
1 .  the basic sainpliilg frequency; 
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2. tlie length of the input signal; 
3. the amplitude. 

1. Basic sampling frequency: in section 5.3.1 we obtained a system bandwidth O - J O ~ B  

= 0.048 Hz. 
We choose a basic sampling frequency of 0.1 Hz to determine ail input signal that has equal 
power ill the frequency range of 0-0.048 Hz. 

2. Length of input signal: as the basic sa~npling freque~lcy determines an upper limit, 
the length of the data used for identification, deter~liiiies tlie lower liinit of the frequency 
area. \vhich can be identified. 
As discussed in section 3.6, \ve choose the le~igtli of the ide~itificatio~l data as 5-1 0 times the 
largest relevailt time constant to allow reliable estimation of tlie process eigenvalues. Tlie 
largest time constant of the sin~ulation n~odel can easily be calculated with Matlab: TI,,, - 
229sec and T,,,,,~~ - 80sec. We tlien choose a11 identification data leiigtli of 10.10'~ sanlples. 
Including data, used for validation, we obtain a final input signal of 20.10'~ samples. Let us 
remind that the input signal is added to the process at a frequeiicy of 5 Hz and the data is 
collected with tlie same freque~icy. 

3. Amplitude: we use the followi~ig colistrai~its: 
zi tlie process is assuiiled to be linear. To be able to fit a linear model, tlie aiilplitude 

ranges of tlie applied test signals have to be s~llall enough. such that this 
assu~nption isn't violated; 

-\I tlie output sigilals should have a sufficient signal to ~ioise ratio. A SIN of ~ilore than 
20 dB is desirable. 

Step one refers to the ~ l a t i c  non-linearit_l). Notice that the dynanzic non-linearity \\.\/ill not be 
investigated. 
Tlie static non-linearity of the whole system in the surrou~~dings of tlie workiilg point, can be 
tested by applying a staircase signal, as show~l iii$gure 5.7. This signal is applied to each 
process input ~ep'parately. The time interval of each step should be chosen in accordance with 
the response time of the process. 

Figure 5.7: a staircase signal for testing the 
static non-linearity. 

Notice that we have a closed loop configuration, while the staircase signal as described 
above, should be applied in open-loop configuration. The linearity test call tlien be 
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performed by taking the ,setpoints as input and tlie proce,sA znputs as output. The modified 
test will she\+ the same stat~c non-linearity of the process. as the controller is I~near. 

Applying t l ~ e  linearity test to our system, \vith a step of 3 cm and a worlting po~n t  of 30cm; 
results in the static transfers tliat are shown in figure 5.8 and Jigure 5.9 (\l ith an offset 
correction). 

Figure 5.8: static non-linearity test for ~etpoznl l 

The setpoints and the process inputs are indicated as r, and u, respectively. 

Figure 5.9: Static non-liriearify test for setpoint 2. 

To make sure tliat we fillcl ourselves in the linear steadj-state transfer. we choose an 
a~i~pl i tude  of 4 cm. The signal to noise ratios of the outputs are given fable 5.1, together \\ ith 
the standard deviation (Std) of the noise. 
The S/N are colnputed in steady state, from 8 data sets of 1000 samples each, nit11 a 
salnpling frequency of 5 Hz. 
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deviations of the process outputs. 

output l (11,) 
output 2 (hz) 

It is not surprising that the staiidard deviatioiis are very low, as we deal with a laboratory- 
located process. which hardly shows ally disturbailce iiifluences like an industrial process . 
Therefore an a~llplitude of 4 c111 should be more than enough. 
111 figure 5.10 the final BN signal for input 1 is shown, together with his power spectrum. 

Figure 5.10: binary noise test-input signa1,for input l .  

Table 5.1: the signal to noise ratios and the standard 

S/N ( [dB]=201og(.) ) 
88.360 dB 
98.807 dB 

Tlie BN signals are co~lstructed with Matlab, by usi~lg the uiiiforin random generator. 
We have chosen a basic switcliillg frequency of 5/50 Hz, such that the basic switching time 
is 50 times as big as the sample time, used for coiltroller calculation. In section 3.6 we 
noticed that this way of constructi~~g ail input signal, will cause gaps in the power spectrunl 
at freque~lcies f=k/(MTJ with k=1,2,3, ... In our case, the gaps appear at O.lHz, 
0.2Hz, ...( M=50), as can be seen in$gure 5.10. However these gaps are outside our frequellcy 
area of interest and therefore irrelevant. 

Std. 

2.472.10~' 
2.148.10-~ 

Generalized Binary Noise (GBN): will be constructed as a BN signal. The only difference 
is that the non-s\vitcliing probability (p) won't be set to 0.5, but will be deteriiiined with the 
help of sollie prior systein knowledge. For the deterlni~latioil of p. we will make use of 
Tulleke~ls guidelines, which are summarised in table 3.1, section 3.6. 

Our system shows dyilatllics which "look like" that of an over-damped second order process. 
such that together with (3.36) and the last coluil~~l in table 3.1 we get: 
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where T, is tlie 99 % settling time and TT,, is the basic s\vitcIiing time of 0.2 s. 
The settling time is 548sec and is the average of the settling times of h,. and h2, measurecl 
from there step response: 30 -> 40cm (with the real process). Subst~tuting tilts \alues in 
(5.10) yieldsp = 0.9996. 
The rest of tlie parameter values, like the amplitude, are the salne as for the BN signal. 
In jzgure 5 11 tile filial GBN signal for input 1 is s h o ~ v ~ ~ ,  together with his power spectrutn. 

Figure 5.11: generalised binary noise test-input ,signal for iripztt I 

To estimate a non-lmear. nlodel, we have to make sure to activate the static non-linearitjes of 
our process as our model is able to capture these non-linearities. In other mords; in section 
3.6 it \\as d~scussed that tlie input signal need to be informatz~~e erioz~gh, to allo\\ 
discriini~lation between ally two illodeis in the chosen set. When estimating a linear luodel 
this comes don711 to designing an input signal that is per~i~teritly exczting of order 11. We can 
say that, concer-ning the 111odel discrimination, n7e at Ie~zst have to make sure that the sqsteln 
non-linearit) 'S  are activated. 

The non-linear inodel can coker inore infor~nation, so the input signal have to be riches than 
in the linear case. 
We take the same GBN signal as designed earlier and choose an amplitude lvhich switches 
between 5 and 10 cm. 
The no11-linear ~llodel structure that is derived ill appendix A I will be used for identification 
of a non-linear process model. Notice that this model is able to capture proceJ,s 17077- 

I~lzearity 'S.  but not ucluator non-lirzearities, like the one discussed in section 5.2, because 
they mere not encountered in the derived model. For this reason, and to overcolile actuator 
saturation, \ve chose a rnaxilliu~ll amplitude of 10 cm. Whereas &ure 5 8 and figure 5 9 
indicate that ill  this area, the static non-linearity just begins to appear. So we would be 
motivated to choose the maximmn aiilplitude higher than 10 cm. 
I11 figure 5.12 the final test-input signal for input 1 is shown, together \\it11 his po\\er 
spectrum. 
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Figure 5.12: generalised binary noise test-input signal, for inpzrt I with a ~:aricrble 
aw7plitude. 

5.4 Model Estimation 

After the input signals, as developed ill the previous section, are applied and data is 
collected, we can alinost start with our nlodel estilliatio~l 
We will start with some polishing operations to improve tlie data contents, before the final 
models (non-linear and linear) are calculated in section 5.4.2. In the same section a 
validation, of the estimated models, will be carried out. 

5.4.1 Pre-Processing 

Pre-processing of data concerns the i~llprove~lleilt of the ratio of relevant infor~natio~l on the 
process dynamics to disturbances. blurri~lg that informatio~i. 
Pre-processing was explained in sectioil3.7 and is carried out wit11 the help of Matlab. 
The pre-processing actions are perfor~ned on the data collected with: 
1. the GBN input signal, with variable amplitude. We call this the GBNv data &et: 
2.  the BN illput signal (constant amplitude), we call this the BN data het; 
3. the GBN illput signal (constant amplitude), we call this the GBN data set. 

Notice that the BN data and the GBN data are used to estiinate a linear model. while the 
GBNv n'ata is used to estimate a 11011-linear model. 

Pre-processing involves the following operations (section 3.7): 
Y' peak shaving: 
zI trend deterlni~lation and correction; 
zi scaling and offset correction: 
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V filtering: 
delay time correction; 

\ sa~nple rate reduction. 

Peak shaving, detrending and scaling i l l  not be carried out. as we are identifq ing a closed- 
loop system, such tliat possible trends are corrected by the controller. The s) stem is located 
in a laboratory. \vhicl~ hardly has any influences of power failures, loose contacts, etc .... 
causing possibIe peaks. 
Further~nore do the system outputs have tlie same dimension (cm) and about the sallie 
1 ariance, S L I C ~  tliat scali~lg is superfluous. 
So this lea\ es LIS with the following polishing action: 

Offset correction: offset correctio~i is carried out by subtracting tlie data 1% ith the chosen 
\\orking points. The working points are: h, = 30cm and h3 - 2Scm. 

Filtering and sample rate reduction: we have to filter to (section 3.7): 
- avoid aliasing effects. as we are perforining a sa~nple rate reduction V, ->A,,): 
- to reduce the influences of the disturbances on the measured process signals. 

Step two forms an tighter upper limit than step one. for the filter attenuation. 
The loner lilnit of the cut-off frequency depends on the system characteristics, such that the 
system will not be influenced too much by the filter characteristics. 
The filter is determined by using information of the spectruin ratios, of the output-input 
signals. which are shown in jigure 5.13. In Jigure 5.13 we can distinguish the process 
characteristics (lower freque~lcy area) and the noise characteristics (higher frequency area). 
nhicli me trq to separate by choosing a correct filter. 

Notice that: 
1 me can both use the BAT or GBN data to calculate the ratios, which give the "same" 

results: 
3' tlie Matlab f~lnction ~pectrurn is used to plot the power spectrum. To plot reliable 

f r e q ~ ~ e i i c ~  ~~i for~nat ion ,  make sure tliat the fourier length is chosen correctly, as it is 
related to tlie frequency resolutioii. See tlie Signal Processing Toolbox manual for ruore 
information. concerning this f~inction. 
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Figure 5.13: ratio o f  th,e output-input spectrum. 

111 figure 5.14 the frequency response of the filter is shown, whch is a sixth order Butterworth 
with a cut-off frequency of 0.02 Hz, such that a,,,,, 2 40 dB at W, = 0.05 Hz. The data is 
filtered by using the Matlab function idfilt. 

3 -4 10 -?  1 C  " 10 2 
f [F21 

Figure 5.14: the frequency response of the 

f [ H z l  

digital filter, used for pre-processing. 

In Appendix A.4; ,figure a.4.1, the data is plotted after offset correction, filtering and sample 
rate reduction. Only the data, used for the linear model, is plotted. The data, used for the non- 
linear model, undergoes, apart from the offset correction, the same polishing actions. 
Notice that: 
- the GBN input signal is filtered as well, before sample rate reduction is performed, as it has 

a basic switching frequency of 5 Hz, whereas$,, = 0.1 Hz; 
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- the phase shift infigure 5. I4 is almost linear in the area of tlie syste~ii frequency response. 
Such that the influence of the filter on the system characteristics can be neglected, ~vhen 
both tlie input and output are filtered. 

- After filtering, but before the sample rate reduction takes place, tlie first and last 50 
samples are thrown away. This is done, because these samples are contaminated by tlie 
influences of iinproper initial conditions of the filters. 

Delay time correction: we nieu5ure the process output without ally delaq. such that me 
shouldn't expect a delay correction. However we are performing a closed-loop identificatron. 
and tlie controller used for model building works with a frequeiicy V,, = 0.1 Hz) that 1s 
different than that of tlie controller, used for collecting data (f, = 5 Hz).Tlie controllers ha1.e 
one time delay (the controller exists of an integrator and a feedback gain; fig. 4. I ) .  The 
controller. used for model building, will therefore have a delay of 10 S, \vliile the delay of the 
i~nplemeiited controller is only 0.2 S. We therefore have to shift our output data 9.8 s (also 
tlie process input), relativelq to our system inputs (the setpoints), to compensate the 
difference. 
Notice that: 
.v' the paraineters of both controller are different, due to different sainple times. However, 

\ve u701i't expect any problems, as the colitroller is just a discretizatioil of our continuous 
controller, calculated in section 5.2 and that the process dynamics are relatively slo\z. 
colnpared to aJ;,, of 0. l Hz: 

\ if no shifting is performed, the cross-correlation betmeen the input and the residuals 
indicates a large value for small positive lags of r (3.34). This can be explained as 
follows: Lets assume that we have a large value for r = 1. Tliis iiieans that tlie residual 
and the illput zr/k-I) are stroiigly related, such that the residual t u k e ~  ovey /he role of tlie 
intluence of z~(k-I) 011 tlie ~ilodel output. as tlie model isn't able to fulfil this task. This is 
obvious, as our iliodel structure call only produce an output after about 10 S. mliile our 
data already sliows an inpzrt injluence after about one second. 

5.4.2 Parameter Estimation 

Two ~llodels will be calculated in this section, a non-linear and a linear model. 
The inodels are calculated as described in section 3.3, that is by ~ilinimisi~lg a cost f~inction, 
\vliich reflects tlie error between the output of the calculated inodel and tlie collected data. 

For validation we use: an error i~ldicatioii; si~nulatioli results and residual analysis. which 
were explained in sectioii 3.5. 
The residual analysis consits of the cross-correlation between tlie iupirts and the residuals. 
present in tlie data used for estimation. In this -ay we call verifj if tlie ~iiodel structure is 
able to capture all dlyiiamics, present in tlie data. 
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The Error indication is defined as: 

wl~icb is a summation of the squared-error outputs calculated wit11 the validatio~i set. 
With the non-linear model the outputs are formed by hl, h2, h3 and wit11 the linear rnodel by 
hi and h2. 

5.4.2.1 Non-linear model estimation 

The paraineters of the non-linear model structure (a. 1.12) - (a. l .  14) in appendix A. 1 will be 
estimated, when use is made of the GBNv input signal. The input signal was designed in 
sectioil 5.3.3 
The linear regression   no del (a. l .  14) : 

h(k)  = O . R(k - l), (5.12) 

call directly be used as prediction model, when the noise, acting on the systein is assumed to 
be white. 
We calculate the paranleters by writing separate regression equations for every output (hl, 
h:, h3), that can hold the collected samples. 
For hl this yields (a. 1.12): 

Notice that we used Q,(k) to indicate the i 'h element of the vector Q, wliich can be foulid in 
(a. l .  12). 
We solve our linear problem forwiulation with the Matlab operator '\', which uses a QR 
factorisation to calculate the inverse: 

x = A \ B  is the solution of A . X = B . (5.14) 

. (5.13) 

We perform a direct identification, that lneails that we use the process inputs ( U ] ,  u2) as 
identification inputs and the process outputs (hl, h2, h3) as identificatioil outputs. In this case 
we can 't guarantee that we haven't got a bias when the data length approacl~es infinity and 
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the real process model lies in the chosen lnodel structure [Kla95]. This is due to the ljct that 
the identification input is correlated with tlie noise, acting 011 the process outputs. 
The proof given in [T<la95] counts for linear models, while me have a non-l~near moclel. 
However it can easily be seen. that, because our model is only non-linear in the samples, it 
can be written as a linear ~iiodel by renaming the samples (our linear regression model), for 
which tlie proof holds. 

We perfor111 a direct identification, because we can't derive one u'i77ect nlodel betmeen our 
system in- and outputs, withozrt re-constructing tlie process input as an auxiliarq signal. This 
is due to tlie non-linear part of our syste~n function. 
Even if me nould use our s j  stem in- and outputs as identification in- and outputs, me still 
need to construct our a~~xi l ia ry  signal, such that we are still performing a (hidden) direct 
identification. 
We shall see that for the estiiuatio~l of our linear model, we make use of one direct S\ s te~n 
  no del, which is tlie discrete version of 15.7). 111 this case we don't use any auxiliary signal. 
The only signals we use are for~ned by the system in- and outputs, which \ye use for 
identification. The input isn't i~lflueilced by the output, so ~ieither by the noise, acting on the 
output, such that we haven't got the bias problem as discussed above. 

The identification data exists of the first Iialf of tlie total data length and the rest is used for 
\alidation. In table 5.3 the estrn~ated parameter values are give11 and in $gum a 5 2 
(appendix A. 5 )  tlie validation by siiuulatio~i is shown. 
The cnlcula~ed parameter values are give11 in table 5 2 and in Jigure a.5 I tlie validation b! 
si~nulation is slio\vn. In this case the valves are assumed half open, as u a s  done in the 
previous sections to extract solile system informatio~i. 

I 

Parameter Parameter 
s value 

( P I I  1 
(P 12 -1.151.10-' 
(Pi3  -7.191.10.~ 
cP1.i 3.247.10.' 

(P25 1 
(P26 -1.870.1 0.' 

Table 5.2: parameters of the calculated non-linear 
model, 

Parameter Parameter 
S value 

(PT 7.191.10-~ 
(P28 3.247.10.' 

(P39 1 
(P3 10 -1.151.10-l 
(P3, I I -7.191.10-~ 
(473 12 7.191.10-~ 

J Error 13.095 clilL 
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Parameter Parameter 11 Parameter Paranleter 1 
S value II s value I 

-3.912.10-' 3.257.10-' 
-5.172.10-' l (fixed) 
3.486.10-' -2.967.10~' 
l (fixed) 

(P26 -6.104.1 0-' 11 cpij12 4.947.10.' 
Error 3 .100~10~ '  cm' I 

II U 

Table 5.3: paranletem of the estimated non-linear 
model. 

Notice that: 
\l The data, used for the 11011-linear model, undergoes, apart fro111 the offset correction, the 

same polishi~lg actions. No offset correction has been performed, as the estimated nlodel 
structure isn't only valid in a certain working point. Even so, if we would perform offset 
correction, we would have to take the root of negative data points, which gives use 
coinplex paranleter values. 
We won't loose any accuracy due to no offset correction, as the output variation is about 
10% of the working point.; 

d some paranleters are fixed, as can be seen in table 5.3; 
\I validation is performed with the second half of the original data set; 
\I the model input range is: [-l 0,101 volt and the output range: [0,60] cm. 

We like to Itnow if our c11ose11 model structure can capture our data, without lost of physical 
meaning. That is, do our parameters retain their physical meaning. 
The nine identification paranleters that we estimated earlier (table 5.3) consist of eight 
uncertain parameters, as can be seen from (a.1.16) in appendix A.1, which are caring our 
physical sigllificance. Because we have more identification paranleters than uncertain 
parameters, we can't calculate an unique solution for these latter ones, given the 
identification parameters. It would then be Inore obvious to directly estimate our eight 
uncertain parameters, which turns our linear probleln into a non-linear problem. Because we 
want to restrict our parameter search to values wit1 physical nleaning we begin by defining 
paraineter constraints, as was discussed in section 3.3. 

The uncertain parameters are formed by the section areas of our process valves and the static 
pump gains (a. 1.16 appendix A. l ) .  We define feasibility regio1.r~ of these parameters, as 
Itnowledge about them is available. 
A feasibility region for every parameter is defined as in$gure 5.15. 
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I r I r l  / I ~ I I A ~ I , /  i ?it  I 1 1 1  1 1 r 1  1 1 1  1 

Figure 5.15: cost fi~nctzon oj  a jeasibility 
region 

During identification, the process valves are about half open, such that the me define tlie 
following regions (table 5.5): 

I 
U 

Interconnection 11 0.4 c r n q  0.25 cm' I 0.1 cnz2 I 

I Ulicertainty Parameters 

Leakage 

Table 5.4: ul~certaint[li regions of the paranieters 

The obtained ~on-linear least square yrohlen~ is solved mith the Matlab f~ilictio~l lensfsq 
(optimization toolbox). 
The Leveriberg-LM~~ryuardt method, as described in section 3.4, has beell used to search for a 
minim urn . 
Tlie nominal X alues (table 5.3) are used as initial parameter values (valves half open). 
Because the f~~liction is quite general, we notice that the parameter constraints cannot be 
implemented as in (3 18/, but instead, all constraints are added to all prediction errors (all 
vector elements). So tlie second surnlnatio~l operator in (3.18) has been left out. 

Upper bou~ld 

0.7 cnzi 

The estimated parameter values are given in table 5.5. 

Noinillal 

0.4 cnz' 

Tlie lneailirlg of tile sy~nbols in table 5.5 can be found at the end in appendix A. I .  

Lower bouild 

0.1 c11zi 

1 

I 

Table 5.5: the pl~ysical yararneters of the non-linear model, 1vitl7 
pnmn7eterJ constraints. 

Pulnp Gain 

C I  4.825 
c2 4.771 

Leakage 

CI,II 7.000.10-' 
U L ~  8.420 10.' 
C I L ~  1.488.10-' 

Error 4.146.10.' cinL 

Iiltercon~~ectio~i 

aii3 5.421.10-' 
a,3z 4.523.10-' 
alzo 6.933.1 0-' 
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From the Error in table 5.5 it call been seen that tlie parameters, foulid with our earlier linear 
problem for~nulatioil (table 5.3), have lost their physical meaning. That is, the (local) 
minimum can't be found in our constr"aint search area. 
Notice that: 
1 there is a small possibility that our earlier found ~ni~liinuin (linear for~l~ulation) lies in our 

defined feasibility region, as we dealing wit11 local minima. However this possibility was 
made sinall by starting the search procedure with different initial values; 

?/ severai warnings were showil by Matlab due to a ill-conditioned Jacobian. This is caused 
by a "too flexible" model structure, as was discussed at the end of section 3.3. As long as 
they doesn't appear to "often", it won't give any problems. If the war~li~lgs appear at the 
end of the search, they will be respollsible for a high parameter variance for one or more 
parameters. That is, we find our self in a ~ni~liilluin plain, rather than in a lninilliuin point; 

.\I apart from tlie estimated pump gains, which apparently have little influence, lnost of the 
estiinated parameter values are near the upper bou~lds defined in table 5.4; 

1 we tried to find an estimate of the parameter variance, which is a f~~nct ion of the Jacobian. 
However. because of lack of iilforlnatio~l about the function lea~tsq,  this seemed to be 
rather difficult. 

111 table 5.6 and tuble 5.7 the results are shown, when we are no1 L I S ~ I ~ ~  OLIS definedjeu,sibi/rtj~ 
regions. That is. tlie search area doesn't has any restrictio~ls. The Matlab function I e n ~ l ~ g  is 
used to search for a minimum. 

11 Para~reter Parameter 
value 

1 c p 2 ~  -6.062610~' 
Error 

1 

0 

Leakage 

OL I 1.373 
QLZ 1 . l29 
a~~ 9.633.10-' 

Parameter Parameter 
S value 

Table 5.6: the physical parat1ieter3 of the 11o7i-linear t~iodel, 
~,ithozrt paraniefers coristraints. 

(P3,12 4.667.10.' 
2.898.10-' cm" 

Error 2.898.10-' cmi 

I~~tercoinlectioil 

a113 1.623.10-' 
1.302.1 0-' 

a l~"  9.788.10‘' 

II 11 

Tcible 5.7: parameters (nzatrix entries) of the estiniu~ed 
non-linear niodel, without parameter constraints. 

Puinp Gain 

C I  5.172 
c2 4.883 
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Apparently me are able to find an even smaller Error, when tlie proble~ii is for~iiulated as an 
non-linear proble~il without parameter constraints, tha~i tlie linear proble~n formulation. 
In figure a. 5.3 and figure a. 5.4 (appendix A. 5 )  tlie cross-correlation between the res~duals 
and i ~ i p ~ ~ t s  are shown, which is a validation method that \\as explained in section 3.5. Not~ce 
that the cross-correlation function is further re~iloved fro111 the x-axis. in case of tlie 
parameter constraints than \~.ithout paranleter constraints. This indicates that liiore system 
infor~nation, present in the data, is i~icluded in case of the search without parameter 
constraints (see also tlie end of section 3.5). This is an alternative way of verifying that the 
(local) rni~li~niim. foulid for modelling, doesn't lie in the feasibility region. 
The horizo~ltal lines i~ifigz~re 0.5 3 and figz1r.t. a.5.4 indicate tlie 99% confidence levels, when 
the cross-correlation is assurned to be ~ior~iial distributed (Lju87). These confidence levels 
are a f~lnction of tlie residual auto-correlation fi~iiction. Because tlie residuals of the ~iiodel 
11 it11 parameter coiistrai~lts is "less white" (not sho\vn here), the confide~ice leh els are ftu-ther 
re~iioved from the X-axes. Tliat the residuals are less white is easily understood when we 
assume that O L I ~  noise. acting on the process outputs, is white, like assunled ill OUT chosen 
riiodel structure. Then the "less \\liiteness" of tlie residuals is caused by process infor~uation. 
11.Iiich couldn't be iiicluded in tlie   no del structure. such that it is present in tlie residuals, 
causing a relatio~i between the residual samples. 

5.4.2.2 Linear model estimation 

The parameters of the linear inodel structure in 1 9) - 1.IO) in appeiidix A.1 will be 
estimated, when use is made of the BN and GBN input signals. These input signals were 
designed in section 5.3.3 
The para~iieters will be esti~nated with the Matlab f~~iictions rnf2th and pem, fro111 tlie 
Idesitification toolbox [Lju91]. Or with the Matlab f~lnction lenstsq froiii the Optimization 
toolbox [Gra92]. 
As validation. \\e use tlie last half part of the GBfVdata. 

We begin by iinplementiiig the   no del structure /3.11) with the Matlab f~ulction 17z&?th, such 
that the parameters can be estilnated with the functionpem. 
The matrices A(0), B(@, CfO) in (3.11) correspo~id to the closed-loop matrices 
Bs &), Cy d(@). \\liicli for111 tlie discrete counter pai-t of the matrices in (5.7). The matrices 
consist of I<no~vn parts, due to tlie known co~ltroller and ~11llinown parts due to tlie 
z/ncertainfi)) in tliephj~sical parameters (table 5.1). 
Matrix D(@ equals zero and e(k) is a s2"' vector, which produces an independent white 
noise sequence oil every output. The covariance matrix of e(k) is diagoiial, with the saliie 
\ d u e  for every ~ilatrix entry. Notice that the value of this matrix entry is of lni~ior 
lliiportance as they all have the same value, and therefore has tlie effect of a scaling hctor on 
the final iiiatrix K@). 

K@) coiisists of a !)15"2 matrix, that indicates the noise illfluelice on the syste~ii states. 
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After a first run of our ideiltificatio~l wit11 the functionpena, K(@ is cl~oseiz with zero values 
for all matrix entries, except for the entries K3 I and K d 2  (to be estimated). as these are the 
only parameters that give a significal~t contribution when all matrix entries are chosen as free 
parameters (in the first run). 

The initial values are the iline calculated parasneter values (matrix entries), in case the valves 
are assumed to be half open (table 5.8). 

The Matlab filnctioil pem uses the Gattss-Newton method (section 3.4) to estimate the 
paralneters (to find a local minimum). 
We seemed to have an ill-conditioned problem (for both the GBN and BN data-sets), as 
Matlab let us kno\v that we only have a rank ten, while we are estimating eleven parameters: 
nine of the process and two of the I<alman gain. This proble~n was discussed ill section 3.3. 
The problein occurs when we are esti~llatiilg too lnaily parameters to capture the process 
information, such that solne parameters have a gradient of almost zeros, or tvheii there exist 
parameters that are a function of the others. 
O L I ~  nine process parameters, to be estimated, are formed by eight uncer%aiii para~neters 
(a. 1. 16), such that there are parameters which are related. The parameters we are estimating 
are given in (a 1.15). It call easily be seen that we have the followiilg relations: 

Frosn (5.15) it follows that the estiinated parameters are strongly related, resulti~lg in an ill- 
conditioning of the Jacobian. Possible ways to overcoine this problelns are: 
- fixing one or more paraineters; 
- estimating the eight parameters that are caring the uncertainties, as done it11 the non- 

linear model: 
- perforining regularization. 

The above methods will be applied in the above order: 

Fixing parameters: when we are fixing any parameter, tlle Jacobian seem to be 
\\lell-conditioned. However we derived in (5.15, that more parameters are related, such that 
fixing only one, wouldn't solve the problem. Apparently these relatioils are hardly present in 
our collected data. which can occur when the parameters are o~lly "weakly'' related. 
We seem to obtain best results when fixing the parameters y13 and yj2+ Tliey are fixed to 
their initial values. 

The cstilnated parameter values are given in table 5.19 and in jigure a.5 6 and figure a 5.7 
(appendix A.5) the validation b j  simulation, and the residuals ailalysis are shown. 01lly the 
cross-correlation between the inputs and the residuals are used for residual analysis, as we 
are illore interested if '-alln process knowledge islcan be included. 
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The calczll~~fed parailleter values are given in table 5.10 and in figure U. 5.5 tlie validation bq 
simulation is shown. In this case the valves are assumed to be half open. 

Error 9.467.1 0.' cm' 
Table 5.8: the calculared parameters of [he lineur 
?l?ode/. 

Parameter Paraineter 
S value 

[IJil 9.641.10-l 
'lJ13 2.542.10.~ 
[IJ I -l 3.247.1 0.' 
(112 I 9.575.10-' 
U?? 2.542 10-' 

Parameter Parameter 
S value 

LIJB 3.247.10.' 1 
\113 I 2.542 . l  0-' 
9'32 2.542.10.' 
YJ33 9.383.10-' 

Notice tliat: 
- also tlie BIY validatio~i data is used for simulation. indicated by Errorl,,,. (\vithout index. 

the GB~V\alidation data is used). Froin the Error difference it follows tliat nit11 the GBA' 
input test signal, the model has most power concentrated ill the lower frequencies. That is, 
the Error nit11 the GBN parameters, is "significant" smaller than that with the B S  
parameters, using the GBN validation data. Note that with the GBAT validation data, tlie 
lower frequency components are dominating; 

- the 99 % co~ifide~lce levels of the GBNresiduals are fi~rther removed fro111 tlie x-axes than 
those of the BX residuals. The confide~lce levels are a f i~~ict ion of the residual auto- 
correlation. as was already mentioned with tlie estimation of the non-linear model. The 
residuals of tlie BAf data are caring more high frequency components. iinproving this 
nliite noise characteristics, correspoilding to a sinaller value for the confidence level. 
Because the BN residuals are caring more high frequency components, his cross- 
correlation is Inore scattered than tliat of tlie GBhf residuals: 

- we find a large ~ a l u e  fo tlie BN cross-correlatioii of rl to hi and r2 to h2 for small posithe 
lags of T (figure 0.5.6). It indicates tliat the estimated rnodel isn't able to i~lclude the 

BN parameters 

Errorgbn 5.922.1 o - ~  cm- Errorgbn 3.906.1 o-'! cm' 
Errorb,, 1.319.10-~ c~n '  Errorbn 1.780.10-~ cin2 

Table 5.10: tlqe e,tir11atedparcrr7?efers of the linear ???ode1 ~vith 2 paraniefers fixed. 

\V,,, 8.955.1 0.' 
J 2.542.10-' 
y,, 2.144.1 0.' 
J 8.690.10-' 
\41,, 2.542.1 o - ~  

GBN parameters 

\]J~J 2.200.10-' 
VJ3 I 3.831 
V32 5.441 
\/lj3 -7.282.10-' 

~ , I I I  8.506.10-I 
, 2.542.10-~ 
I 2.840.1 0-' 
y2, 8.41 1.10-' 
(1123 2.542.10-' 

2.682.1 0-' 
'V31 4.081 
llJ32 3.937 
y3; 3.472.10-' 
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illfluellce of u(k-a) sufficient, for small values of a. This call be caused b j  an 
overestimated time delay, or by high frequeilcy modes, which can't be included i n  our 
model. The cross-correlation of the GBN residuals doesn't show tlie large cross- 
correlatioil peaks, and the BN input test-data shows inore high frequency components. So 
~nost  probably, the real process shows high frequency modes, whicl~ can't be included 
with our derived model structure. It is obvious that the GBN input test-data isn't 
activating these high frequellcy modes, as it was designed wit11 our derived model 
structure. 
The filter used for pre-processing iiltroduces a phase shift, which is alinost linear in the 
frequencj. region of interest, resulting in an almost pure time delay. With the BN data this 
time delay is only i~ltroduced in the output signal, as the input isn't filtered. Tllus, me 
assu~ned a sinaller time delay as is present in the final BlV data. However, this is exactljr 
the opposite operation tha11 the one, causing our cross-correlation peak. and therefore 
can't be tlie cause. We verified above. by filtering also the input data with the same filter 
as tlie output data and tlie peaks, indeed still appeared; 

- we put lnore weight on tlie lower frequency area, when we also filter the BN input data 
[Lju87]. We then obtain slnaller Errors for both validation sets (Error,[,,, and Errorb,,). 
\vhicIi are almost the same as the Errors measured with the GBN data. 

estimating the eight parameters that are caring the uncertainties: the nine 
~natrix entries of our illode1 structure, which we are estimating, are a function of eight 
independent parameters, that are caring the uncertainties. To prevent an ill-conditioned 
problem, due to tlie relatio~ls between the matrix entries (5.151, \ve directly estimate these 
eight independent parameters. 
We perforlned tlie estimation with the Matlab fi~ilnctioi~ penz, and still came up with an ill- 
conditioned problem. This is due to the little influence that some paraineters have on the 
model output, causing matrix coluln~ls of the Jacobian to becollie almost zero. This was 
easily checlied by fixing some parameters. When fixing a parameter, causillg the ill- 
conditioned problem, we call do with seven parameters to be estimated. However, mhen 
leaving this parameter as to be estimated, it call be that we first have to fix three or Inore 
parameters. before its il~fluence beco~nes significant. 

performing regularization: a  neth hod to get grip 011 an ill-conditioned problem, as 
was explained in section 3.3. 
We use onlj the GBN data, as we noticed that the difference wit11 the BiV results were rather 
small, but still a bit better (the Error). Even so, with the GBN input signal, more weight is put 
on the inore i~nportallt (in control) low frequency area of our model. 

Equation (3.20) is iinplelnented using the Matlab f ~ ~ n c t i o ~ l  leas l~q.  We started with a "large" 
regularizatioll value p to prevent the Matlab warnings, that appear wit1 our previous problem 
formulation. Next, p is decreased, such that no warlliilgs appear and that tlie Error decreases. 
111 this \\ray we try to find a balance between the increase in bias and the decrease in variance. 
We found a p = 5.1 o - ~ ,  which is the same for all parameters. 
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The estimated parameter valires are given i n  table 5.10 and in figure u.5.8 tlie validation b) 
simulation. and the residuals analysis are sho\vn. 

Notice that: 
2' from table 5.10 it follows tliat some of our paralneters lost their Iiysical ~ n e a ~ l i ~ l g  (let us l' remind 11s tliat when tlie valves are entirely opened: q ,  = 0.4 c111 and a ~ ,  = 0.8 cmZ). We 

can easily increase the regularizatio~l parameter p to retain our physical meaning. 
However this will result in a bigger Error: 

21 we fou~id a smaller error tlian with fixing tlie parameters; 
2' Like discussed in section 3.3. the efficient para~neters are formed by U L I .  C I L ~ .  ali3, L1132 

and the s ~ ~ z w r o u ~  parameters by ai;z uIzo, cl and c2. That is, the spurious parameters. 011 tlie 
contrary to tlie efficient ones. have hardly ally influence 011 the model output, such tliat 
they could be fixed. So regularization can be used to examine which parameters can be 
fixed : 

21 tlie estimated parameter values of the non-linear model, without tlie paralneter 
constraints. are q~rite different tlian those of the linear model. with regularizatio~i 
(compare table j.6 and table 5.10). This isn't that surprising when we re~nind ourselles 
tliat with the non-linear model, we were dealing with a (local) m i n i m ~ ~ ~ n  plain ratlier tlian 
a minimum point. 

GBN parameters 

During our experilne~lt design, we extract some system information from the derived n hite 
li~odel (appendix A l ) .  For the choice of the sample frequencies we made use of the system 
bandwidth and for the total data length we used tlie biggest time constant. A wrong 
estiination of those values 11.01i't i ~ l f l ~ e n c e  the final results tliat inucli. Still. with the tinal 
estimated ~llodcl (with regnlarization) we calculate: r , ,  ;r 108 s and m 3 d B  = 1.2 .10-~  radls. 

2 The values original used: rblg 229 s and (!.3dB z 2.10- radls. The time constant seeins to be 
overestimated. \vhicIi means that we have collected inore data tliali necessary and thus 
should improve the estimation results. 
Notice that for the design of the GBlV signal we used the 99%-settling time, which me 
obtained directly fro~ii  the real process. 

Leakage 
I 1.109 

I cll2 6.150.10- 
QL 7 2.091 

Error 2.800.10-' cnlL 
Tclhle 5.10: the physical parameter5 (z~ncertaznties, of the lznear 
~ ~ o d e l ,  with regularrzatior~. 

Interconnection 

Or13 1.070 
aljz 1.663 

4.5.10.' 

Puinp Gain 

C 1  4.272 
C 2  4.469 
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5.5 Conclusion and Final Remarks 

We developed some soft\vare to perfor111 our identification and to ilnplemellt our controllers. 
The real-time f~inction are iillpleineilted in software, which asked for some special care. as 
the use of buffers, such that no data is lost and an accurate order of the source code. 
The software was proven to be flexible aiid therefore already in use by other students to 
i~nprove the software (buffer problelll and change of language), perforln experiments and 
i~nplerneilt other controllers. 

We esti~nated several linear and non-linear models, based 011 a model structure, derived from 
a mathe~natical process model (appendix A.1). Such a inodel structure is also known as a 
physically para~neterized model structure, as was explained in section 3.2. 

The estimated non-linear model can't be used for our coiltroller design, but surely gives us 
more confidence in the chosen   no del structure. We found two non-linear models of \vhich 
one retained his physical ineailiilg in the parameters (table 5.5). The physical meailing of the 
parameters is retained by defining parameter constraints. However m7e sl~owed that a lower 
value of the cost f~inction, which correspoilds to tlie model output error, call be found oul~idc 
the constrai~lt search area (table 5.6). 
Apparently there is Inore dynamics present in the data tha~i call be captured by the deri\ ed 
inodel structure. retai~liilg his physical meaning. Possible causes are, that: 
l .  we haven't captured all "possible" process dynamics, wit11 the white   no del, derived in 

appendix A. I; 
2, we can't guarantee that we haven't got a bias, uilder certain weak conditions, as was 

mentioned in section 5.4. This meal~s that it is possible that we don't converge to our true 
process model, even if it lies in our chosen model set. While it is possible that this true 
process model retains his pllysical meaning: 

3. a co~nbillatioil of 1 and 2. 

A way of un-correlating the process inputs, used as idelltificatioil inputs, is by using a t\vo 
stage identificatio~l strategy [Hof93]. 111 this way, first a model between the setpoints and the 
process illputs is estimated, which is used to reco~lstruct the un-correlated process inputs. 
These are then used to estimate our process model. Because the identification illputs are 
imcorrelated with the noise, acting on the process outputs, we call guarantee a zero bias. 
under certain weak coildition (section 5.4). 
However the model used to recoilstruct our process inputs would be a linear one, which 
could cause loss of infonnation, as we want to esti~nate a non-linear process model. 

We found a linear model, mrhich is able to re-produce the validatioil data with a small error. 
Also the residual analysis seemed to be acceptable, which means that al~llost all process 
information, available in the data, was captured in the estiiiiated model. 
The small error indicates that we call "easily" si~nulate our non-linear proces with a linear 
model, in surroundings of the working point in which we perfor~ned our identification. Let 
11s remind us that the process non-linearity highly depends on the positions of the valves, 
si~nulatiilg the lealcages. 
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.lust like the estimated non-linear model, tlie linear model did not retain his physical 
meaning, due to the approxirnatio~l of a non-linear process with a linear model andlor 
uncaptured process dynamics in our derived process model. 

We showed tliat 011s chosen linear nlodel structure seemed to be '-too" flexible, which leads 
to an ill-conditioning of the Jacobian. We used two techiliques to overcome this problem, 
na~nelq regularization and fixing parameters. 
Regularization seems to be an easy and flexible way to overcoine ill-condtioned problems 
and gives us more insight in the influence of the estimated parameters. 
Fixing parameters, also gives good results, but isn't able to gibe us insight in the parameter 
influence. like regularization. Also it call be difficult to obtain correct values for the fixed 
parameters, \2 itliout sorne process knowledge. Regularizatioil can even help 11s finding better 

alues for the fixed parameters. 

The improvemellt we obtained, by using the GBN input signal, instead of tlie B]\' input 
signal, is hardly visible as we already obtained an accurate process model with the BN data. 
The GBN i~lput signal puts more weight 011 the lamer freque~lcy area, as was discussed in 
section 3.6. We shoued that we call also put more weight on the loner frequency 
colnpo~le~lts by filteriilg the BN illput signal, which results in smaller Errors for the 
1 alidation data. The Errors. then appear to be almost the saivie as tlie ones obtained witli tlie 
GBIV data. 

In  the iiitroductioil (chapter l ) ,  \ye motivated the use of a physically paraineterized   no del 
structure. We almost, only looked at his benefits. Our major motivation was tliat real 
engineering applications are never that "black". We were able to find a "good" model, but let 
us not forget the extra work (problems) we went through. Basically this was due to the tllne 
put ill deriving tlie model structure and the need of re-tuning (tricks) the model structure and 
his imkno\vn parameters (e.g.: regularization), due to the chosen   no del structure. 
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We mill develop tmo controllers ~vhic l~  make use of the process model. estimated in t11e 
previous chapter through regu~larizatioa. 111 the first section. a LQR colltroller will be 
developed, which should perfonn better t11m the LQR developed in chapter 5 .  as it makes use 
of a inore accurate process model. 

Next> a Robust controller will be developed. as the process valves (fig. 2.1) can easily be 
changed, ca~~s ing  parameter perturbation. 
Because the paraneter uncertainties are well defined a robust controller is developed. that 
can deal i~-itll these uncertainties in an explicit malner. 
The H, tl~eonr is used to develop our controller; such that n-e can gguraa~ltee pre-defined 
coiltroller objectives, regardless of the paraneter uncertainties. 

Theoretical backgrouild of both coiltrollers was given in chapter 4 and references tl~erein 

6.1 LQR Development 

We \\?ill develop our LQR controller in the same n7ay as we did in section 5 2 
The onlj difference is that Tne use the process model, estimated in the previous chapter to 
calculate our controller We use t l~e  parameters. that mere estinlated nit11 a regularization 
tecl~nique a1d are summarised in table 5 10 
Because ive use alotl~er process model. we have to re-tune our n eigllting matrices 
Using the fi~nction lqrd. we obtain 
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See sectioil 5.2 for more detailed infonllation about the developineilt coilditioils 

To coillparc both LQR co~~troller-S. based on different process nlodels (a calculated a ~ l d  
estimated one). e coinpare their step respo~lses The step responses are giiren in figure h 2 l 
in appendix B 2 

Our ilen LQR coiltroller shon s the folloning differences with tlle old colitroller 
has little ox ershoot ('g h 2 1 a). 

-\i is faster (fjg h 2 1 U). 

-\i an outer col~unn has less illfluelice of a setpoint change in tlie other o ~ ~ t e r  column. nhen 
his setpomt 1s kept constant @g h 2 I h and jig h 2 I c). 

1/ the transfer froin input 1 to ou~tput 2 and froill illput 2 to output l (cross-traisfers) s110\\ 
non-minimum phase beha~iour (fig h 2 l h )  

Wc c m  saj that T T ~  find a neix LQR controller that performs "better". nl i icl~ im't that 
s~lqrising as n e used a inore accurate process lllodel 

6.2 Robust Controller Development 

The developilleilt of our robust coiltroller basically coilsist of three steps: 
- probleln fon~~ulation This consist of the specification of the: 

-\/ i~lodel uncertaiilty: 
-\/ perfonlia~ice objectives. 

- coiltroller calculation: 
- closed-loop ailalysis. 

I11 the nest section Ive will begin by fonllulatiilg our problem. and iilcludc our paraneter 
imcertaiilties. Nest we nil1 calculate our co~ltroller aid analysis the closed-loop results 
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6.2.1 PI-oblem Formulation 

We begin by specif\.ing our problem. Tlle uncertain parameters are directly related to the 
interco~u~ections between the three talks (see fig. 2.1), the ta lk  leakage's and the p~ulllp 
transfers (see rx.l.16). As a consequence of'their uncertainties, there also appears all 
uncertaillty in the working point value of talk 3 (see Jig. 2.1)> n-l~icl~ appear in (U. l. 15). So 
the structured ztri7certainfie.s are formed by: 

Notice that ' c ~  e have included the ~lncertainty of h; (level of tank 3 in the IT orking point) as 
an 71ndependent uncertainty tvl~ich is illcorrect as it is a fuilction of the other uncertaillties 
Hot\ ever. as this relationship is not exactly knonn a ~ d  not included in our process model, n e 
assume it as an independeilt uncertaillty 
As the working point of tank 1 equals that of tank 2, me get that h13 equals hz3, such that 
can be remo~red fro111 (6 2) 

Every uncertain paraneter represents a set of paraneter values. T.T hich we represent by 

with 

A ,  A . , AhI3 E B A  and B A = [ - & + l ]  (6. 5) 

Above means that; for esanple cl has a unifonll distrib~rtion wit11 a1 average .i;alue c
o

l a ~ d  an 
illte17~al length of 6,1.~,I.c41 

111 appendix B 3. the graphical state-space representation is given o f t l ~ e  process (U l 6) vith 
the above ~ulcertain paraneter 
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Tn appendix U 3 n c use the following lnacros 

We ha~re to 111111 out the uncertai~ltics A (as done in figz~re 4 S) to detenninc the final NAK 
prcselltation. fro111 nhich the co~ltroller can be calculated To perfonn this task, n e  introduce 
the follon iilg state-space u~lcertaiilty represe~ltatioll F\ it11 (D, =0) 

Figure 6.1: lJncertu7nlj~ .cfafe-space p~esentaf~on 

Ass~uine that \ \c  have a s>stell~ nit11 m i n p ~ ~ t s  and p process o~~tp~uts .  s states and (I 

iulcertaintie s 
nlcll h, g E 31 yX1,  E :R ' l .  z I  E 91 " l x1 ,  \ E SUC~I tilat W,, E YI ""l", W ,,,, E :R "! W,,, 
E 92 "'. TV,, E !l? 4'q, FT< E !RpXq and Ape E 93 
Wit11 

A,,. B,, . Cp. the process state-space inatrices (D,, = 0). nhich correspolld to (U I -). 
Wz,. PTo,,, W,,? W,,. used to incorporate the state-space parameter ~ulcertai~lties A. \\hich 

are incorporated in the diagonal inatris A,, 
Notice that g is the fotal i lu~~lber of uncertai~lties that exists of independenf 2nd dependent 
(repeated) u~~certainties 

It is easy to scc that W,, and F, are used to h a ~ d l e  uilcertai~~tles that appear in the process 
matrices B,, and C, respecti~el~,  So equals zero, as the uulcertain paraneters are located in 
A,, alld B,, 

The preseiltatio~l of figz~re 6 I can easily be i~nple~lleilted in Matlab. by illakiilg use of the 
Matlab c o m m a ~ d  s j ~ ~ r c .  This is a1 iiltercoll~lectioll progran. to co~li~ect  different matrices. 
n hich c m  be a constant or a S!-ste~n matrix For   no re iilfonnation abo~rt this program. scc 
the 11-Anal> sis and Sqilthesis Toolbos rniu1~1al [Ba193] 
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For our graphical state-space inode1 in appendix B. 3 we define: 

Notice that the ~~ec to r s  in (6 7) represent 12 uncertainties. nhile n7e only have 9 ulicertain 
parameters The difference is due to the repeated uncertainties (see jigzlre h 3 1 -h 3 3). nhicll 
are indicated b j  a SLIP-index 

Tlle snatrix entries of Wl,, Ft.',,,,. W,,,, W,?, aid Ape c m  easily be determined n it11 the help of the 
state space presentation in appendix B. 3 and are summarised in tllc sane appendix. 

The nest step in formulating our problem is the peuJbrr~iance specification. 
As we want a good tracking behaviour wit11 a zero steady state error; we inillilllise a 
sensitivity filnction? \vl~ich is the transfer hnction between the error e and the reference v: see 
fjgure 6.2, To overcoine actuator saturation, m:e ininiinise the control sensitivity fi~ilction. 
\T-l-hich is the transfer bet~veen the illput u and the disturbance d (see Jjg. 6.2). The frequency 
areas of interest, over nhich \\7e minimise, are specified n.itl1 the filters V, and V,,: 

(c;. S) 

For v,,,(s) :rii e choose a siinple first order filter, as the final controller order is proportional to 
the order of the generalized plant: 

Figure 6.2: Perfovnzance specification. 
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The generalised plant is tllc open loop configuration as in figure 6 1 nit11 all filters. for 
pedorl~lalce and uncertaiilty specificatioil included 
I-Tax iilg defined the paranetcr ullcertainties and the perfornla~ce objectives. \\ e construct the 
f o l l o ~  iilg NAK stnlcture 

Figure 6.3: The,Jinal NAK sf~ucfzlre. 

i = [el l e2 1,- v, ,lT 
I,)= kl 7 d ,  d,  d , ]  

p=[e1 e2 h3IT 

A = diag{A, , A ,,, $; A,, = diag{A,, , A,, ) 

Wllerc e,. 21,. r,. U', and h,  are co~llpollellts of the correspondi~lg ~~ectors ,  nl~icl l  can be find in 
fjgzlre 6 2 
,4 diagoilal i l latr i~ is indicated by d~c/g{.] 
Tlle matrix C, a ~ d  C3 are used to coulple oult h ] ,  h2 and h3  respectix ely 

IZxiZ Thc diagonal uncertaiilt~ illati-ix A AI,,,, E '93 (appendix B 3) and the perfonl~a~lcc blocks 

A 111 E C'~',A,,~ E ~ " ' n i t l l  1 A , < 1  

We noticed that T\ e n ant a good tracking beha~rioui-, nit11 a zero steady statc error This c m  
be acco~~~plished b j  including a1 iiltegrator in the coiltroller One n a) to fillfill this task 1s to 
iilclude ail integrator in the filter V,. 111 this waj the coiltroller must haye a pole at S = 0 to 
mal<e the x-i lon~l finite a l e  problem nit11 this approach is that tllc pole r = 0 of l/, bccollles 
an uulcontrollable pole of the generalised plant. ~x~llicl~ violates tlle assulnptioil that all states 
have to be detectable and stabilizable This is one of t l~e  assu~i~lptions made, to be able to 
calculate ail iiltcmally stabilising coiltroller [Da1196b] 

A possible n a\ out. is to approximate the integrator b j  a first order process nit11 a "small" 
pole This nil1 corrcspoild to a sillall pole in the coiltroller. nhicll call be approximated by all 
integrator n hell iinpleineiltiilg tlle coiltroller 
For this reason x\e choose l/ze2 in ('6 9) sufficieiltly small nit11 z , ~  > 0. to approximate the 
integrator action in VC 
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6.2.2 Controller Calculation and Validation 

A coiltroller is calculated b~ miniinising the "gains" of tlie transfer fi~ilctions between h(\) to 
g ( ~ )  and W(S) to z j ~ )  (fig 6 3) ,  such that the iilflueilce of the parameter uncertaiilties and 
disturbances is iniiliinised 
The "gain'. is ~neasured as the 2-norm ratio of the outputs g(s) and z ( ~ )  to the inputs h (S) and 
zjs) respective1 y The gain is lniiliinised by iniilisnisiilg the W-norm of the generalized plai~t 

We find a "reasonable" H,-coiltroller nit11 t l ~ e  Matlab fbnctioil hznjsyn Our process model, 
is the estilnated inodel in the previous chapter. nhich a a s  estilnated tllrough regularizatioil 
(table 5 10) Furtl~ennore n7e cllose for all parameters a inaximtuin parameter uncertaintj of 
20% ( in (6 4) 1/15, = 20 ) 

By choosii~g a sinaller value for l/ze2 we are ~noviilg / v,(jo) I to t11e left. 
It seeins that. by moving I v,fim) 1 to t l~e  left, t l ~ e  closed-loop systein becoines rather slow. 
referring to his step response. This can be explained in the follon-ing ~vay.  Wllen n-c are 
moving 1 v,lijo) / to the left, n-e are also inovillg in t l ~ e  sane direction t l ~ e  allo\ved frequenc~~ 
area ill ~vliich the sensitivity fi~ilction S(s) may appear, (see section 4.2 about the use of the 
~veigllting filters). Due to S(#) + T(s) = 11: it is easy to see that the comp1ementar~- sensitivity 
fimction T(s)  ill inove to the left as well; causing a slorver step response. Notice that by 
~novillg S(s) to the left: his, forf~i  won't cllai~ge that mu cl^; and due to S(s) + T(s) = 1 neifl~er 
does T(s). 
Anotl~er "simple" rvay of esanining tlie relation bet\veen T(s) and S(s) is by presenting tl~em 
as vectors in the coinples plane7 related by S(s) + T(s) = 1. 

As nas  ineiltioiled in section 4.2. t l ~ e  W-iionn of the generalized plant is iniiliinised by 

ass~uining a jidl complex uncertaiilt). nlatrix A E G This c m  lead to a consenati\/e ii~dicatioil 
about the robust stability and robust performance, nheii rve are dealing 11it11 s t n ~ c t ~ ~ r e d  
u~lcertaiirties as nas  explained ill sectioil 4 2 Therefore, n e  also calculated the structured 
singular value 111. r\7hich is showil in$gure 6 4. together ~ i t l 1  the largest siilgular value T l ~ c  
pA value is calculated for the mrxed uilcertaillty matrix A in (6 IQ) ,  nit11 the p-Analysis a1 
Synthesis Toolbos 
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Figure 6.4: h e  lnvgest s7ngz~Iar value 
(dotted) and the p-bounds (solzul), with 
9 rndependen f uncertarn pnmme fers 

From.fjgure 6. 3 we can conclude that we introduced quite soine conservatisin by ass~~nling a 
fill1 complex uncertainty lnatrix to calculate the H,-controller. 
Less consenlative results can be obtained by: 
1. reducing the number of ~ulcertain paranleters, n-hich results in a sinaller uncertaiilty 

inatrix wit11 relativel!; less zero matrix entries (wl~enever that is possible); 
2,  + ~131119 a p- I I P I - ~ ~ + L P P ; C  ,,.....,, l, t ~ r l q ~ l i  que, W!I~C!I is able to deal with str?!r,tilired uncertaiilties, as \\.as 

explained in sectioi~ 4.2.4; 
3. transforming the sfrz~cdz~red uncertaiilty matrix A, in (6.10) to a z~n~rlr~~cfzired uncertaint!- 

iilatrix by detenlliiliilg the process uncertaiilt>- as a fbnction of the frequent!.. 

WC \vill calculate a robust coiltroller by reducing the n~linber of ~ulcertain paranleters. nhich 
o n l ~  asks for soine sinall changes in our original problem formulation Furtller~nore can xne 
use our ideiltification results in the previous chapter to reduce our set of uncertain paraneter 
The p-syirtlicsis techniques have as disadvantage that. they lead to high order coiitrollers In 
section 4 2 4 n e briefly outlined that the p-upper and low er bounds are tightened by correct 
matrix transfonllatioils (filters) HoneTrer these filters cause the order of the generalized plant 
to Increase and therefor as n ell the order of the controller 
Before n e calculate our co~ltroller. by reducing the ilulinber of ~uicertain parameters. \.i e like 
to outline point 3 

L4ilotl~er interestiilg n a y  to incorporate process ~ulcertainties and to coine LIP n it11 a coiltroller 
of relativel~7 lon order. is b\r definiilg the process uncertaiilty in the frequenc! donlain We 
like to g i ~  e ail si11al1 outliile of hon this m orks 
A s s ~ m e  that lne like to represent our process ~uicertaiilt! as a11 o ~ ~ t p u t  inultiplicati\ e 
uncertai~lty as n as s l ~ o ~ v n  in figlire 3 7. 

nhere P ' is a set of possible process models. due to the perturbation A A E C " "~it11 )(AI1 , 
_< 1 m d  p the nuinber of process outputs P presents the lloiniilal process and W is the me11 
l<non 11 \\7eiglitiilg filter 
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Re\~riting (6. l l) yields: 

(P' (S) - P(s)) P-' (S) = A(s) W(S) , (6.12) 

~11e1-e the left side presents the relative process uncertainty. 
l i e  are only collsidering robust stability. Wit11 11 A 11 .c < l .  it is then sufficie~ltly that t l ~ e  
folloning holds. to guara~tee robust stability (4.33): 

We then choose a filter W of the fonn (6 S), ivitl~ W equal to the left side of (6 13) The lzft 
side of (6 13) can be calculated by van i~ lg  the uncertain parameters Tie define the 
uncertainty intcl-val of every uncertain paraneter and calculate the relathe process 
uncertaiiltj~ for every pre-defined discrete parameter valt~e in the uncertaii~tj interval For 
exanlple. if i le  have 8 uncertain paraneters and me discretisize our defiilcd  ulcert taint^ 
i l l tend nit11 10 points, me mill perform a total of 10' process uncertainty calculatioi~s 
During calculating, n e c a ~  easily register the maximum relative process uncertainty. that IS a 
f~~ilction of the frequency Wit11 the Matlab fitnctioil fitmug (there are inore that perfonn t l ~ c  
saine. see [Ba193]) n e fit a rational stable transfer fi~nction to the detennilled upper bound. 
that collsists of anplit~tde points as a fit~lction of the freq~tency This stable transfer fitilction 
serves as our final filter W 
Apart fro111 a long calculation time. needed to detennine our upper-bound. n7e detennine a 
relativel! tight bound Tlle nuinber of calculations can be reduced by choosing for exanple. a 
normal distribixtion for the discretized iulcertaintj inten~al 
11e square uncertainty matri-.; A has "only" the dimension of the il~tinber of ou~tp~xts. nhich 
J ields to less conseri atism. t ~ h e n  calculating the H,-coiltroller of the final uncertaintj matrix 
(a~xgmellted n it11 the perfor~nalce blocks) 
We could label the above procedure as a way of transforming a large-real uncertaiilty matrix 
(stnxctured uncertainty) to a smaller-complex uncertaintjr inatrix (iulstn~ctt~red uncertaiilt! ) 

To reduce the ilumber of parameters, to decrease the uncertaiilty inatrix dimensions. n e  mal<e 
use of the ideiltification results in the previous chapter In table 5 10 we found an accurate 
process inodcl tl~rougli a regularization techniqixe, m ere the estimated parameters n erc 
divided in so called effjcrent and spztrroz~s ones The spurious parameters. on the contrary to 
the efficient ones, llardly have iilfluence on the model oi~tpit.  ivhen dealing with 
paraneter perturbation We therefore fix the spurious parameters and only choose tlle 
efficient ones. as the uncertain paraneters 
Tlle efficient paraneters are clil, a[?. q13. az2 leading to a sinaller diagonal process 
~ulcertaiilty matrix A,, E !K jX5 

Our ncn ~xncertail~ty vectors (6 7, become 
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and the new Iorn~ed inatrices W, and Ape infigrtre 6.1 are summarised in appendix B.3. 
Nolice that our performance specification slays the same. 

Thc largest singular value and thc p-bounds of the final closed-loop system arc shown in Jiglire 
6.5, when the H,-conlroller is calculated with the Matlab function lrir$r.vrr, under the same 
conditions as beforc. That is, a chosen parailleter uncertainty of 20% for all paramclcrs. 

Figure 6.5: the largest singrilar - 

~jnlrre (dotfed) and the p-bor[rrds 
~ i i )  with 4 ( jindeyenderr.ti 

The p-bounds are calculated for the mixed uncertainty matrix A in (6.10) and thc difference 
between the -nonil and the p-upper bound 01 our generalised system, certainly reduced 
considerablc. 
It seems that we find a robust controller that has robrirtpellforn~nrrce, as defined in section 4.2. 
As explained in section 4.3, we can investigate the robrist s~nbrlity and the rror~~irrnl 
gefor-rl~nrrce separately, which is done infigure 6.6. 

Figzcre 6.6: the lar*gest sirlgzrinr- valr~e (dotted) ancl p borrndr irolrrl) for- tlre 
stabilir? rohrr,rtr~esr nrrd tlre rrorrrirrrrl perlforr~rnrrce. 
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In figure 6.6 only the p-upper bound for the stability robustness is shown, as the p-lower 
bound is zero for some frequencies, which results in numerical problems. 

The filter parameters of V, and V,, (figure 6.2 and (6.9)) are summarised in table 6.1 and their 
frequency respollse is shown in figure 6.7. 

Table 6.1: the parar?zeter values, of the performance filters. 

filters: 

,.q;:;.;.;;>.J,:," p::;;,. 
. . .  - .  . . . . . . . .  . . . . .  - .  . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . .  . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . .  ......... 

71 7 2  K 

Figure 6.7: the frequency response 
o f  the performance filters. 

We found a H,-controller of order seven, which we reduced to order five, without hardly any 
increase in the m-norm: The final fifth order continue controller is summarised in appendix B.4 

V, 
v,, 

In figure 6.4.1 (appendix B.4) a step response wit11 the real process is shown for input l ,  for 
both the LQR controller, developed in the previous section and the robust controller. 
If we compare both controllers, it is difficult to speak of a "better controller" because of two 
reasons: 
I/ a "better controller" is decided, based on the control objectives, which we hardly have, 

which gave us a lot of freedom; 
-\l the maximum value of the actuator output is 4 Volt and 7 Volt with respectively the robust 

and LQR controller, with a step of 0 -> 30 cm. That means that the performance filters 
could be adjusted such that better use is made of the total actuator range (-10 - 10 Volt) . 
This will certainly results in a faster closed-loop system. 

Notice that: 
- we approximate the two small poles 1/ze2 by zero values, whch did not seem to give any 

virtual difference in the step response. The final discrete controller is calculated with the 
tustin transformation; 

1/1.265.10-~ 
112.10-" 

1 12.1 o - ~  
114.428 

200 
0.7 
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- t11e step response ofjguve b. 4.1 differs froin tliat i11 jiguve h. 2.1, 1%-hile n-e use tlle same 
LQR co~ltroller~ b ~ ~ t  under different process conditions; 

- At first, tlle filter paraineters were chose~i such that we \\;ere sure to obtain stability 
robustness. Nest, through fine-tuning t l~e  filter parameters: actuator saturation was 
avoided and the perfonnance specifications \Tiere met as good as possible. 

- The first order filter V, (see (6.8)) is used to approximate iiltegratioil bellmiour in the 
coiltroller, by choosing a sufficient sinall value l/ze2. However; this results in a small 
bandwidth for V,: and tlluls of the upper bound of tlie sensitivity fi~nction S(s}. This can be 
~ulacceptable 1~11en for exanple, tlie disturbances are also present at "lligher" 
frequei1cies.A inore accurate V, cczi be developed by using a second order filter: giving us 
inore degree of freedoms, tvhich can be used to inlprove the frequency band\\-idtli. 

We non conie to t l ~ e  final part of our analysis were me like to compare the perfonnance 
deterioration of the closed-loop. due to paraneter perturbations, for the different coiltrollers 
developed in this essa! 
In figzlre b 4 2 - h 4 4 (appendix B 4) the closed-loop step respoilses are shonn. nit11 the 
estinlated inodcl and t11e coiltrollers delreloped in the previous sections. nhen all four 
uiicertaiil parameters undergo a non-time vaq iilg +20% paraneter change 
We can see that tlie iilfluellce of paraneter perturbations on the process O L I ~ ~ L I ~  is rather snlall 
for all three colitrollers That is. for the Pull. LQR and Robust coiltroller Tllis also c m  be 
sceu from fig~lle (5 5 ~uid j j s l r e  6 6 iii C ~ S C  of tlle robilsi coiiiro!!er. as tlierc nijpcz~s to be n 
iclat i~ e sinall diffcreilce bet\\ eel1 the sionlinal perfonnance and the robust perfonllalce 
Tlie result isn't that surprising. as ne.  during ideiltification. alreadq sari tliat inost parcneters 
have oilly little iilflueilce on the process output. which mas our inotivation for using a 
regularization technique 
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6.3 Conclusion and Final Remarks 

We developed a (ilew) LQR colltroller and a robust colltroller. nhich are bascd on tllc 
process model. estimated at the end of the previous chapter 
The ilen LQR colltroller seelns to perfonn "better" (figure h 2 1)  than tlle LQR coiltroller 
developed in tllc previous chapter. n l ~ i c l ~  was used to perform our closed-loop ideiltification 
This results is not that surprising as the ilen LQR colltroller is based on a inore accurate 
process inodel 

l i e  developed a robust colltroller b j  iniililnising the m-non11 of the generalized plant, to deal 
11 it11 tlre real-stmct~~red parameter tulcertainties in a1 explrczr m ay 
The regularization techniq~~e. used during idelltification in chapter five. helps us to select the 
"correct" uncertaitln pxaneters That is. tlle ideirtificatioil paraneters that have a considerable 
iilflueilce on the process inodel output 
The final largest singular value of tlle closed-loop system doesn't differ that inuch froin thc 
p-upper bound (stmctured singular value). such that it was not 1lecessar~7 to use one of tl~osc 
'hen '' s j  iltlresis tecl~niques These so called 'hen " spilthesis techniq~~es c m  dcal n ith 
stn~ctured uncertaiilties. leading to a less consen7ative coiltroller Their lnajor dranback is 
that the? lead to high order coiltroller Therefore n e  discussed a1 easj waj to determine a 
"small" ~ulstn~ctured uncertaiiltj7 matrix froin a "large" structured unccrtailrt) matrix, such 
that "c011~7eiltioi1al" algoritl~ins c m  used to calculate the coiltroller 

As our uncertain parameters appear iin a MIMO state-space description. we introduce an easjT 
\\a! to incorporate their uncertaiilty, such that the derived generalised plalt call easilj be 
iinpleineilted in Matlab. bp making use of the p-Ailalysis and Syilthesis Toolbox. 

The final Robust coiltroller is compared nit11 the earlier inelltioiled LQR controller and the 
differences arc rather "small". eve11 wheil the uilcertain paraneter are perturbed 
Let us reiniild that our LQR colltroller doesn't use an observer. to reconstn~ct tlle process 
states, and that ail accurate process inodel \\as estimated, such that it nas  expected to 
perfonn "n cll" 

It is showil that tllc closed-loop perfor~nmce deterioratioil of t11e 3 coiltrollers Pull. LQR and 
tlle Robust coiltroller is small in case all ~ulcertain paraneters undergo a non-time van ing 
+20% paraneter cha~lge ( f igz~re  h 4 2 - h 4 4) This is not that surprising. as we during 
ideiltification already sal\ that ~nos t  parameters have only little iilflueilce on the process 
outp~~t .  wl1ich n as our motivation for using a regularizatioil teclliliiq~~e 
The difference in perfonnalce deterioration, for the different coiltrollers c m  probably be 
increased by letting the paraneter pert~~rbations vary in time However. due to lack of time 
n e were not able to illvestigate this validation inetl~od Let us reiniild that the H, coiltrollcr 
guarantees robust perfonna~ce for any stable transfer 1 1  A 11, < 1 (scaled). ~ h i c h  allows time- 
\ arying ullcertaiilties (dyilanlic uncertaiilties) 

It is nell  l<nonn that the neiglrtiilg filters. to speci@ perfonna~ce. are of ina.or importance. 
as the closed-loop perfonna~ce depends highly on it (just as tlle choice of the inode1 stnlctilre 
in system ideiltification). It offers us a lot of freed0111 in directly shaping our system transfers 
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in the frequencj dolllaill Bcca~~se of this large aino~uit of freedom. care must be talten in 
d c ~  eloping the filters, as nroilg choices c m  easilq lead to bad pe~fonl la~cc or prc~~eilt us of 
fiilding tlie (sub)optimal sol~~t ion We used silnple first order neigl~ting filtcrs to reduce t1:c 
coiltrollcr order Hone1 er, as n a s  ineiltioiled at the end of section 6 2 2. n c probably good 
perform better bq using a second order filter, nhich gives us lllore degrees of freed0111 to 
i~lcorporate the colltroller iiltegratioil behaviour Due to lack of time. n e n crc not able to 
im,estigate this possible improvcmei~t 
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Appendix A 

Identification results 

This appendix contains preparation and identification results of the laboratory-located process. The 
identification is performed in chapter 6 and the tl~eoretical background c m  be found in chapter 3. 

A.l  Mathematical Process Model 

In this section a nlathematical process model i ill be derived, of t~h ich  the final results are given in 
section 2.2. 

Figure a l .  l :  The process 

If we make a ba la~~ce  for every tank, m7e obtain the followiilg 3 equations: 

where: 
Q, (t) 11e water flow; as indicated in the fig. a. 1.1 [cm3/s]. 
A The section area of a tank [cm2]. 
hi(t) The water level in the tank (bottom of tank represents the zero level)[cin]. 

(a. 1.1) 



Tl~c following expression describes the relation between the tank l e ~  el and the velocity (1111s) of a 
liquid in an opening of a tank (7orncelli) 

n herc g is the grwitj. "consta~t" 
\Vith (a l 2). ill the ii~terconnections valves beco~lles 

Tn which u is the sectioil area of the ii~terco~lilectioil or a leakage [cm2]. This paraneter is iilflueilced 
b\, tbe position of the \Ave. 
Combiiliilg (N. l. I) and (il. 1.3) yields: 

' 3  ('1 = L A ( I  ( 1  ( 1  - ~ 1 ;  ( f ) ) , / 2 g h l  (f) h ;  (t)l - a,;2 s p ( h i  ( t )  - ii2 ( f ) ) J ~ ~ / h ,  ( f j  -h2 ( f ) l  - a L ;  ,,/2,q/73 ( T )  

Notice that the sectioil area in the iiltercoililectioil bet~veen talk 1 a ~ d  tank 3 is indicated as ai13 

We call linearize equation (cl. 1 4). using a first order approximation 

8 h, ( k )  a u k )  
h+(k )  2 h I + X - - -  h,k) + All ] ( k )  . 

,=l 8 hl P) 1; ,=l 8 l / ,  ( k )  '3 G "X 

Where 11, indicates the d u e  of h, in the n orking point in nhich n7e liilearize 
Before n e  linearize. n e ha1 c to decide k~llat OLX TT orking poiilt mill be. to get rid of the clgn and 
ah,solz~fe fi~ilctions: 

c 0 

In the lvorkrng point we cl~oose 11, = h, 

TVc coiltrol 11~ and h2. and h3 is simply folloniilg the levels in these tanks Therefore the level m h3 
11 ill 0111 uys be a bit lon cr thail the one in hl a1d /l2, in thc n orking point I 

Usiilg (cl l 5) to liileanze (c/ l 4). gi~res us the final liilearized process inode1 



Notice that 
me are on11 interested in the process inode1 in the tvorking point. so that n e left out the n orltiilg 

point hY and also use hi instead of Ahi; 
-\i we have include the index 'c'; to indicate the continuous model. I ~ ~ d e x  'd' R-ill be used to indicate 

the discrete illodelj 
-\j the meaning of the parameters in the nlatrices Ap,, ; Bp,, ; C,,, are summarised the end of this 

section. 

We use a comp~~ter  to idelltie our process wit11 AID collrrerters which contain Zero Order Hold 
(ZOH) componeilts. to coilrrert the signal. 
So the illost na t~~ra l  n7ay to approximate the derivatives in (U. 1.0, is by a ZOH approximation. 

\.illere T is the sai~~pletime and the time index k is equal to iTrvith i = l.. m . 

Q, (t) is coiltrolled by the illput signal 21 ,  (Q. nit11 7 1,2, by 1011 -level senJo systeins T l ~ e  d~iiill~lic of 
tl~ese coiltrollers are relative fast. compared nit11 our process dy~la~l ics ,  that TT e can approxilnate the 
transfer between Q, (t) and U, (t) by a static gain. \vhich ca.11 be found in the docuil~eiltation of the 
process 

If a e use the ZOH approximation and n e n rite the equations directlj in matriiu fonll, IT e get 

(a. I .  10) 



To deterl~line a nor1-1i~enu t ~ ~ o d e f ,  XLC return to equation (a.1 4) and use a ZOH approximation to 
obtain n discrete model. n hich J ields 

h2 (li - l ) 
( p l l  v12 V , ?  (P, , ,  (J 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Jmj 
0 0 0 0 c p q - c p 3 6 ( p 2 7 ( p 2 8  0 0 0 0 

2 sgn(h3(1i - l )  - h2(li - l))J1h3(li - l) - /l2(/< - 111 ' 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

''39 'P3.10 'X11 '3.12 1l2(k - 1) +l() 

Notice that n7e perfonm an offset correctioil on the illput z~(k- l)  of 10 Volt. as the process input railgc 
is I-10.101 Volt and the output range [0.60] cm.. 

\;lie can In rite (0 l. 12) as a linear regression structure: 
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The meaniilg of the nlatrix entries in (cl. 1.7) and (a. I. 12) : 

All that left us is to give the 17al~1es of the constants c,, nhich is the static gain of the transfer fro111 U ,  

to Q,. the sectioil area of tank (A) and those of the interconnections (aI,) and leakage (aL,), nhen the 
~ralves are entr rely opened These values c m  be found in the doc~~nlentation of the process 

2 2 2 A=l54 cm . oI,,=O 4 cm , ciL,=O S cl11 , C,-5 C~I'/(SV) 





A.2 Flexible Environment 

Two screen-dumps are shown, of the software that makes it possible to control the laboratory-located 
process. The software is described in section 2.1 
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A.3 Results of the Closed-Loop Controllers 

This section contains some results of the two controllers, which were designed to perform a close-loop 
identification. 
The controllers are a Pull and LQR controller, of which the LQR controller is finally used for 
identification 
The section contain a step response, with the real process and with the simulation model, and bode 
plots of the simulation model. 
The step response of the real process is performed with a controller calculation frequency of 5 Hz 
(section 5.3.1). Before data is collected and controller calculation takes place, analog and digital 
filtering is perloni~ed to prevent aliasing. The analog and digital anti-aliasing filters are described in 
section 5.3.2. 

Figure n.3.l.n: a step resporr se of the 
cnlcrllated sirwrilatior~ rrrodel with the 
Prill nrrd LQR corrtr-oller fr-an~ irrpr~t l 
f o  oritpzit 1. 

" W. 

Figure n.3.l.c: a step response of the 
re01 process ~vitlr the Pull arid LQR 
corrtr-ollel- frorrr irlput l to oulput 2. 

Figure a.3.1.b: n step re,r~~orrse of tlze 
real process 1vit11 the Prtll nrrd LQR 
contr-ollerfiorrr irrprit 1 to oritprit l .  

Figure n.3.l.d: a step r-e,spon.se of the 
real process wit/! the Pull nr1.d LQR 
controller-fiorrr input l to outprit 3. 
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Input 1 to d l  olllputs dotted: h l ;  solui: h? d a h e d :  h 3  (syston) 

' i 

Figure n.3.2.a: botle plot of the Prtll 
corrtl-del- front irrl~rtt I to all orttputs 
1t.il11 r110 ~~111~1t l (~led  ~irrlrtlatior~ 111o~le1. 

Input 1 to all o ~ ~ t p u t i  clotted: h i ,  solld: h'); dashed: h 3  (system) 

Io1 7 

Figure n.3.2.b: bode p101 of tile LQR 
cor~trollel- Ji-or11 illput l to (111 orttprrtr 
vvit/l /the crrlc~tlnted ,sir~ritlntior~ inodel. 



A.4 Pre-Processing Results 

The meaning of the used synlbols in the figures: 
G B N ~ J  generalized binary noise input signal, with a variable amplitude; 
GBN generalized binary noise input signal, with a constant amplitude; 
BN binary noise input signal, with a constant anlplitude; 
ri ,setpoint i, with i=1,2 (input); 
hi water level i, with i=1,2 (output). 

- Data after scaling; offset correction, filtering and sample rate reduction: 

l 
l 

. : I 
....p-..-..-. ... .-a 

POi) S a m p l e  No.  _L$:IO 

Figure n.4.1.n: collected datcr aper, o81ef con-ectiorr, jiltering nrrd rn~~rple rntr rrdrtctro~r, vvrflr BN as 
711~71tt sig1~01. 
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Figzcre n.4.3.b: collertecl data after, O ~ Y P I  corrrctiorr, j?Itering nrrd ,rnn~yle rote ~*~cJuctiorr, 11 itlz GBN 
as ivrpitt rignnl. 



A.5 Validation results 

The validation results of the calculated non-linear model and linear model. 

Figure n.5.P: validation by ~i t~~r~lat ion of the calcrilated iron-linear- rwodel (solrtl) vvrth 11ie collected 
clam (dottecl). 

Figure a.5.2: \~alidatiorr by ,srrwulntion of the estirwated rrorr-linear r~lodel (solicl) vvith the collect~d 
data (clottecl). 



U , an.d h , ........................ , ............................................. .............. ... U a  and h ,  
................... ............................................ ............. .........v ..: ...................... 

b . "  -;-. 
v ,  and h , 

------.--\ 

: i 

U ; 1 
. . 

. -.______-L LLLLLLLLL .. -.L;-- - -? L. .~ . -. - :n -10 ,.U 3.1 ~-,, 

U ,  and h ,  .: / ................. r ............................................................................................................... > 

Figure n.5.3: crors-correlnrrorr beht.rrrr the irlputs orrd the re~idunls for the non-lir~~irr ~rloclel, ~ ' 1 1 1 1  

yflrzrr~l~tel- col1 rtrnrlltr. 

~ . .  
?:;,,,.?:;! >.; (,, ?> f; .>h>, ,..(;;vb f;>)y(: !,?;{?l; ;::; {pL$, 

L .~ \. ..,:v .\., . cl: u t* l:. 

U ,  and h ,  
.>. ........................................................... ..................................................................... 

! 

j t 
1 I 

I 
- 2  l. 
-3: . i'; .!2 !(~.p !" ?C 

U ,  and h ,  < , -- 

, . , . . ,- 

, , 
,: L 

. , 

Figure n.5.4: cros,r-corl-elntiolr betlvrerr the inprrts and tlle residrinl,~ for 1 1 1 ~  rro~r-lirrear- 111oclel,wrt1~0~11 
pal-anletrr col~slrai~rt,~. 
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................................... h ''. ......................................................................................................................................................... f ....................................................................>...................................... 

,-.- ..... ............................... ........................................................................ .) ...................................................................................................................................................... ! 
F- > '.) 1'30 S a m p l e  No. LSE 2 U :) 

> 

Figz~re n.5.5: ~icllz[latiorr b.y sz~~lr~lntion of tlze cnlcrilated linear. ///ode1 (solicl) ~ ~ 7 1 1 1  t11e coIlr~ted data 
(clotted). 

TVtth BN p a r a m e t e r s  

Figzcre n.5.6.n: vnliclatiorl b~ sin~rilntiorr of the e~rirnated linear- nloclcl (,rolid), wl~rrr h1.o ynr.nnlrter.,r 
are .fixed, ~~.itFi thr collecrecl data (dotted). 



> , ,  > , pT;):;i --- 2. :, 2 . : . < ~ { ( : ;  ;$  , :> .P ?$!:, , :. \. : ~, *<:,:)Q k;( <(,L,,, :;~y, Q;,{> ';:{jp{:,/s {ys!,(j j ( < >,{,[?,LL,, ,.:..y*:a??< > ,., !{,;?,$!!, !,h<" ]i'j>! !L! > , a  >>,l. j ! .  

.......................................... ......................................... ........... ..................... ................................. ...................................................................... . .................. 
rt rtnd , h\ ,. , r, and h2 

.> 

1 l 

> .  . . 1 . :  

l 1 

,> . -j : il. 1 ! , : - '  . V . .  I 1. 
I 

j 
: .................................................. ...................... : .:. i ................. .................... ................ ............................................................................................. ..................... 

..,,, 
: L 

- ~ -2:: ." - I Q  : A:~' - C ,  ,,h . , D 

ri and hs ................................. b.. ................ 

Figure n.5.6.b: er-osr-correlatiorr bei+veerr the irlputs arld the re,ridunl,rJot- rhe linear nloclel, 1 t . 11~11  rlt o 
pnranleters are fix-pd. 

W i t h  G B N  paramete rs  
.; 

....................................................................................................................................... ........................................................................................................................ h ,  

Figure n.5.7.n: vnlrclnl~or~ by ,rinlmlation of tlze ~,rtir~~atecl Iirr~nr n~otlel (solicl), lt.1len t ~ c ~ o  paronl~terr 
nrejfrxed, v\,itli tlie collrcted doto ( h t t ~ d ) .  
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-j  , ,, . ., -50 0 ! ,  4; 
l 

, ,.., 
..'G 

...................................... .............................................................. ................................... rz a n d  h: 
i -. 

l 
.................................................................. ............................................................. rz and hZ 1 ?. .,. ., 

Figure n.5.7.b: cr-oss-con-elatiorr between the iwput,~ and the residuals for the Iiirenr inoclel, ~vhen 
tvt,o pnrnnletrr-,r are fixed. 

With GBN p a r a m e t e r s  
h r 

/ ---, 

... - 1 : ......................................... .............................. i .......................................................................... : ............................................................................................................................................... ! 

.:')0 S a m p l e  No .  jc:; 5 [J 0 CJ 

Figure n.5.8.a: ~~nlrclatioii by ,siir~ulatioir oftlre estinlated linear rrroclel (solid), ~llrth regzrlnr-r:crtion, 
vvrtlr the collectrtl datn (dottecl). 
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I r.1 and h1 l 

I 

" l  1 1 

~2 and h ,  
i .......................?..............................................>..................................................................... 

rf wnd Rt / i r  

Figure n.5.8.b: cro,~s-correlatiorr betweerr tlrp ir~prits arld the residllal,~ for the lirrear ~notlel, ~i>itli 
regrrlarizatiorr. 
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Controller results 

This appendix colltains results, and preparatiolls of the design of the LQR controller and the Robust 
controller. Both controllers are developed in chapter 6 and their theoretical background is given in 
chapter 4. 

B.1 Return Difference Equality 

The optimal LQR feedback gain (4.5. U) was given as: 

and the steady state Riccati equation (4.j.b) as: 

From (b. I. I/ it follow, keeping in mind that Q, R a11d P are symmetric, that: 

PB, =-K'  R .  

Wit11 (b. 1. I / ,  (b. 1.2) call be rewritten as 

~ ( j o i - A , ) + ( - j w i -  A ~ ) P + K ~ R K = Q .  

Multiplying on the left by B ~ ~ ( - ~ ~ I - A ~ ~ ) - '  and on the right by r jo l -~~)- '~ ,  yields 

(b. I"4) 
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Reorganising (b. 1.5) yields the return d#erence equalzty (4.14): 

l R + B/, (- /u 'I  - A ) Q - A,,)-' B,, = [I - B; ( - / a 1  - A: )-l K' $1 - K ( / ~ I  - A,,)-' B,, . (b. l 6, 
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B.2 LQR coiltroller step responses 

In this section we compare two LQR controllers. One was based on our calculated model, which we 
used to perlorm our closed-loop idenliiication. The second LQR controller is based on our cstirnated 
model, as discussed in section 6.1. 

The step responses of the real process are performed with a controller calculation frequency of 5 Hz 
(section 5.3.1). Before data is collected and controller calculation takes place, analog and digital 
filtering is performed to prevent aliasing. The analog and digital anti-aliasing filters are described in 
section 5.3.2. 

Figure b.2.1.n: n step re,sl~orr re of tlie 
rrtir~ratetl closecl-loop rr~otlel wit11 2 
diffelwrt LQR corrfrollels  or^^ irlp~~t 
l 10 o~11~1111 l .  

Figzlre b.2.1.b: n step res11orr re of tlie 
rstir~rnted clo,rerl-loo11 wlotlel ~vitli 2 
diflrerrt LQR corrtrollel-S fi- on^ irrprrt 
I to orlt~1rrt 2. 

Figure B.2.1.c: n step re,rporrse of the 
e,stirr~oteti clo,srtl-loop rrrotlel vl.it/i 2 
d;ferent LQR c~o~~trollels fr-nrrl  irrprlt 
I 10 orrtllrtt 3. 
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B.3 State-Space Uncertainty Presentation 

The graphical state-space presentatioll of the process (a.1.6), with the uncertain paraiileters defined 
as in (6.3). For ail explaiiation of the used symbols, see sectioii 6.2. 

Figure b.3.1: The state space presentation of xl(tJ. 
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Figure b.3.2: The state space presentation of 
x2@. 



m 
C 

c 
'Cl 3 m: , 
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l 

-- - +:g< 
Figure b.3.3: The state space presentation of ~ ~ ( 1 ) .  
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The matrix entries of W,, W,,,, Wi,,, W, ancl AI,,, 

This section contains the matrices used to specify the parameter uncertainties, in the state space 
iincertainty presentation. showed in figure 6.1. The matrices are sutlllnarised in case we are 
a ss~~ln i~ lg  nine, and four (independent) ullcertai~l parameters. 
To spare paper and for reasons of conveniently. we only sulninarise the matrix entries. The 
remainder entries are zero. 
Our process model has 2 inputs and 2 process outputs, 3 states and an explanation of the sylubols 
(parameters) can be find in (U. I . IJ j ,  (a. I.  16), (6.31, (6.5) and (6.6). 

- Wi and A{,,, with nine (independent) uncertain parameters : 

wL, E (31 
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12x12 A,,€% : 

Is a diagonal matrix, which we indicate with diag{.) : 

diag{Ad~~,  Aa~2, Aa~3, Aa113, Oa123, Aa~23, Aa~20, A1~13> Ah13, A1113, 

- Wi and A,,, with four (independent) uncertain parameters: 

W, and W, become zeros, as can easily be seen fsom$gure b.3.1-3. 

A*,, € % 5x5: 

= diag :Aall, AaL3; Ad11 3, Aa123, Aa123 $ 





B.4 Robust Coiltroller Results 

This section contains results of the final robust controller with four uncertain parameters, which was 
developed in section 6.2. The robust controller is also compared with the LQR controller developed in 
section 6. l. 

The final fifth order continue robust controller: 

X ,  ( t )  = Acxc ( t )  + Bcin(t) 

out(t)  = q x C  ( t )  + Qin(t) ' 

with: 

A, = 1 0 ~ ~ .  



The slcp response 01 input 1, wilh the real process, with both the LQR controller and Robust 
controller, developed in chapter 6: 

Figzlre 0.4.1.n: ,step rr,rporrse of tlre 
real process u,iflz t11e LQR cor~troller 
nrrd Robrist controller fr-our irrput 1 to 
01it~Ilit 1. 

Figure 0.4.l.c: step resporr,re qf t11r 
real procers 1vif11 t l ~ r  LQR cor~troller 

Figure B.4.d.b: step re,~porr,se of the 
real process ~litlz the LQR corr trollrr 
nrrtl Robrist co~rtroller fi-orr~ irrprit 1 to 
011tpr/t 2. 

rrrrtl Robust corrtroller,fi-orw irryrlt l to 
orilprif 3. 
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J 
- r l 
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Figure b.4.2: the stcp resporrse of ir~put 1 ~vithout (solid) and ~iitll  (dottrtl) a rrolr-trnlr lalyrllg 
pararrletel- cllange of +20% , 11) case of 4 urrcrrtarn  parameter,^. 

Figure 8.4.3: the strl;, response of irrpidt l ~vithout (solid) and witit (dotted) a nor.r-tirn~ ~'arying 
yararrleter change of +20% , irr case of 4 uncertain parameters. 
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Figure 6.4.4: the ,rtep re,spon,re of irlput I ~.vithout (solid) and wit11 (doffed)  Q non-tiwe \'nr~ir~.g 
parawrfel- cbiar.rge of +20% , in case of 4 urlcertairr parameters. 
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